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Bodhidharma: The Greatest Zen Master
Chapter #1
Chapter title: To seek nothing is bliss
5 July 1987 am in Chuang Tzu Auditorium
BELOVED OSHO,
BODHIDHARMA'S OUTLINE OF PRACTICE
MANY ROADS LEAD TO THE PATH, BUT BASICALLY THERE ARE ONLY
TWO: REASON AND PRACTICE. TO ENTER BY REASON MEANS TO
REALIZE THE ESSENCE THROUGH INSTRUCTION AND TO BELIEVE THAT
ALL LIVING THINGS SHARE THE SAME TRUE NATURE, WHICH ISN'T
APPARENT BECAUSE IT'S SHROUDED BY SENSATION AND DELUSION.
THOSE WHO TURN FROM DELUSION BACK TO REALITY, WHO MEDITATE
ON WALLS, THE ABSENCE OF SELF AND OTHER, THE ONENESS OF
MORTAL AND SAGE, AND WHO REMAIN UNMOVED, EVEN BY
SCRIPTURES, ARE IN COMPLETE AND UNSPOKEN AGREEMENT WITH
REASON. WITHOUT MOVING, WITHOUT EFFORT, THEY ENTER, WE SAY,
BY REASON.
TO ENTER BY PRACTICE REFERS TO FOUR ALL-INCLUSIVE PRACTICES:
SUFFERING INJUSTICE, ADAPTING TO CONDITIONS, SEEKING NOTHING
AND PRACTICING THE DHARMA.
FIRST, SUFFERING INJUSTICE. WHEN THOSE WHO SEARCH FOR THE
PATH ENCOUNTER ADVERSITY, THEY SHOULD THINK TO THEMSELVES,
"IN COUNTLESS AGES GONE BY, I'VE TURNED FROM THE ESSENTIAL TO
THE TRIVIAL AND WANDERED THROUGH ALL MANNER OF EXISTENCE,
OFTEN ANGRY WITHOUT CAUSE AND GUILTY OF NUMBERLESS
TRANSGRESSIONS. NOW, THOUGH I DO NO WRONG, I'M PUNISHED BY
MY PAST. NEITHER GODS NOR MEN CAN FORESEE WHEN AN EVIL DEED
WILL BEAR ITS FRUIT. I ACCEPT IT WITH AN OPEN HEART AND
WITHOUT COMPLAINT OF INJUSTICE." THE SUTRAS SAY, "WHEN YOU
MEET WITH ADVERSITY, DON'T BE UPSET. BECAUSE IT MAKES SENSE."

to be like a banker. And of course, Moses invests. For Moses, everything is
business. And for me, certainly, everything is going to be taken away. Before it is
taken away, use it, spend it, enjoy it. Why wait for death to snatch it away?
Certainly it is absolutely right. A one-hour religion, or even a Mohammedan who
prays five times a day, is not going to help.
Religion has to become something like your heartbeat.
Meditation has to become something like your breathing. Whatever you are
doing, you are breathing; it is not a separate action. And only then are you
saturated, in every fiber of your being, with meditativeness.
TO KNOW THAT THE MIND IS EMPTY IS TO SEE THE BUDDHA. THE
BUDDHAS OF THE TEN DIRECTIONS HAVE NO MIND. TO SEE NO MIND IS
TO SEE THE BUDDHA.
Now you can see why I have been insisting that the disciple was taking wrong
notes. This is the right statement, by Bodhidharma. The buddhas have no-mind.
TO SEE NO MIND IS TO SEE THE BUDDHA.
But it is very strange that these sutras have existed for one thousand years, and
nobody has seen the contradiction. Perhaps religious people are so blind, such
believers, that they will not see any contradiction, even if it is there -- so
apparent.
TO GIVE UP YOURSELF WITHOUT REGRET IS THE GREATEST CHARITY.
But the Indian constitution will not believe in it. The Indian constitution believes
in charity according to the Christian idea. It is a very strange constitution. It is a
hodgepodge.
In Hindi we call it KHICHRI, humbug. What the people who made the
constitution have done ...they have collected all the constitutions of the world,
and taken beautiful passages from every constitution, without knowing that
those beautiful passages were alive in a certain context, in THEIR constitution.
When you take them out, they become dead.
The Indian constitution is the most dead constitution in the world, because
everything has been taken and borrowed from others. It is not a growth, it is
simply a combination. Take everything good ...somebody's eyes are good, take
them out; somebody's ears are really beautiful, take them out; somebody's
mustache -- pull it out.
You can make a man just by taking beautiful things from everywhere -- the eyes
of Cleopatra, and the nose of Amrapali, the body of Alexander the Great and the
mind of Albert Einstein. But remember, although you have taken all the best
parts from the best people, you have collected only a corpse -- it won't have any
life.
What Bodhidharma is saying about charity .... We have been fighting with the
Indian government and the Indian courts for almost ten years, that their
conception of charity is very poor, their conception is very limited. Give to the
poor, make hospitals, make schools ...this is charity. There is nothing sublime in
their idea of charity. Bodhidharma's single statement is far more significant. He

says: TO GIVE UP YOURSELF WITHOUT REGRET IS THE GREATEST
CHARITY. To give up yourself to whom? To the universe.
Don't be a separate entity. Just drop into the ocean of existence and become one
with it. This is the greatest charity. What else can you give? You came emptyhanded into the world, and you will go empty-handed out of the world.
Everything that you have is not yours. Your house is nothing but a caravanserai.
Your money is not your money; you have exploited for it. Your land is not your
land; it was always there before you came and it will remain there after you are
gone.
What is yours? You can only give that which is yours, you cannot give that
which is not yours. You cannot contribute all the stars to the poor; you cannot
contribute the sun to the poor; you cannot contribute the moon to the poor. It
does not belong to you in the first place.
All that you can contribute is your own being. Hence, Bodhidharma is absolutely
right that there is only one charity and that is to give yourself without regret, in
fact with great joy and rejoicing, to existence. Become part of the whole.
TO TRANSCEND MOTION AND STILLNESS IS THE HIGHEST MEDITATION.
Whether you are sitting silently, or you are walking silently, you have to
transcend all form, motion and stillness, action and inaction, day and night, life
and death. Transcend all, and you will have the highest fragrance of meditation
in you.
MORTALS KEEP MOVING -- and again he comes to his prejudice -- WHILE
ARHATS STAY STILL. BUT THE HIGHEST MEDITATION SURPASSES THAT
OF BOTH MORTALS AND ARHATS.
He does not know anything about arhatas. Arhatas don't say anything, but they
have also transcended motion and stillness. Just because they don't say anything
does not mean that they have not transcended. In fact, their transcendence is so
great that it cannot be said or conveyed in words. So I will not agree with
Bodhidharma. He has to forgive me. With every apology, I want to say to him
that his understanding about arhatas is absolutely zero. Instead of arhatas, he
should have used the word "ascetics."
Mortals and ascetics don't know this transcending.
PEOPLE WHO REACH SUCH UNDERSTANDING FREE THEMSELVES FROM
ALL APPEARANCES WITHOUT EFFORT AND CURE ALL ILLNESSES
WITHOUT TREATMENT. SUCH IS THE POWER OF GREAT ZEN.
Such is the power of great meditation. Such is the power of knowing yourself.
All illnesses disappear; illnesses of the spirit, all wounds are suddenly cured -wounds of the spirit. And all appearances, delusions, greed and anger are found
no more, not even their footprints. Such is the power of knowing oneself in deep
meditation.
He is perfectly right about everything, except what he says about arhatas. That
has to be changed. In fact I am not against Bodhidharma, I am doing him a great
favor. I am taking out his mistakes; I am making him almost infallible. His

prejudice against arhatas drags him down from the great sunlit peak which is his
home.
If you meet Bodhidharma somewhere, in some life, just remind him that a few
corrections are needed. And certainly he cannot make me afraid by his big eyes. I
can also make him afraid with my big eyes.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.

Bodhidharma: The Greatest Zen Master
Chapter #10
Chapter title: Not to be in the mind is everything
9 July 1987 pm in Gautam the Buddha Auditorium
BELOVED OSHO,
USING THE MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY IS DELUSION. NOT USING THE
MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY IS AWARENESS. FREEING ONESELF FROM
WORDS IS LIBERATION. REMAINING UNBLEMISHED BY THE DUST OF
SENSATION IS GUARDING THE DHARMA. TRANSCENDING LIFE AND
DEATH IS LEAVING HOME. NOT SUFFERING ANOTHER EXISTENCE IS
REACHING THE WAY. NOT CREATING DELUSIONS IS ENLIGHTENMENT.
NOT ENGAGING IN IGNORANCE IS WISDOM. NO AFFLICTION IS
NIRVANA. AND NO APPEARANCE OF THE MIND IS THE OTHER SHORE.
IN THE LIGHT OF THE IMPARTIAL DHARMA, MORTALS LOOK NO
DIFFERENT FROM SAGES. THE SUTRAS SAY THAT THE IMPARTIAL
DHARMA IS SOMETHING THAT MORTALS CAN'T PENETRATE AND
SAGES CAN'T PRACTICE. THE IMPARTIAL DHARMA IS ONLY PRACTICED
BY GREAT BODHISATTVAS AND BUDDHAS. TO LOOK ON LIFE AS
DIFFERENT FROM DEATH OR ON MOTION AS DIFFERENT FROM
STILLNESS IS TO BE PARTIAL. TO BE IMPARTIAL MEANS TO LOOK ON
SUFFERING AS NO DIFFERENT FROM NIRVANA BECAUSE THE NATURE
OF BOTH IS EMPTINESS. BY IMAGINING THEY'RE PUTTING AN END TO
SUFFERING AND ENTERING NIRVANA, ARHATAS END UP TRAPPED BY
NIRVANA. BUT BODHISATTVAS KNOW THAT SUFFERING IS
ESSENTIALLY EMPTY. AND BY REMAINING IN EMPTINESS, THEY
REMAIN IN NIRVANA. NIRVANA MEANS NO BIRTH AND NO DEATH. IT'S
BEYOND BIRTH AND DEATH AND BEYOND NIRVANA. WHEN THE MIND
STOPS MOVING, IT ENTERS NIRVANA. NIRVANA IS AN EMPTY MIND.
...AN UNINHABITED PLACE IS ONE WITHOUT GREED, ANGER OR
DELUSION.
...WHOEVER KNOWS THAT THE MIND IS A FICTION AND
DEVOID OF ANYTHING REAL KNOWS THAT HIS OWN MIND NEITHER
EXISTS NOR DOESN'T EXIST. MORTALS KEEP CREATING THE MIND,
CLAIMING IT EXISTS. AND ARHATS KEEP NEGATING THE MIND,
CLAIMING IT DOESN'T EXIST. BUT BODHISATTVAS AND BUDDHAS
NEITHER CREATE NOR NEGATE THE MIND. THIS IS WHAT'S MEANT BY
THE MIND THAT NEITHER EXISTS NOR DOESN'T EXIST. THE MIND THAT
NEITHER EXISTS NOR DOESN'T EXIST IS CALLED THE MIDDLE WAY ....
WHEN YOUR MIND DOESN'T STIR INSIDE, THE WORLD DOESN'T ARISE
OUTSIDE. WHEN THE WORLD AND THE MIND ARE BOTH

TRANSPARENT, THIS IS TRUE VISION. AND SUCH UNDERSTANDING IS
TRUE UNDERSTANDING.
These sutras of Bodhidharma are pure gold except on one point: wherever he
mentions the arhatas he suddenly becomes absolutely blind. His conception
about the arhatas is the only flaw that he cannot drop. I will remind you
whenever he falls below the ultimate wisdom and becomes attached to his
opinion. It is extremely surprising that a man of the caliber of Bodhidharma can
behave just like any ignorant person in certain situations. But this reminds us of
the frailty of human beings and this can be helpful to you not to become too
much attached to your opinions, because every opinion is going to make you
blind, blind to the opposite opinion.
A man of pure understanding is available to all the contradictions without any
choice. He remains choiceless, just silently aware, knowing that they are
contradictions but that ultimately they meet somewhere. Life meets death, day
meets night, love meets hate, yes meets no. For the man who is beyond all
opinions, for him yes is partial just as no is partial. In fact, when they both meet
and merge into each other, when yes is no longer yes, and no is no longer no,
when it is absolutely indefinable because where yes and no meet, it is going
beyond conceivability -- this is the transcendence -- going beyond the mind.
But even people like Bodhidharma have certain blind spots. It is something like
the scientists say: at least ten percent of people in the world are color blind
although they are not aware of it. It is a big percentage; it means out of ten
people, one person is going to be color blind. And by color blind they mean that
the person cannot see a certain color at all.
Rarely does one come to discover one's color blindness. It happened in George
Bernard Shaw's life. For sixty years he was not aware that he was color blind. On
his sixtieth birthday a friend sent a gift of a beautiful suit, but he must have
forgotten to send a matching tie with the suit. And Bernard Shaw loved the suit
and he told his secretary that they should go immediately to find a matching tie,
"Because this evening many friends will be coming to celebrate my birthday and
I would like to use this suit for the evening."
They went to the shop where the best quality ties were available and he looked at
many ties and finally he chose one. The shopkeeper was shocked, his secretary
was shocked; they could not believe what he was doing. It looked very
ridiculous; the suit was green and he had chosen a yellow tie. Simultaneously the
secretary and the shopkeeper both said to him, "It will look very odd. You have
chosen a very strange color. With green, this yellow will not look good."
George Bernard Shaw said, "What do you mean? They are the same color." He
had no eye for yellow; yellow looked to him like green. He could not see the
yellow at all. But it was just coincidental. Perhaps millions of people live and die
without knowing that they are color blind. If this certain circumstance had not
happened, George Bernard Shaw would have died -- sixty years he had lived,

forty years more he could have lived, he could have made the whole century -and remained unaware of a certain blind spot in his eyes.
Something similar happens to people. Even though they may be of great
awareness, there are points where they are blind, and unless these blind spots
disappear, a man's enlightenment cannot be called perfect. It remains imperfect,
incomplete. And the surprising thing is, when Bodhidharma talks about great
things he is so accurate, so impeccably perfect, but just on a few points he simply
forgets everything and falls down into an ordinary state of mind where people
become opinionated, prejudiced.
You have to remember him and learn one secret from him, so that this does not
happen to you.
The sutra:
USING THE MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY IS DELUSION.
And all philosophers have been doing that and all theologians have been doing
that. The great thinkers are doing nothing but playing games with words.
USING THE MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY IS DELUSION. Mind cannot know
reality. It is something like: if you want to hear music with the eyes, you will not
be able to, because eyes are not meant to hear. Or if you want to see the light
through the ears you will not be able to, because ears are not meant to see the
light. Ears are meant for sound, eyes are meant for light. They each have a certain
dimension of functioning.
Mind's functioning is to create thoughts, dreams, imaginations, illusions,
hallucinations, mirages of all kinds. Its function is not to find the reality.
NOT USING THE MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY IS AWARENESS.
Not using the mind is the way to find reality. Becoming utterly silent, without
any thought, just a clean slate, a tabula rasa -- in that clarity, in that perceptivity,
one comes to know what is real, both within and without, because the reality is
one.
It is the mind that divides it into within and without. When the mind is
withdrawn, the division is dropped. Then you are the reality; then, even the
farthest star is connected with you and even the smallest blade of grass is
connected with you. It is all one existence. Suddenly you are no longer separate,
you have fallen into the whole. All the walls have disappeared between you and
existence.
This experience in the UPANISHADS, the seers have declared as AHAM
BRAHMASMI -- I am God. It was not out of an ego; it was out of utter
humbleness. But what can be done? The moment mind disappears you are one
with the whole. It has to be said.
FREEING ONESELF FROM WORDS IS LIBERATION.
In a small statement there are hidden scriptures. He's a simple man; he does not
use learned jargon, big words. He simply states in simple and ordinary words
the extraordinary truth and the ultimate experience.

FREEING ONESELF FROM WORDS IS LIBERATION ...not freeing yourself
from the world, not freeing yourself from your wife or your husband, not freeing
yourself from your money or your house but just freeing yourself from words.
And certainly your real world is nothing but words.
What is a wife other than a word? Once she was not your wife; suddenly one day
some stupid priest starts chanting mantras that he does not understand -- nor do
the people who are being married know what is meant by the whole ritual that is
going on.
One sannyasin got married a few days ago and she was telling me that she was
surprised by the priest. The ritual was going to be one and a half hours long, but
her husband gave five rupees to the priest and told him to be quick. The whole
ritual went so fast; the priest started chanting so quickly and ended the whole
thing within fifteen minutes. And in those fifteen minutes were included all
those moments when the photographer said, "Just a moment!" And the priest
would stop for the photograph to be taken and when the photograph was taken,
he again started the ritual. What is a wife or what is a husband except a game of
words?
You come into the world without any possessions and you go out of the world
without any possessions. One day the whole thing becomes just like a dream that
you had once seen. At the moment of your death you may remember all those
things as if they had been seen in a dream. At the time of happening they were so
real, but at the time of death everything will become unreal -- just words in the
mind.
The real renunciation is not of the world. It is meaningless to renounce the world
and escape to the Himalayas or to the monasteries. The real thing is to drop the
words from your mind so you can become a silent observer, a pure witness. And
this is what Bodhidharma calls liberation.
REMAINING UNBLEMISHED BY THE DUST OF SENSATIONS IS GUARDING
THE DHARMA.
All that is needed of you to be authentically religious, is to be on guard that you
are not carried by emotions, sentiments, moods; that you remain above and
beyond any strategies of the mind to pull you down. To be aware and alert is all
that is needed to be authentically religious.
You don't have to go to any church or to any synagogue or to any temple. You
simply have to go within and be alert.
TRANSCENDING LIFE AND DEATH IS LEAVING HOME.
I would like to add two words to this sutra, otherwise this sutra can be
misleading. I would like to say: TRANSCENDING LIFE AND DEATH IS
LEAVING THIS WORLD, not the home, because your real home is where you
are going. This world is not your real home. It is only a so-called home. It is just a
consolation to call it home.

I have told you the story of a Sufi mystic. One night in Baghdad, the king heard
somebody walking on the roof of his palace. He shouted, "Who is there? And
what are you doing there?"
The man was not a thief. Without any fear he said, "Don't shout, that may disturb
other people's sleep. It is none of your business. I am looking for my camel. My
camel is lost and it is time for you to go to sleep."
The king could not believe what kind of madman could be on the roof of a palace
searching for his camel. He called the guards and they searched all over the place
but could not find the man. And the next day when he was sitting in his court he
heard the same voice again; he recognized it.
The king immediately said, "Bring that man in," because he was arguing with the
guard in front of the gate that he wanted to stay in the caravanserai.
And the guard said, "You will be getting into problems unnecessarily. This is the
palace of the king; this is not a caravanserai."
The man said, "I know it is a caravanserai and you are just a guard. Don't bother
me. Just let me go in. I want to discuss the matter with the king himself. If I can
convince him that this is a caravanserai then I will stay. If he can convince me it
is not a caravanserai, then of course I will leave. But I won't listen to you; you are
just a guard."
And just at that moment the message came from inside, "Don't stop that man. We
are in search of him; bring him in."
The Sufi mystic was called in and the king said, "You seem to be a very strange
fellow. I recognize your voice. You were the man on the roof searching for your
camel and now you are calling my place, my home, a caravanserai."
The man laughed and said, "You seem to be a man of some understanding. It is
possible to talk with you. Yes, it was me who was looking for the camel on the
roof of the palace. Don't think that I'm insane. If you can look for blissfulness
sitting on a golden throne, if you can look for God while continuously
conquering and butchering and burning living human beings, what is wrong in
searching for a camel on the roof of the palace? You tell me!
"If I am inconsistent you are also not consistent. And what right have you got to
call this place your home, because I have been here before and on the same
golden throne I have seen another man sitting. He looked just like you -- a little
older."
The king said, "He was my father. Now he's dead." And the mystic said, "I was
here even before that and I found another man. He also looked a little bit like you
but very old." The king said, "You are right, he was my grandfather." And the
mystic said, "What happened to him?" The king said, "He is dead."
And the mystic said, "When are you going to die? They also believed that this is
their home. I have argued with your grandfather. Now the poor fellow is in the
grave. I have argued with your father; that poor fellow is also in the grave. Now I
am arguing with you and someday I will come back again and I will be arguing
with your son and you will be in a grave. So what kind of home is this where

people go on changing? It is a caravanserai. It is just an overnight stay, and then
one has to go."
The king was shocked but was silent. The whole court was silent. The man was
right. And the mystic finally said, "If you really want to know where your home
is, go to the graveyard where finally you will have to settle, where your
grandfather is, where your father is. That is the real place that you can call your
home, but not this palace. Here I am going to stay as if it is a caravanserai."
The king was certainly not an ordinary man. He stood up and told the mystic,
"Forgive me, I was wrong. You are right. You can stay as long as you want. I am
going in search of my real home. This is not my real home."
This world is only a caravanserai.
In the sutra it says: TRANSCENDING LIFE AND DEATH IS LEAVING HOME. I
would like: TRANSCENDING LIFE AND DEATH IS LEAVING for HOME -leaving the world, leaving for the home, for the real home from where you will
not have to go anywhere else again -- which will be your eternal, ultimate and
absolute refuge.
NOT SUFFERING ANOTHER EXISTENCE IS REACHING THE WAY. NOT
CREATING DELUSIONS IS ENLIGHTENMENT.
Reduced to a single statement: Not to be in the mind is everything -- liberation,
finding the real home, enlightenment, finding the way.
NOT ENGAGING IN IGNORANCE IS WISDOM.
This statement is a little strange because people don't engage in ignorance.
Nobody wants to be ignorant; why should they engage in ignorance? Hence I
would like to change it, although the meaning will remain the same. The word
will not be ignorance, the word will be: NOT ENGAGING IN knowledge IS
WISDOM.
Engaging in knowledge is really hiding your ignorance. That is really engaging,
indulging in ignorance. But on the surface you are engaged in being more
knowledgeable, more erudite, more learned -- a scholar, a pundit. And to be so
much involved in knowledge is a barrier to wisdom. Wisdom comes to those
who are innocent of all knowledge.
The moment you drop all knowledge you have also dropped all ignorance. They
exist together as two sides of a coin. And then what remains is pure innocence.
NO AFFLICTION IS NIRVANA ...not to be afflicted -- by any suffering, by any
anguish, by any anger, by any greed -- not to be afflicted is nirvana. You have
arrived home. The name of the home is nirvana.
...AND NO APPEARANCE
OF THE MIND IS THE OTHER SHORE.
When the mind disappears, with the mind this whole world disappears. With the
mind, disappears this whole ignorance, this whole knowledgeability, all these
nightmares of life. Mind is the creator of this whole drama that you go on seeing.
Once mind disappears the other shore appears immediately -- coming closer and
closer.
The other shore is your real home.

The other shore is your immortality, your eternity.
This shore consists of death, disease, old age and all kinds of miseries. The other
shore is the hope, the hope of being liberated, the hope of being saved, the hope
of being redeemed from the nightmare in which we are all living. And the secret
is simple: not to be a mind, but just to be a pure consciousness, a consciousness
without thoughts, a sky without clouds.
IN THE LIGHT OF THE IMPARTIAL DHARMA MORTALS LOOK NO
DIFFERENT FROM SAGES. THE SUTRAS SAY THAT THE IMPARTIAL
DHARMA IS SOMETHING THAT MORTALS CAN'T PENETRATE AND
SAGES CAN'T PRACTICE. THE IMPARTIAL DHARMA IS ONLY PRACTICED
BY GREAT BODHISATTVAS AND BUDDHAS.
But he's not including the arhatas. That's his blind spot. Although Bodhidharma
has very big eyes, he cannot see one simple thing: the great arhatas belong to the
same category as the great bodhisattvas and the buddhas.
TO LOOK ON LIFE AS DIFFERENT FROM DEATH OR ON MOTION AS
DIFFERENT FROM STILLNESS IS TO BE PARTIAL. TO BE IMPARTIAL
MEANS TO LOOK ON SUFFERING AS NO DIFFERENT FROM NIRVANA
BECAUSE THE NATURE OF BOTH IS EMPTINESS. BY IMAGINING THEY
ARE PUTTING AN END TO SUFFERING AND ENTERING NIRVANA,
ARHATAS END UP TRAPPED BY NIRVANA.
That is absolutely wrong. The arhatas attain to the same height as the
bodhisattvas. Their paths are different, but one can reach to the peak of the
mountain from different paths. He could have said that the so-called sages and
saints end up trapped by nirvana -- but not arhatas. Arhatas are buddhas as
authentically as bodhisattvas. Their only difference is that arhatas don't care
about anybody else -- that they have to be helped, that they have to be supported
for their enlightenment. Arhatas are simply concerned with their own
enlightenment. Bodhisattvas are concerned with others' enlightenment too. That
is the only difference. Otherwise their experience is the same, their height is the
same, their position has the same ultimateness.
But there are many so-called sages and saints who are neither arhatas or
bodhisattvas, who have practiced ascetic disciplines, who have tortured
themselves, who have done everything that is within the capacity of man to do,
but it is all being done by their mind. That makes all the difference. It has not
been a spontaneous and natural growth; they have forced it. They have
managed, disciplined, practiced. They always do the right thing, but their right
doing is not spontaneous. It is deliberately thought-out. They are continuously
weighing pros and cons -- what is right and what is wrong. They are always
consulting the scriptures -- what is right, what is wrong. They don't have their
own insight.
I call them so-called saints and sages. They look almost like buddhas, but deep
inside there is great darkness. Their own self-nature is not yet realized. They
have not attained SAMADHI. They are still wandering in the puzzling mind and

its millions of ways. Their great practices, their asceticism, their disciplines, are
nothing but their mind projection.
So it can be said that the so-called saints and sages end up trapped by nirvana.
Their whole desire is to become enlightened. But that is the problem: you cannot
desire to be enlightened. Desire is the barrier. You can become enlightened, but
you cannot desire to become enlightened. The moment you desire you are
trapped. You are trapped by your own desire.
You cannot make enlightenment an object of your greed.
You cannot make it an object of your ambition.
And that is where the so-called sages and saints come in. They have made
enlightenment, liberation, moksha, nirvana, a goal -- an achievement. Then it
becomes an ego trip. They are trapped, badly trapped.
Nirvana has to flower within you. When you have dropped the mind with all its
desire, with all its ambitions, with all its program for achievements, when you
have dropped your whole mind full of greed .... Whether the greed concerns
money, or the greed concerns enlightenment, it does not make any difference.
Mind can go on changing from object to object. But it remains the same mind full
of greed. The moment mind is completely dropped, you suddenly find
enlightenment is not a goal. It is your self-nature. Suddenly the lotus blossoms
open their petals and you are full of fragrance. And this fragrance is not different
in the arhatas or in the bodhisattvas. They both are buddhas; they both are
enlightened people.
Because I don't belong to any religion, I don't belong to any particular sect -- I
simply don't belong to anybody, I just belong to myself -- I can see clearly where
people get trapped in their own ideologies. Even a man like Bodhidharma cannot
tolerate the idea that arhatas are the same as bodhisattvas. He belongs to the
category of bodhisattvas.
And it is not the case only with him. There have been arhatas who condemn
bodhisattvas in the same way. But to me it does not matter whether somebody is
of one category or of another category. I can be absolutely impartial. And my
being impartial has been my problem because I say things without bothering
about who is going to be pleased by my statements, who is going to be
displeased by my statements.
It is a very strange world. If I say something that pleases you, you will forget all
about it. But if I say something that displeases you, you are not going to forget it,
and you are not going to forgive me.
I have said things about Jesus that no Christian has ever said. I have appreciated
the man more than any Christian in two thousand years. But when I criticized a
few things about Jesus, immediately the whole Christian world turned against
me. They were silent when I was saying and appreciating great statements of
Jesus. They were happy, but nobody even said a single word. But when I
criticized a few things, the whole Christian world, which means almost half the
world, immediately turned to destroying my movement.

My books have been banned by the pope. A few Christian associations have
published my books on Jesus, but when I criticized Jesus they even burnt my
books in which I have praised Jesus.
People are very touchy. If you appreciate something they will not say anything.
They will simply enjoy the fact that their mind is being appreciated. It is not a
question of Jesus; it is a question of a Christian mind. But when I say something
that I see clearly is wrong in Jesus, then it hurts the Christian mind.
For example, I am saying a few things against Bodhidharma, but I am saying
many more things in his favor -- they will be forgotten. But what I am saying
against him ...the countries which belong to Mahayana Buddhism will
immediately get upset.
My whole life, my whole life's work has been how to influence people and create
enemies.
Again: BUT BODHISATTVAS KNOW THAT SUFFERING IS ESSENTIALLY
EMPTY. AND BY REMAINING IN EMPTINESS THEY REMAIN IN NIRVANA.
NIRVANA MEANS NO BIRTH AND NO DEATH. IT IS BEYOND BIRTH AND
DEATH AND BEYOND NIRVANA.
But this is said only about bodhisattvas, not about arhatas. I would like to make
it clear that it refers as much to arhatas as to bodhisattvas.
WHEN THE MIND STOPS MOVING IT ENTERS NIRVANA. NIRVANA IS AN
EMPTY MIND.
Empty mind can be misinterpreted. I would suggest it is better to call it "nomind", because mind is never empty. The moment mind is empty, it is no longer
there. Empty mind is a contradictory use of words -- a contradiction in terms.
There is nothing like an empty mind; mind is always thought processes. It is
always a traffic of thoughts, emotions, dreams, imaginations.
When the mind is empty, there is no mind. It is better to use the word "no-mind"
than to use the word "empty" mind. Empty mind can be misleading. People can
start thinking that all that they have to do is to empty the mind.
And you cannot empty the mind even if you go on working for eternity. You
have to drop it -- wholesale. You cannot go emptying it in installments, because
here you will be emptying it, and from all directions, things will go on coming
into it.
You cannot empty the mind.
Either you cling to it or you simply drop it.
There is no middle way.
AN UNINHABITED PLACE IS ONE WITHOUT GREED, ANGER OR
DELUSION.
WHOEVER KNOWS THAT THE MIND IS A FICTION AND DEVOID OF
ANYTHING REAL KNOWS THAT HIS OWN MIND NEITHER EXISTS NOR
DOES NOT EXIST. MORTALS KEEP CREATING THE MIND, CLAIMING IT
EXISTS. AND ARHATAS KEEP NEGATING THE MIND, CLAIMING IT DOES
NOT EXIST. BUT BODHISATTVAS AND BUDDHAS NEITHER CREATE NOR

NEGATE THE MIND. THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY THE MIND THAT
NEITHER EXISTS NOR DOES NOT EXIST. THE MIND THAT NEITHER
EXISTS NOR DOES NOT EXIST IS CALLED THE MIDDLE WAY.
He can never forget to condemn the arhatas. It seems to be as if something is
constantly hurting him. The situation is again the same: instead of arhatas, he
should have said the so-called sages and saints keep negating the mind. But
bodhisattvas, arhatas and the buddhas neither create nor negate the mind. They
simply go beyond it; they don't fight with it, because to fight with the mind is to
give it reality, to recognize its power. There is no need to fight. One has just to be
a witness.
Without any fight, just being a witness, mind disappears.
Before the fire of witnessing, there is no possibility of mind remaining within
you even for a single second. Create the fire of witnessing, create the flame of
awareness. This is done by the arhatas, bodhisattvas and the buddhas without
any distinction.
WHEN YOUR MIND DOES NOT STIR INSIDE, THE WORLD DOES NOT
ARISE OUTSIDE.
This is a beautiful statement, immensely pregnant. It is saying the world outside
is nothing but your projection. When your mind stirs inside, the world is created
outside.
Once it happened that a German poet, Heinrich Heine, got lost in the forest. He
had gone hunting, but lost his way and lost his companion. And for three days
he did not come across any human being. He was utterly tired, hungry and
continuously worried about the wild animals.
In the night he used to climb a tree to somehow protect himself from the wild
animals. The third night was a full-moon night and he was sitting up in a tree.
Three days of hunger and tiredness ...he had not slept. And he saw the beautiful
moon. He had written so many beautiful poems about the moon, but this day
was different because his mind was in a different situation.
Instead of seeing the moon, he saw a loaf of bread moving in the sky. In his diary
he wrote, "I could not believe my eyes. I have always seen my beloved's face in
the moon. I have never even thought that a loaf of bread ...!"
But a man who has been hungry for three days ...his mind is projecting one thing,
and that is food. The moon disappeared and a loaf of bread was floating in the
sky.
What you see is not what is there.
What you see is what your mind projects.
I have told you a story about Mulla Nasruddin. He had a beautiful house in the
mountains and he hired one of the ugliest women possible to take care of the
house. All his friends asked, "Mulla, there must be some reason -- why have you
chosen the ugliest woman?" Mulla said, "There is a reason. And when the time
comes, I will tell you."

And this created even more temptation to know. And again and again they were
asking. It became a continuous temptation for them to enquire about the ugly
woman. Mulla used to go to the mountain once in a while to rest, and he would
say to his friends, "I am going for three weeks," and he would be back in one
week.
And they would ask, "You went for three weeks ...?" He said, "Yes, I went for
three weeks, but something happened and I had to come back."
And this happened again and again. He would go for six weeks and within two
weeks he was back. Finally they said, "You are creating a mystery. You are
keeping that ugly woman there, you go there for three weeks, you come back in
one week. You never keep your word."
Mulla said, "It is better now that I tell you the truth. The truth is, I have kept that
ugly woman for a particular reason. And the reason is that when I go to the
mountain house, the woman looks ugly. She is so repulsive, not just ugly. But
without another woman, after seven or eight days, she does not look so
repulsive. After two weeks, she does not even look ugly. After four weeks, she
starts looking even beautiful. That is the time when I leave -- now the danger is
near. Whenever that woman starts looking beautiful, that is the point to
immediately leave the mountains because now there is danger."
Mind has started creating its own reality. Now it does not care at all what is
actually fact; now it is creating its own fiction. Because it has not been with a
woman for four weeks, there is a certain hunger, biological hunger, and that
hunger is creating a loaf of bread.
It is not coincidental that people call beautiful woman "dishes," "delicious
dishes." Why is a woman, a beautiful woman, in almost all languages, called a
"beautiful dish"?
Perhaps because, just as food is a hunger and biological, so is sex a hunger and
biological. Both are different hungers, but both are hungers. The world that you
see all around you is mostly a projection of your mind. When the mind
disappears completely, you will see a totally different world. With all projections
gone, then only the real -- the objectively real -- remains.
And with the objectively real, there is no attachment. The attachment arises only
with your projecting mind.
WHEN YOUR MIND DOES NOT STIR INSIDE, THE WORLD DOES NOT
ARISE OUTSIDE. WHEN THE WORLD AND THE MIND ARE BOTH
TRANSPARENT, THIS IS TRUE VISION. AND SUCH UNDERSTANDING IS
TRUE UNDERSTANDING.
Bodhidharma is right on all basic points, and should be understood as deeply as
possible, because he can help you tremendously on the way -- but remember his
blind spots.
Avoid those blind spots, because those blind spots make his grandeur a little less
than it would have been without them. It makes his wisdom a little tainted, a

little damaged. It is no longer impeccable; it is no longer absolute and perfect.
Something is missing; he is prejudiced. He has joined a party.
A man of true understanding remains alone; he does not join any party, any
organization, any church, any religion. He is available to every form of
understanding, but he remains impartial. To me this impartiality is one of the
fundamentals of religion.
A Christian is not religious just because he is a Christian. A Hindu is not
religious just because he has become part of an organized doctrine. A Jaina is not
religious because he has chosen a certain party line.
An authentically religious man is individual.
He is alone, and in his aloneness there is great beauty, great splendor.
I teach you that aloneness. I teach you the beauty, and the grandeur, and the
fragrance of aloneness.
In your aloneness you will reach to the heights of Everest. In your aloneness you
will be able to touch the farthest star. In your aloneness you will blossom to your
total potential.
Never become a believer, never become a follower, never become a part of any
organization. Remain authentically true to yourself. Don't betray yourself.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.

Bodhidharma: The Greatest Zen Master
Chapter #11
Chapter title: Mind is the greatest enemy of man
10 July 1987 am in Gautam the Buddha Auditorium
BELOVED OSHO,
THE SUTRAS SAY, "NOT TO LET GO OF WISDOM IS STUPIDITY." WHEN
THE
MIND
DOESN'T
EXIST,
UNDERSTANDING
AND
NOT
UNDERSTANDING ARE BOTH TRUE. WHEN THE MIND EXISTS,
UNDERSTANDING AND NOT UNDERSTANDING ARE BOTH FALSE.
WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND, REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU. WHEN YOU
DON'T UNDERSTAND, YOU DEPEND ON REALITY.
WHEN REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU, THAT WHICH ISN'T REAL BECOMES
REAL. WHEN YOU DEPEND ON REALITY, THAT WHICH IS REAL
BECOMES FALSE. WHEN YOU DEPEND ON REALITY, EVERYTHING IS
FALSE. WHEN REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU, EVERYTHING IS TRUE ....
THUS, THE SAGE DOESN'T USE HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY, OR
REALITY TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND, OR HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND,
OR REALITY TO LOOK FOR REALITY. HIS MIND DOESN'T GIVE RISE TO
REALITY. AND REALITY DOESN'T GIVE RISE TO HIS MIND. AND BECAUSE
BOTH HIS MIND AND REALITY ARE STILL, HE'S ALWAYS IN SAMADHI.
...THE SUTRAS SAY, "NOTHING HAS A NATURE OF ITS OWN." ACT. DON'T
QUESTION. WHEN YOU QUESTION, YOU'RE WRONG. WHEN YOU'RE
DELUDED, THE SIX SENSES AND FIVE SHADES ARE CONSTRUCTS OF
SUFFERING AND MORTALITY. WHEN YOU WAKE UP, THE SIX SENSES
AND FIVE SHADES ARE CONSTRUCTS OF NIRVANA AND IMMORTALITY.
SOMEONE WHO SEEKS THE WAY DOESN'T LOOK BEYOND HIMSELF. HE
KNOWS THAT THE MIND IS THE WAY. BUT WHEN HE FINDS THE MIND,
HE FINDS NOTHING. AND WHEN HE FINDS THE WAY, HE FINDS
NOTHING. IF YOU THINK YOU CAN USE THE MIND TO FIND THE WAY,
YOU'RE DELUDED. WHEN YOU'RE DELUDED, BUDDHAHOOD EXISTS.
WHEN YOU'RE AWARE, IT DOESN'T EXIST. BECAUSE AWARENESS IS
BUDDHAHOOD.
...DON'T HATE LIFE AND DEATH OR LOVE LIFE AND
DEATH. KEEP YOUR EVERY THOUGHT FREE OF DELUSION, AND IN LIFE
YOU'LL WITNESS THE BEGINNING OF NIRVANA, AND IN DEATH YOU'LL
EXPERIENCE THE ASSURANCE OF NO REBIRTH.
TO SEE FORM BUT NOT BE CORRUPTED BY FORM OR TO HEAR SOUND
BUT NOT BE CORRUPTED BY SOUND IS LIBERATION. EYES THAT AREN'T
ATTACHED TO FORM ARE THE GATES OF ZEN. EARS THAT AREN'T
ATTACHED TO SOUND ARE ALSO THE GATES OF ZEN. IN SHORT, THOSE

WHO PERCEIVE THE EXISTENCE OF PHENOMENA AND REMAIN
UNATTACHED ARE LIBERATED ....
WHEN DELUSIONS ARE ABSENT, THE MIND IS THE LAND OF BUDDHAS.
WHEN DELUSIONS ARE PRESENT, THE MIND IS HELL.
The understanding of Bodhidharma's teachings will be easier if you understand
a few points. First is the hypothesis of reincarnation. All the religions born
outside of India believe in only one life. The religions born in India differ on
every point, but not on reincarnation. They all insist that you don't have only one
life. You have had thousands of lives before and you will go on having lives
again and again until you realize your self nature.
Life is only a school and unless you learn enlightenment, you will go on moving
into the circle of life and death. This is something very essential.
If there is only one life of seventy years on average, then you don't have much
time left for meditation, for exploration of your being -- searching for the path.
Seventy years is such a small span that one-third of it is wasted in sleep; onethird of it is wasted in educating you to earn your livelihood. And the remaining
one-third, you waste in many ways because you don't know what to do with it.
I have seen people playing cards or chess and I have asked them, "Can't you find
anything better to do?" And their answer has consistently been the same ...they
are killing time. Such is the unawareness of man.
You don't have much time.
You cannot afford to kill time.
Moreover time is killing you; you cannot kill time. Each moment, time is
bringing your death closer and closer.
If you count all your activities .... Shaving your beard twice a day -- how much
time you put into it! Listening to the radio or watching the television -- how
much time you waste on it. An American survey shows that each American
wastes seven and a half hours every day watching television. That is one third of
his life he is just sitting, glued to his chair, watching all kinds of nonsense.
How much time do you waste smoking cigarettes, cigars? There are people who
are chain smokers .... How much time you waste in reading newspapers which
never bring any news! All that they bring is simply sick -- murders, rapes,
suicides, wars. They make you believe that this is the world and this is our life.
They relieve you from your responsibility. They convince you that the whole
world is like this. Nothing is wrong, everybody is doing it ....
They never bring you any news of somebody becoming enlightened. Perhaps
that is not news. Somebody is entering deeper realms of meditation -- perhaps
that is not news. Somebody has become calm and quiet and gone beyond anger,
greed, agony. That is not news!
Once Bernard Shaw was asked, "What is news?" He said, "When a dog bites a
man, it is not news. When a man bites a dog, it is news."

How much time you are wasting in reading about how many men are biting
dogs! If you count carefully, you will be surprised that you don't have, in your
seventy years of life, even seven minutes for yourself. This is such an idiotic
situation.
And then because there is only one life, there is great speed. Why has the West
become so addicted to speed? The idea of one life given by Judaism, Christianity
and Islam, has made people speedy. They are always running -- on the run -because time is short and there are so many ambitions to be fulfilled. They have
to become the richest man, they have to attain great power, they have to become
a celebrity. They have to do a thousand and one things and life is so short. The
only way is to do everything as quickly as possible.
Most of the housewives in the West don't know what cooking is. The best
housewife is the one who knows how to open cans. Everything has to be done
quickly and fast. Why bother about cooking?
Nobody is in a state of stillness; they cannot be. That seems to be a waste of time.
Sitting silently, doing nothing is the foundation of meditation. In the West,
meditation is not possible for the simple reason that one life span is too short.
And death comes too quickly. It does not give you enough time.
The Eastern concept takes care of your spiritual growth. The hypothesis of
reincarnation, a continuous eternal cycle of birth and re-birth, gives you enough
time. You can sit silently for hours; there is no hurry. There is no need to be
speedy. There is an eternity available to you -- not only seventy years.
The West is very poor. They have only seventy years for each person. The East
may look poor from the outside, but its inner arrangement is very rich. Eternity
behind -- eternity ahead.
Secondly, just one life is not enough to make you bored. Seventy years goes so
fast that boredom is not possible. But life after life, running after money. Life
after life, running after power. Life after life, running after men or women. As
you become aware of this long series of the same stupidities -- in which you have
succeeded many times, but you have not gained anything ....
Each life you have to begin again from A,B,C. Just visualize millions of lives
behind you .... You have loved so many women and you have told every woman,
"I will love you forever and forever." And you have told every woman, "You are
the most beautiful woman in the world." And you have been saying that for
millions of lives to millions of women, to millions of men. It is tiring -- just the
very idea.
It brings a certain maturity to you that now it is time to stop being childish. You
have been playing these games so long that it is time to grow up; to do
something else that you have never done before.
Meditation fits perfectly well in the Eastern vision of life. That is the only thing
you have never done before. You have earned money, you have become rich, you
have been in politics, you have become ministers and prime ministers and

presidents. You have become great celebrities. You have done everything,
because in so many lives there was so much opportunity -- so much time.
And once you understand it ...that you are still doing the same things, again and
again and again. It is good to commit a mistake once, but to go on committing
the same mistake again and again proves your stupidity.
And there is a great and urgent need to do something that you have never done
before -- a search for your own self. You have run after everything in the world
and it has not led anywhere. All roads in the world go round and round; they
never reach any goal. They don't have any goal.
Visualizing this long perspective, one suddenly becomes sick of the whole action;
love affairs, fights, anger, greed, jealousy. And one starts thinking for the first
time, "Now I should find a new dimension in which I will not be running after
anybody; in which I will be coming back home. I have gone too far away in these
millions of lives."
This is the foundation of the Eastern wisdom. It creates a great boredom with
life, death and the continuous vicious circle. That is the original meaning of the
word, SAMSARA; it means the wheel that goes on moving, on and on; it knows
no stopping. You can jump out of it, but you are clinging to it.
This is the basic device to bring you to your senses.
You have fooled around enough.
Now stop it, and do something that you have been avoiding for centuries, that
you have been postponing for tomorrow.
These are very beautiful sutras. In the East people have never spoken unless they
have understood. It is the greatest dishonesty, the greatest crime to speak, either
for or against something that you don't know.
In the East, even people who have known -- who have come to the ultimate
flowering of their being -- many of them have not spoken because they were not
able to find the right words. They were not articulate, hence, they decided to
remain silent. It is better to be silent rather than give wrong ideas to people. Only
a very few people have spoken. And they have spoken, only when they were
absolutely certain that what they were saying may help millions of people down
the ages.
The East has never been interested in the daily newspaper. It has been interested
in statements which have the quality of eternity, which will remain valid in every
age, in every time. As long as man remains on the earth, the validity of these
statements will not be challenged.
A newspaper becomes useless by evening. In the West, there are morning
editions and afternoon editions because by the afternoon, the morning edition
has become useless. Evening editions, because by the evening the afternoon
edition has become useless. Night editions, because by the night the evening
edition has become useless.
These sutras will remain as fresh and as young as when they were uttered for the
first time -- but only for those who can experience what is contained in them.

Otherwise, it is so much prose. Once you experience it, the prose starts turning
into poetry. The words start turning into silence. The statements prove to be only
devices to give you the feel of an eternal dance of existence.
No Western book, and I have gone through all the philosophers and all the
theologians -- it was a tedious journey -- no Western book has anything parallel
to the Eastern sutras because they are only mind stuff. The Eastern sutras have a
qualitative difference. They have nothing to do with mind. They have something
to do with your innermost being and its experiences of blissfulness, ecstasy, the
universal joy that pervades this vast existence. Only man is missing it. And man
is missing it because of his knowledgeability.
The trees are not missing it because they are innocent. The oceans are not missing
it. The mountains are not missing it. The stars are not missing it. They are
absolutely innocent, they are not trapped in knowledge.
The first sutra of Bodhidharma says:
"NOT TO LET GO OF WISDOM IS STUPIDITY."
Your so-called wisdom is all borrowed. It is not wisdom at all; instead, being
wise, you are otherwise. You go on repeating things that you don't understand;
things that have not grown up in your own being, things that are absolutely
foreign to your own existence, to your own life. You have been collecting, just
like small children, sea shells on the beach and thinking that you are creating a
great treasure. Yes it is possible to deceive others, and to deceive yourself.
One of my professors has a doctorate on a strange thesis from the University of
London -- very prestigious. His subject matter was the ways of the growth of
consciousness. I was his student. He presented his book to me when it was
published, and said, "I would love very much to know your opinion."
I said, "I don't have to read the book. I know you."
He said, "What do you mean?"
I said, "I simply know, that you know nothing about any growth of
consciousness. So everything that you have written in this book is borrowed. You
deceived yourself, you deceived the professors of London University who have
examined it, and now you have published the book, millions will read it and be
deceived. Rather than presenting the book on consciousness to me, show some
consciousness."
He was very much shocked and he knew what I was saying was right. He was a
drunkard. Without drinking alcohol every evening, he could not live.
I said, "Just drop this addiction with unconsciousness, because alcohol is doing
nothing but creating more unconsciousness. And you have some nerve to write a
thesis on the subject matter of consciousness."
But he was a very learned man; he knew many languages. He had collected
materials just sitting in the library and he had managed to write a very beautiful
thesis. But I said, "I will not read it because it is simply the work of a clerk.
Anybody who has a little intelligence could have taken the information from the

many sources which are available and collected it. I will read your book, only
when you show me, something as a growing consciousness in you."
I returned the book to him. He said, "I am fortunate that you have not been an
examiner of my book. Otherwise, I would have never got the doctorate."
I said, "Between you and me, you will never get it. You can befool the world but
not yourself."
People go on collecting knowledge and get mixed up and start thinking that this
knowledge is wisdom. Knowledge is not wisdom.
Wisdom comes through your growth of consciousness, and knowledge comes
through collecting from the scriptures, from learned people, and making some
sort of a system. But you remain the same; you don't go through any
transformation.
Hence, the first sutra: NOT TO LET GO OF WISDOM IS STUPIDITY. Just drop
your wisdom and with your wisdom gone, your stupidity will also be gone. If
you cling to your knowledge, which you think is wisdom, you will remain
stupid forever.
WHEN THE MIND DOES NOT EXIST UNDERSTANDING AND NOT
UNDERSTANDING ARE BOTH TRUE.
The moment the mind is silent, nonfunctioning, everything is true. It is the mind
that distorts everything and makes everything untrue. Knowledge comes
through the mind, and wisdom comes when there is no-mind. This is a
distinction which has not been made by the great philosophers of the world,
except by the mystics of the East.
The dictionaries will say wisdom is knowledge, but actual reality and the
experience of it, is not a dictionary. It makes a clear-cut distinction that
knowledge and wisdom are not only, not synonymous, they are antagonistic. If
your mind is full of knowledge you will remain unwise, stupid.
And if your mind is dropped and you go beyond it, you enter into the world of
wisdom -- into the world of awakening. In that awakening everything is true.
Because you are true, everything is authentic because YOU are authentic.
In the mind you are untrue, you are false. That's why whatever happens through
the mind turns into a falsity, a hypocrisy.
Mind is the greatest enemy of man.
WHEN
THE
MIND
EXISTS,
UNDERSTANDING
AND
NOT
UNDERSTANDING ARE BOTH FALSE.
WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND, REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU.
This is such a pregnant statement that you should try to feel it, not just to hear it:
WHEN YOU UNDERSTAND, REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU. And when do you
understand? When the mind is put aside and your being encounters reality
directly, without the mediator, mind, then reality depends on you. You have
risen higher than reality. You have risen to the ultimate reality. Otherwise reality
is relative reality.
WHEN YOU DON'T UNDERSTAND YOU DEPEND ON REALITY.

When you don't understand -- when you are in the mind -- you are a victim of
this mundane reality that you see all around. Money deceives you, power
deceives you, prestige deceives you, anything ...
You are living in so many misunderstandings that if you come to see, you will be
surprised at how articulate you are in creating falsehoods.
Everything that passes through the mind, is almost as if you have taken a
straight staff and put it into the water. You will suddenly see the straight staff is
no longer straight. It has become bent at the place where it is in the water
because water functions differently. You take it out; it is again straight. You put it
back into water; it loses its straightness. The same is the situation with mind.
Mind has only one capacity -- to falsify things.
Unfortunately we are educated only as minds. And if the world lives in
hypocrisy, in misery, in anguish, it is not a wonder. If the world goes on fighting
and killing and goes on preparing for a global suicide, it is not a surprise. Mind
cannot do anything else. It poisons everything.
The whole message is to get beyond the mind and then everything is crystal
clear. Then you don't ask any questions. You simply act out of your clarity, out of
your transparent vision. And each of your acts has a beauty -- tremendous
beauty of its own. It has a grace. And it has a power of blessings to shower over
the whole world.
WHEN REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU, THAT WHICH IS NOT REAL BECOMES
REAL.
Right now, it is a weird situation. Everything is real which is not real. And
everything that is real, is unreal. Have you ever thought: Is your soul a reality to
you? It is not a reality to you. You have only heard about it, but you don't have
any experience of it.
But thousands of false things are real. A stone statue in the temple is real to you.
Your own consciousness is unreal. Your own buddha nature is unreal. And a
statue of marble is real to you. Before the false, you bow down, you worship the
false not knowing what you are doing. You are insulting yourself and you are
insulting all the buddhas of the past, of the present, of the future.
You are a buddha. You don't have to worship. There is nobody higher than you;
there is nobody lower than you. You don't have to worship anybody and you
don't have to accept anybody's worship. This whole existence is equally divine.
WHEN YOU DEPEND ON REALITY, THAT WHICH IS REAL BECOMES
FALSE. WHEN YOU DEPEND ON REALITY, EVERYTHING IS FALSE.
Everything that you have known up to now, as real ....
I have heard: In a great city, one man had the best palace. People used to come to
see it. It was a miracle of architecture. But one night, suddenly, it caught fire. The
man had gone to a friend's house. Somebody informed him, "What are you
doing? Your palace is burning." He ran; nothing could be more shocking to him.
Without his knowing, tears were running from his eyes. His most precious thing,

his greatest attachment was being destroyed before his eyes and nothing could
be done. The fire had gone too far.
Just then, his youngest son came running to him, telling him, "Father, don't be
worried. Yesterday I sold the house. The king was continually saying that it was
embarrassing to him that you have a better palace. Finally I decided to sell it -and he was ready to give any price."
Suddenly the tears dried and the man started smiling. Nothing had changed. The
house was burning but it was no longer his. So who cares? So it was not the
house that was hurting him, it was the ego, HIS house. And then his younger son
came and said, "Father, what are you doing here? Although we had agreed to sell
the palace, no sale deed has been written yet. And of course the king is not going
to pay the money. I have every suspicion that he is behind the fire."
And again the tears started coming. And the situation was the same; nothing had
changed. Only the idea had changed; the house became his, then there was great
misery. The house was no longer his, all misery disappeared.
And then the king himself came in his chariot and he said, "You need not be
worried. I am a man of my word. If I have purchased it, I have purchased it. No
sale deed has been written, no money has been advanced, but because yesterday
we agreed verbally, that is enough. It is MY house that is burning. You need not
be worried."
And suddenly, instead of tears, the man was smiling.
WHEN REALITY DEPENDS ON YOU, EVERYTHING IS TRUE.
THUS, THE SAGE DOESN'T USE HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY, OR
REALITY TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND, OR HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND,
OR REALITY TO LOOK FOR REALITY.
It is a vicious circle: mind and reality, mind and the world. Mind creates a certain
world which is nothing but your projection. And then, that certain projection
creates your mind. And this way, this vicious circle goes on supporting the other;
your mind supports your projections, your projections support your mind. And
you go on living in a hallucination.
THUS, THE SAGE DOESN'T USE HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR REALITY, OR
REALITY TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND, OR HIS MIND TO LOOK FOR HIS MIND,
OR REALITY TO LOOK FOR REALITY. HIS MIND DOESN'T GIVE RISE TO
REALITY. AND REALITY DOESN'T GIVE RISE TO HIS MIND. AND BECAUSE
BOTH HIS MIND AND REALITY ARE STILL, HE'S ALWAYS IN SAMADHI.
This is a beautiful definition of samadhi. When the mind is still and the reality is
still -- when you are out of the vicious circle -- all is silence, profound silence.
The word, SAMADHI has to be understood. It means coming to a state of
absolute equilibrium, coming to a state of absolute balance. The word comes
from Sanskrit. And Sanskrit is one of the languages in the world which has
words with profound meaning. Not just dictionary meaning, but with existential
meaning. Other languages have only dictionary meanings.

Sanskrit is the only language in the whole world which was created by
enlightened people. It is a created language. It has never been a language of the
people. There was no time when the whole country was speaking Sanskrit. All
other languages of the world have been used by people at some time or other.
Many have become dead languages, like Latin or Hebrew or Pali or Prakrit.
Many languages which were once living languages, have become dead ones. But
Sanskrit has never been a language of the people.
This is a very strange phenomenon. It has been the language of enlightened
people, hence every word has two meanings; one, a dictionary meaning for the
scholar and one, the existential meaning for those who are in search of truth.
Sanskrit has two words VYADI and SAMADHI. VYADI means "sickness of the
soul" and SAMADHI means "health and wholeness of the soul." But these are
existential meanings. A man who has not experienced samadhi is spiritually sick.
He may be bodily fit, but he is not spiritually fit. It is possible a man may be
bodily sick, but he can attain to samadhi. Even at the last moment of your life,
you can attain to samadhi. Your spiritual being comes in all its health,
wholesomeness. Even if for a single moment you have known samadhi, you have
known the greatest secret in existence.
There is no word in any language synonymous to samadhi. Only one word in
Japanese comes a little close to it, but it is not synonymous. That word is
SATORI. And unfortunately, the Japanese have stopped at satori thinking that it
is samadhi.
Satori is only a glimpse of samadhi -- a faraway glimpse. For example, you can
see the Himalayan peaks from hundreds of miles away, but to see the peak when
sitting on it, is a totally different experience. Satori is only a faraway vision of
samadhi; a glimpse, beautiful in itself but not equivalent to samadhi.
Samadhi is your very nature in its absolute clarity, in its absolute purity, in its
absolute awareness.
Samadhi is your real home.
And the people who don't know samadhi are wandering without a home. They
are homeless people, rootless people and their whole life is nothing but a
tragedy. Samadhi gives you roots in existence, and it opens the doors of your
home. Samadhi is the ultimate actualization of your potential.
And the way to samadhi is simple. Drop the mind -- go beyond the mind and
you will enter into samadhi. Mind is the only barrier and strangely we are
continuously educating the mind to become more and more powerful. Our
whole educational systems around the world, are nursing the mind -- your
enemy, making it stronger, more informative, more knowledgeable.
In a more intelligent world, meditation should become absolutely mandatory in
every school, in every college, in every university. And unless a person has some
taste of samadhi, he will not be allowed to leave the university. He will not be
given the certificates to leave.

And if we can make meditation an intrinsic part of all education systems, then
naturally these people are going to be politicians, these people are going to be
business men, these people are going to be industrialists, these people are going
to be musicians, these people are going to be painters, actors, dancers. But they
will all have one thing in common and that will be their experience of
meditation. And that will be the common element joining the whole of humanity
into one whole.
A man of meditation functions differently. Whatever profession he chooses, it
does not matter. He will bring to his profession some quality of sacredness. He
may be making shoes, or he may be cleaning the roads, but he will bring to his
work some quality, some grace, some beauty, which is not possible without
samadhi.
We can fill the whole world with ecstatic people. Just a simple thing has to be
accepted .... Whether you are going to be a doctor or an engineer or a scientist,
whatever you are going to be, that does not matter. Meditation should be the
foundation for every profession, for every dimension of education.
Wars will disappear on their own. You will not have to protest against nuclear
weapons. Population will start declining on its own, because a man of meditation
functions with awareness. If he sees that the world is overpopulated, he cannot
produce children. Nobody has to tell him. Why should he bring his children into
a world which is going down every day towards a disaster? Who wants his
children to go through a third world war? Who wants his children to die hungry
and starving on the streets?
Meditation is the only cure for all sicknesses that man is prone to; a single
medicine. And I should remind you that the word meditation and medicine
come from the same root. Medicine for the body and meditation for the soul.
They both bring health.
...THE SUTRAS SAY, "NOTHING HAS A NATURE
OF ITS OWN."
This is one of the greatest contributions of Gautam Buddha and his disciples like
Bodhidharma. NOTHING HAS A NATURE OF ITS OWN.
It means, your consciousness is a pure space. It does not have any attributes. It is
utterly empty, yet full -- full of joy, full of light, full of fragrance -- but utterly
empty.
There is no self nature which makes people different. The moment you are in
samadhi, you will see trees are also in samadhi. The mountains are in samadhi.
The stars are in samadhi. The whole existence is in samadhi. Only you had gone
astray. You have come back, merged and melted into the wholeness of the
universe.
"NOTHING HAS A NATURE OF ITS OWN." ACT. DON'T QUESTION.
Bodhidharma is not a philosopher and he is not interested in any kind of
philosophizing. He is a simple man of action. He says, ACT. DON'T QUESTION
...because questions lead nowhere. Every answer will create ten more questions.

And you can go on asking, life after life, and you will not be able to find the
answer ...ACT.
WHEN YOU QUESTION, YOU ARE WRONG.
It does not matter what question you are asking. WHEN YOU QUESTION, YOU
ARE WRONG. And when you don't question and silently act, samadhi is not far
away. Questions come from the mind and whatever answers are given, your
mind rejoices in becoming more and more knowledgeable. It becomes more and
more powerful. Bodhidharma said, "Please don't ask anything. If you want to
know the answer, don't ask the question. Act."
Act, transcend the mind and you will find YOU are the answer. Your very being
is the answer.
WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED, THE SIX SENSES AND FIVE SHADES ARE
CONSTRUCTS OF SUFFERING AND MORTALITY.
He has great acumen in saying tremendously meaningful things in small sutras.
He is saying when you are deluded, when you are in the mind in other words,
then the five elements create the world and your six senses.
It is a very strange thing, because it is only just in this century that science has
discovered the sixth sense. Otherwise, all old scriptures talk about five senses. It
is only Bodhidharma alone, who talks about six senses. And the sixth sense is
such, that it is a miracle he came to know about it. It has just been discovered.
It is inside your ear. The ear has always been accepted as one of the five senses,
but we didn't know that inside the ear there are two senses. One is the sense of
hearing and another is the sense of balance. If you are hit strongly on your ear
you will immediately lose balance. When you see a drunkard coming home in
the late night, you cannot believe how he manages. He has lost all control and all
balance because alcohol affects the sixth sense. Every drug affects the sixth sense
and immediately you lose balance.
A drunkard came home late in the night and was trying to open the lock. But his
hand was shaking and the lock was shaking; his other hand was shaking and he
could not manage to enter the key into the lock. Both were shaking. He said, "My
God, what is happening? It must be an earthquake. Everything is shaking."
A policeman watching him from the road felt compassion for him. He was a
good man but had fallen into wrong company ...just like you. You are all good
men fallen into wrong company. Soon you will be walking like a drunkard. The
policeman came to him and said, "Can I help you?" He said, "Yes, it would be
very kind of you, if you could hold the house for a moment so that I can put my
key into the hole. Just hold the house. There seems to be a great earthquake."
It is very strange because that sixth sense is hidden inside the ear. Hence, nobody
has ever talked about it because nobody was ever aware of it. It was only in this
century, surgeons became aware that in the ear there is also another sense that
keeps your body balanced.
But Bodhidharma says six senses and five shades ARE CONSTRUCTS OF
SUFFERING AND MORTALITY. When you are deluded, when you are in the

mind, the five elements and the six senses of your body create for you, suffering,
death and nothing else.
But: WHEN YOU WAKE UP, that is, when you go beyond the mind, THE SIX
SENSES AND FIVE SHADES ARE CONSTRUCTS OF NIRVANA AND
IMMORTALITY.
Everything is the same; the same six senses and the same five aggregates -- the
elements that constitute the world. Once you are beyond the mind, they create
nirvana and immortality.
So Bodhidharma is not against the body and he is not against the world. He is
against your sleep. He does not want you to renounce the world. He does not
want you to torture the body, because this body and this world will behave
absolutely differently. You just have to be awake. So the whole answer is:
Renounce sleeping, renounce the mind which is the citadel of your sleep.
Go into silence, which will release your dormant awareness. And your whole
being will become luminous with consciousness.
Then the same body, the same senses and the same world has a totally different
significance. It becomes nirvana. It becomes immortality.
SOMEONE WHO SEEKS THE WAY DOESN'T LOOK BEYOND HIMSELF. HE
KNOWS THAT THE MIND IS THE WAY. BUT WHEN HE FINDS THE MIND,
HE FINDS NOTHING. AND WHEN HE FINDS THE WAY, HE FINDS
NOTHING. IF YOU THINK YOU CAN USE THE MIND TO FIND THE WAY,
YOU ARE DELUDED. WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED, BUDDHAHOOD EXISTS.
This is a very beautiful statement. It is very rare to come across such a statement.
WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED, BUDDHAHOOD EXISTS because WHEN YOU
ARE AWARE, IT DOES NOT EXIST.
It is a very strange statement. You would have thought otherwise. You would
have thought that when you are deluded, buddhahood does not exist, and when
you are aware, it does exist. But Bodhidharma is saying just the opposite. And he
is right.
WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED ...when you are wandering in all kinds of illusions
in the world, there is a desire in you, deep down. Sometimes you become aware
of it; sometimes you forget all about it. The longing to be a buddha, the longing
to become aware, the longing for enlightenment ....
Even in the deepest sleep, somewhere in the corner of your darkness, a small
longing goes on continuing to be alert -- to be awakened, to be enlightened
because nobody can be satisfied with misery, agony, anguish, forever. One wants
to get out of it. That's why Bodhidharma says: WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED,
BUDDHAHOOD EXISTS. WHEN YOU ARE AWARE, IT DOES NOT EXIST.
BECAUSE AWARENESS IS BUDDHAHOOD.
When you are aware, you are a buddha and the longing for buddhahood
disappears. And when you are a buddha, you are not aware that you are a
buddha. Awareness cannot be aware of itself. Innocence cannot be aware of
itself. So the buddhahood exists only for those who are far away from it.

Buddhahood disappears for those who have reached home. A buddha does not
know that he is a buddha. Knowledge is always about the other. The mirror can
reflect everything in the world except itself. The mirror does not know that he is.
...DON'T HATE LIFE AND DEATH OR LOVE LIFE AND DEATH. KEEP YOUR
EVERY THOUGHT FREE OF DELUSION, AND IN LIFE YOU WILL WITNESS
THE BEGINNING OF NIRVANA, AND IN DEATH YOU WILL EXPERIENCE
THE ASSURANCE OF NO REBIRTH.
It fills me with great surprise that the whole Western sphere has never thought
about rebirth. Great philosophers from Plato to Kant, to Feuerbach, to Bertrand
Russell, to Jean Paul Sartre -- a great line of immensely intelligent geniuses, but
not a single person has ever thought about rebirth. Their whole idea has
remained ...just one life. It is too miserly.
Existence is not miserly; it is overflowing with abundance.
Every death is a beginning of a new life, except only rarely, when somebody
becomes enlightened. Then his death is the ultimate death. He will not be born
again. He will not be engaged in a body again; he will not suffer the agony of
another mind again. His consciousness will melt, just like an ice cube melting in
the ocean and becoming one with it. He will be all over, but he will not be in any
particular place, in a particular form. He will be all over, but formless. He will be
the very universe.
Each time a man becomes enlightened, the whole universe gets a little higher in
consciousness, because this man's consciousness spreads all over the existence.
The more people become enlightened, the more existence will be richer. So it is
not only a question of a single person becoming enlightened. In his
enlightenment, the whole universe gains immensely. It becomes richer, more
beautiful, more joyous, more celebrated.
TO SEE FORM BUT NOT BE CORRUPTED BY FORM OR TO HEAR SOUND
BUT NOT BE CORRUPTED BY SOUND IS LIBERATION. EYES THAT ARE
NOT ATTACHED TO FORM ARE THE GATES OF ZEN. EARS THAT AREN'T
ATTACHED TO SOUND ARE ALSO THE GATES OF ZEN. IN SHORT, THOSE
WHO PERCEIVE THE EXISTENCE OF PHENOMENA AND REMAIN
UNATTACHED ARE LIBERATED ....
WHEN DELUSIONS ARE ABSENT, THE MIND IS THE LAND OF BUDDHAS.
WHEN DELUSIONS ARE PRESENT, THE MIND IS HELL.
I am reminded of a great Zen master. The emperor of Japan had come to see him
and he had been wanting to come to see him but the path to his monastery was
dangerous, going through wild forests, dangerous mountainous parts. But
finally, the emperor decided he had to go. His death was coming near and he
couldn't take the risk .... Before death came he must have some understanding
that death cannot destroy.
He reached the Zen master who was sitting under a tree. He touched his feet and
said, "I have come to ask one question. Is there really a hell or heaven? Because
my death is coming close and my only concern is: where am I going; to hell or to

heaven?" The master laughed and said, "I have never thought that our emperor is
such an idiot."
To say to the emperor, "an idiot" ...! For a split second, the emperor forgot and
pulled out his sword, and he was going to cut off the head of the Zen master.
The Zen master laughed and said, "This is the gate of hell."
The emperor stopped, put his sword back in the sheath, and the master said,
"You have entered into heaven. Now you can go. Just remember: anger, violence,
destructiveness. These are the gates of hell. And the hell is in your mind.
"But understanding, compassion, silence, are the doors of heaven. They are
beyond your mind. And I have given you the experience of both. Forgive me that
I called you an idiot. I had to. It was just a response to your question, because I
am not a thinker and I don't answer the way thinkers answer questions. I am a
mystic. I simply create the device so that you can have some taste of the answer.
Now get lost."
And the emperor touched his feet with tears of gratitude, because no other
answer would have been of much help. It would have remained just a
hypothesis. But the man was a tremendously insightful master. He created the
situation immediately, just by calling him an idiot. And he showed him both: the
doors of hell and the doors of heaven. Your mind is hell. Going beyond your
mind is heaven.
Go beyond the mind. That is the essence of the whole teaching of all the
awakened ones.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
THAT WHICH FOLLOWS IS WITNESSED ON THE WAY. IT'S BEYOND THE
KEN OF ARHATS AND MORTALS.
WHEN THE MIND REACHES NIRVANA, YOU DON'T SEE NIRVANA.
BECAUSE THE MIND IS NIRVANA. IF YOU SEE NIRVANA SOMEWHERE
OUTSIDE THE MIND, YOU'RE DELUDING YOURSELF.
EVERY SUFFERING IS A BUDDHA-SEED. BECAUSE SUFFERING IMPELS TO
SEEK WISDOM. BUT YOU CAN ONLY SAY THAT SUFFERING GIVES RISE
TO BUDDHAHOOD. YOU CAN'T SAY THAT SUFFERING IS
BUDDHAHOOD. YOUR BODY AND MIND ARE THE FIELD. SUFFERING IS
THE SEED, WISDOM THE SPROUT AND BUDDHAHOOD THE GRAIN.
...WHEN THE THREE POISONS ARE PRESENT IN YOUR MIND, YOU LIVE IN
A LAND OF FILTH. WHEN THE THREE POISONS ARE ABSENT FROM
YOUR MIND, YOU LIVE IN A LAND OF PURITY.
...THERE'S NO
LANGUAGE THAT ISN'T THE DHARMA. TO TALK ALL DAY WITHOUT
SAYING ANYTHING IS THE WAY. TO BE SILENT ALL DAY AND STILL SAY
SOMETHING ISN'T THE WAY. HENCE, NEITHER DOES A TATHAGATA'S
SPEECH DEPEND ON SILENCE, NOR DOES HIS SILENCE DEPEND ON
SPEECH. NOR DOES HIS SPEECH EXIST APART FROM HIS SILENCE. THOSE
WHO UNDERSTAND BOTH SPEECH AND SILENCE ARE IN SAMADHI. IF
YOU SPEAK WHEN YOU KNOW, YOUR SPEECH IS FREE. IF YOU'RE SILENT
WHEN YOU DON'T KNOW, YOUR SILENCE IS TIED. LANGUAGE IS
ESSENTIALLY FREE. IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH ATTACHMENT. AND
ATTACHMENT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH LANGUAGE.
Bodhidharma is a mine of pure gold, except for two points on which he keeps
continually insisting. He is a man to be listened to, to be understood, to be
absorbed as deeply into your heart as possible. But those two points have to be
remembered.
I have been wondering why nobody contemporary to Bodhidharma pointed out
those two flaws. The only thing I can think of is that Bodhidharma was too
strong an individual, too charismatic, so that in front of him people must have
felt completely silent. His power must have been overwhelming; otherwise, the
defects are so clear that it is impossible that nobody would have noticed them.

He himself has reached to his ultimate flowering; he has arrived home. It is no
longer his concern that on the path he has gone astray a few times -- he always
came back. There is an ancient saying in the East that if somebody goes astray in
the morning and comes back home in the evening, he should not be considered
lost.
And it is very natural for people who are spontaneous to go astray once in a
while, because they are not following any ready-made track. They are not like
railway trains, continuously moving on the same track. They are more like wild
rivers -- without any map, without any guide. The river arises far away in the
Himalayas and starts its journey into the mountains, into the valleys, into the
plains, moving continuously this way and that way. But finally it falls into the
ocean. And who cares, when one has arrived at the ocean, that on the way a few
steps have been taken which were not necessary, which could have been
avoided.
Once a person has reached he almost forgets, in his celebration, the long journey,
the long search towards self-realization. Perhaps that is the reason why
Bodhidharma cannot see those two simple defects. Except for those two defects,
his every word is absolutely sincere and authentic. It is not a word of knowledge;
it is an outpouring of innocence. He is not speaking, he is exposing his whole
being to you.
But I have to warn you on those two points. One is his continuous antagonism
towards the arhatas. And second is ... In the beginning I was thinking it must
have been the fault of the disciple who was taking the notes, but it is so
continuously repeated that there is every possibility it was not the disciple's
fault: he was using the word `mind' in a wrong way.
Because in English there is only one word, the Theosophists and the Christian
Scientists have managed a certain device: for the ordinary human mind they use
a small m, and for the universal mind, which is equivalent to no-mind, they use a
capital M. Certainly the universal mind is not your mind. As far as you are
concerned, your mind has disappeared and you have entered into a state of nomind. On these points I will correct his sutras. I cannot allow such a beautiful
statement of the truth to have even a small blemish.
The sutra:
THAT WHICH FOLLOWS IS WITNESSED ON THE WAY.
He is saying that the sutras that are going to follow are not his philosophical
standpoint; they are his experiences on the way. THAT WHICH FOLLOWS IS
WITNESSED ON THE WAY: I will be saying only that which I have witnessed. It
is not my belief, it is not my doctrine, it is not my dogma. It is my absolutely
indubitable experience. It has an intrinsic authority. Whoever follows the way
will find these same sutras opening their doors, their secrets, their perfume to the
traveler, if he is going the right way.

These sutras can be used as a criterion. If nothing like this happens to you, that
means you are not on the right path. Then your river has entered into some
desert, where it can be lost without reaching the ocean.
He goes on to say, IT IS BEYOND THE KEN OF ARHATS AND MORTALS.
I have to correct him. He needed a man like me. It is NOT beyond the ken of the
arhats. It is certainly beyond the ken of so-called saints and the mortals, the
people who are still living with the idea that this life is all and that with death
everything ends ...these are the mortals. The so-called saints whose intentions
cannot be doubted are sincere people, but they have fallen into wrong ways.
They have become followers, imitators. They have ideals in their mind cultivated
by the society, by the tradition, and they are trying in every possible way to
fulfill those ideals, knowing perfectly well that a buddha is born only once.
Never again will there be another man like Gautam Buddha. There may be many
buddhas, but each buddha will have his own statement, his own individuality,
his own manifestation. He will not be a true copy of Gautam Buddha. All true
copies are, after all, carbon copies. They don't have the beauty of the original.
And people go on following precepts given in the scriptures. Those precepts are
dead. Just as you will find in the scriptures beautiful roses, dried out -- dead.
People keep them in THE HOLY BIBLE, in the holy KORAN, in the holy GITA,
but they are not alive anymore.
I had a beautiful garden -- I have always had a beautiful garden wherever I have
been -- and there were two temples nearby, and the worshipers in those temples
would simply come into my garden and start picking flowers to worship a god.
In India it is absolutely impossible to prevent somebody when he is picking
flowers to worship gods. I had to put a notice in front of my garden that except
for religious people, everybody was allowed to pick the flowers. Those
worshipers were very shocked. As a group they brought what was almost a
deputation, saying, "What kind of man are you? Religious people are not
prevented from picking flowers anywhere else, because those flowers are going
to be offered to a god."
I said to them, "Those flowers in this garden are already offered to God, and I
will not allow flowers of God, which are alive and dancing in the wind and in the
sun, to be destroyed by you idiots. These flowers are living gods and you are
going to destroy their life for your dead gods. That's why I have made it clear on
the notice: except for religious people, anybody can pick the flowers. If
somebody wants to give a flower to his girlfriend or to her boyfriend, they are
perfectly welcome. These flowers are divine, and perhaps they may also
transform their love into a divine affair. But one thing is certain; at least they are
going to offer the flowers to someone who is alive. You are going to offer them to
dead statues, stones. This cannot be tolerated.
The so-called saints pick up precepts, disciplines, from the scriptures. They are
like dead flowers, thousands of years old, dried up. They don't have any
fragrance anymore.

It is something very significant to remember, that every discipline is a device
given by a living master. Every precept is a certain strategy given by a living
master; without the master all those devices, precepts, commandments become
dead. Then you can go on following them with absolute sincerity, but they will
bring only torture and suffering to you and nothing else. Following the dead,
you are going to become slowly, slowly dead. Your so-called saints are almost
dead, dried up. They have lost touch with life. They have created a thousand and
one barriers between themselves and existence and those barriers they call
discipline, austerity, religious practice.
I can consider that these sutras are beyond the ken of these people -- the so-called
saints and the ordinary mortals who are not aware of their immortality. But they
are not beyond the ken of arhats. Arhats are absolutely on the same heights as
any bodhisattva. Bodhisattvas have nothing more than the arhats have. They
have followed different paths, from different directions, but they have reached to
the same peak. The peak is always only one; the paths leading you to it can be
thousands.
WHEN THE MIND REACHES NIRVANA ...
That is his second fallacy, because the mind never reaches nirvana. In fact, mind
cannot even conceive the idea of nirvana. Nirvana ... the very word means
cessation of mind, it is annihilation of the mind. The actual meaning of the word
nirvana will help you to understand: literally it means "blowing out a candle."
Mind is just a small candle with a small flame of awareness, but even that small
flame can do immense harm.
I will tell you of one incident in Rabindranath Tagore's life. His father was a great
landlord. Their estate consisted of hundreds of towns and thousands of miles,
and there was a beautiful river flowing through their estate. Rabindranath often
used to go on his small houseboat and live for months on the beautiful river,
surrounded by thick forest, in absolute silence and aloneness. One full-moon
night, it happened: he was reading a very significant contribution to the
philosophy of aesthetics, by Croce.
Croce is perhaps the most significant philosopher who has thought about beauty.
His whole life's work was concerned with finding the meaning of beauty -- not
truth, not good. His sole concern was with what is beautiful. He thought if we
can find what is beautiful we have found what is true, because truth cannot be
ugly, and we have found what is good, because the beautiful cannot be evil. A
beautiful conception ...and with this foundation he worked his whole life to find
out from different angles what beauty is.
Rabindranath himself was a worshiper of beauty. He lived a very beautiful and
aesthetic life. He not only created beautiful poetry, but his life itself was a
beautiful poem. He was a very graceful man.
On that full-moon night with a small candle inside his houseboat he was reading
Croce. In the middle of night, tired from Croce's very complicated arguments, he
closed the book and blew out the candle. He was going to his bed to sleep, but a

miracle happened. As the small flame of the candle disappeared, from every
window and door of the small houseboat, the moon came dancing in. The moon
filled the house with its splendor.
Rabindranath remained silent for a moment ...it was such a sacred experience.
He went out of the house, and the moon was immensely beautiful in that silent
night amongst those silent trees, with a river flowing so slowly that there was no
noise. He wrote in his diary the next morning, "The beauty was all around me,
but a small candle had been preventing it. Because of the light of the candle, the
light of the moon could not enter."
This is exactly the meaning of nirvana. Your small flame of the ego, your small
flame of the mind and its consciousness, is preventing the whole universe from
rushing into you; hence the word nirvana -- blow out the candle and let the
whole universe penetrate you from every nook and corner. You will not be a
loser. You will find, for the first time, your inexhaustible treasure of beauty, of
goodness, of truth -- of all that is valuable. Hence, mind cannot be said to reach
nirvana; only no-mind is equivalent to nirvana.
No-mind need not reach to nirvana.
No-mind IS nirvana.
Bodhidharma says -- I'm correcting him -- WHEN THE no-MIND REACHES
NIRVANA, YOU DON'T SEE NIRVANA ... because you are not separate from
nirvana. You can only see something which is separate from you. You are one
with it; hence there is no possibility of seeing it. BECAUSE THE no-MIND IS
NIRVANA. IF YOU SEE NIRVANA SOMEWHERE OUTSIDE THE no-MIND,
YOU ARE DELUDING YOURSELF. In short, the mind is the world and the nomind is freedom from the world. The mind is misery and no-mind is the end of
misery and the beginning of ecstasy.
EVERY SUFFERING IS A BUDDHA-SEED. This is a very important assertion on
the part of Bodhidharma. EVERY SUFFERING IS A BUDDHA-SEED. BECAUSE
SUFFERING IMPELS TO SEEK WISDOM. BUT YOU CAN ONLY SAY THAT
SUFFERING GIVES RISE TO BUDDHAHOOD. YOU CAN'T SAY THAT
SUFFERING IS BUDDHAHOOD.
Bertrand Russell, in his autobiography, has a very profound statement. He says,
"If misery in the world ends, all the religions will end of their own accord. It is
misery that is keeping religions alive." He is speaking from a very different
angle. He was an atheist; he wanted all religions to disappear.
I am not an atheist. I also want all the religions to disappear but for a different
reason. He wants religions to disappear because he thinks religions have been
detrimental to the evolution of man. I want religions to disappear so that
religiousness can have the whole space that is being occupied by religions.
Religions have been detrimental to the progress of religiousness, and to me,
religiousness is the highest flower of evolution.
Bodhidharma is right when he says that even suffering has to be gratefully
accepted, because it is the very seed of buddha. If there was no suffering, you

would never search for the truth. It is suffering that goes on impelling you to go
beyond it. It is anguish and agony that finally compels you to seek and search for
the path that goes beyond suffering and agony, to find a way that reaches to
blissfulness and to eternal joy.
Bodhidharma is saying: Don't be antagonistic to suffering; even feel grateful to
suffering. That is a great idea. Feel grateful to pain, suffering, old age, death,
because all these are creating the situation for you to search for truth. Otherwise
you would fall asleep; otherwise you would be so comfortable, you would
become a vegetable. There would be no need .... Suffering creates the need for a
search.
YOUR BODY AND MIND ARE THE FIELD. SUFFERING IS THE SEED,
WISDOM THE SPROUT AND BUDDHAHOOD THE GRAIN.
In this synthesis he is giving credit to your body, to your mind, to suffering. He
is taking into account your whole life. He is not denying anything its
contribution. He is being very impartial.
YOUR BODY AND THE MIND ARE THE FIELD. SUFFERING IS THE SEED,
WISDOM THE SPROUT AND BUDDHAHOOD THE GRAIN.
This is the way of a man who looks at life as an organic unity. The so-called
religions which have lost contact with their living founders, are against the body.
They torture the body, rather than being grateful to the body because it is the
very field, it is the very temple in which the buddha has to be discovered. Even
suffering, agony, is not to be condemned by a man like Bodhidharma. He says
that too has a part to play. It keeps you awake. It keeps you constantly alert,
provokes you and challenges you to find a way that can lead you beyond it.
...WHEN THE THREE POISONS ARE PRESENT IN YOUR MIND, YOU LIVE IN
A LAND OF FILTH. WHEN THE THREE POISONS ARE ABSENT FROM
YOUR MIND, YOU LIVE IN A LAND OF PURITY.
So in fact, heaven and hell are not separate from each other; they happen in the
same life. Only the structure has to change. Where there were the three poisons
of greed, anger and delusion, you created a hell within yourself. The moment
you drop those poisons of greed, anger and delusion which really constitute
your mind -- the moment you have dropped the mind, your very being becomes
heaven itself.
The idea that is prevalent in the world is that those who are good will enter one
day after death into heaven, and those who are bad will one day enter hell after
death. That idea is absolutely wrong. The good have already entered heaven -there is no need to wait for death. Heaven is not somewhere else. It is just your
own transformation. The same energy that is anger becomes compassion, the
same energy that is greed becomes sharing, the same energy that is delusion
becomes awareness. The energy is the same, just its direction changes.
To change the direction of your energies, to create a new symphony out of your
energies, is the whole art of religion. Anybody who preaches anything else as

religion is himself blind and taking other blind people into a dark night. They are
all going to fall into a well somewhere or other.
Man has been given everything by nature. If it is put right, man becomes a
buddha. If that energy is in discord and you cannot create an orchestra out of
that energy, your life becomes a hell. You are the space where both heaven and
hell are possible. Just a little awareness and you can change the hell into heaven.
Just a little change, a slightly different arrangement ...but it is the same energy;
nothing has to be added to you, nothing has to be deleted from you.
This is one of the greatest insights possible. It makes man the master of his own
life. If he is living in hell, he should take the responsibility upon his own
shoulders. He should not say, "It is God's will." He should not say, "It is my fate,
my destiny, my kismet." He should say, "It is my unconsciousness, it is me."
The moment you take the responsibility on your own shoulders, the possibility is
you will start changing -- because nobody else is putting you in hell. You don't
have to wait for anybody to change you, to save you. You can simply start
watching your energies and you can see how they create hell, how they create
misery. You can see also how in some moments you are silent, in some moments
you are happy, in some moments joy grips you. Watch what those energies are
doing. They are the same energies -- you don't have anything else. One has just
to understand how one's energies function.
If someone wants to live in hell that is his choice, that is his birthright. Nobody
has the right to disturb him. Let him live in hell. And if he wants to change, he
has every possibility to change himself. There is no need to wait for a savior, for
a Jesus Christ or a Krishna. You have to become your own saviors. That is the
fundamental teaching of Bodhidharma.
...THERE IS NO LANGUAGE THAT
IS NOT THE DHARMA. Here Bodhidharma is taking a very strange but
significant turn. I have never come across any other mystic who has said what he
is going to say in this sutra.
...THERE IS NO LANGUAGE THAT IS NOT THE
DHARMA. TO TALK ALL DAY WITHOUT SAYING ANYTHING IS THE WAY.
TO BE SILENT ALL DAY AND STILL SAY SOMETHING IS NOT THE WAY.
Sometimes his penetration into human reality is so great and so surprising. He is
saying that there is a possibility of a man who may talk the whole day, knowing
well that nothing can be said about truth. Then why is he talking? Perhaps
through talking he can create a situation for silence -- just as after every storm
there is great silence.
When the master speaks and stops for a moment, suddenly there is a great
silence. He speaks not to say the truth, because the truth cannot be said. He
speaks to engage your mind and then suddenly, when he sees that you are
engaged, he gives just a small gap. And in that gap the transmission of the lamp
happens. That's what the language of Bodhidharma is: the transmission of the
lamp. In those moments between two words, something miraculous just takes a
jump from the being of the master and enters into the silence of your being.

Hence it is possible that a Gautam Buddha may have spoken for forty-two years
continuously -- morning, afternoon, evening -- and still he has not said the truth,
but he transmitted the lamp. He used the language in such a way that it created
small gaps of silence. And those gaps are his real sermons.
Bodhidharma says there are people who take the vow of being silent ...and I have
known many so-called saints who don't speak, but their silence is so ridiculous
because they find other ways. I have seen some carrying small boards with the
whole alphabet. They cannot speak but their chief disciple is sitting by their side
and they go on putting on the alphabet board: Y-e-s, yes. And that dodo disciple
who is sitting by his side, he says, "Yes." It is ridiculous. If you want to say yes,
why go such a roundabout way, unnecessarily creating a circus? And there have
been people who have dictated whole books, just on the board. It would have
been easier to learn typing, because this is a very primitive way of typing. It
takes such a long time.
I have seen people who will not use any board but they will make gestures with
their hands, and those gestures you cannot understand. Their trained disciple
knows what they mean when they show the fist, what they mean when they
show the five fingers, what they mean when they show the two fingers. These
people are not saints, these are showmen. And their silence is absolutely
nonsense. But all kinds of stupidities go on being perpetuated in the name of
religion.
A man came to see me when I was in Bombay. He was a very well-known saint;
he lived in the Himalayas and he had come specially to see me. Usually I avoid
saints, sages ...that kind of idiot I don't want. But when I was informed that he
had come from the faraway Himalayas to Bombay just to see me, I said "He has
taken so much trouble; I should also suffer a little." So I called him in. He came
with his disciple; he wanted to know about meditation.
I said, "From tomorrow morning I am going to have a meditation session, every
day in the morning for seven days. You have come at the right time, because
meditation is not something to be explained, it is something to be experienced.
So, from tomorrow morning at eight o'clock, for seven days you meditate with
me. And then, if you have any questions I will give you an individual
appointment and you can ask all your questions."
He said, "It will be difficult tomorrow for me to come."
I said, "What is the problem? You have come to see me."
He said, "For me there is no problem. The problem is that the man, my disciple,
has to go somewhere, to meet someone -- his relatives live nearby in Kalyan."
So I said, "I don't understand. Let him go to hell, you come to meditation."
He said, " You don't understand my problem. I cannot touch money. He keeps
the money to pay the taxi driver. I always have him with me; otherwise how can
I manage to come here?"
I said, "It is strange. It is your money -- he is the keeper. You are famous for not
touching money and this poor fellow will fall into hell. He is touching YOUR

money! It is not even his! What kind of karma is he committing? Touching one's
own money is bad and touching somebody else's money -- that must be worse." I
said, "Think of this poor man also. If it is your money, whether you touch it or
not ...or you can purchase rubber gloves. Make it simple so you can touch the
money but still you are not touching it."
But that will not make somebody a saint. If somebody is wearing rubber gloves
and having all kinds of money with him, you will not call him a saint. This
seemed to be very cunning man ...but having another person is not very different
either.
So there are people who are silent, but inside they are boiling. They want to
speak and they find ways of speaking by making gestures, which is a very
difficult thing because they become absolutely dependent, almost slaves, on the
person who interprets for them. And it is up to him how he interprets. They
cannot even prevent, they cannot even say, "You are not right." They have to
accept whatsoever the interpretation is.
One man, Adi Irani, was the secretary of Meher Baba for almost his whole life.
And whenever I used to go to Ahmednagar, Adi Irani, if he was in the city, used
to come to see me. He has written all Meher Baba's books; Meher Baba simply
made signs. First he used to use the board, then he dropped the board because
people started criticizing him. "It is the same thing as typing, just a slower
process, a bullock cart process in a rocket age. What nonsense is this?"
So Meher Baba dropped the board and he trained Adi Irani. He would make
gestures with his hands; nobody knew what he was doing. Only Adi Irani knew
and he wrote the books. I asked Adi Irani, "Are you certain that whatever you
are writing is really what he wants to say?"
He said, "I cannot speak a lie -- at least to you. I don't know. I figure it must be
right because he has never objected."
Now this seems to be hilarious. He did not know whether he was interpreting
him exactly or he was just managing himself ....and because Meher Baba had
never objected, that was the only reason that Adi Irani thought he must be right.
I said,"Do you really understand exactly? ... because by symbols small things can
be explained: you are hungry, you can just show your stomach; you are thirsty,
you can just show by your hands that you need water. But great philosophical
treatises? I can't conceive how you can make symbols for them -- and how many
symbols will be needed? With only your ten fingers ..." And Adi Irani has written
almost fifty books, and not small ones -- five hundred pages, one thousand
pages.
I told Adi Irani, "It is all your imagination. You are a good writer, but those
books are your writings, not Meher Baba's. But he is silent because you are
writing well and people are accepting those writings in his name." Meher Baba
had a worldwide following, but he was absolutely dependent; he could not move
anywhere without Adi Irani because wherever he went alone he would be
thought mad. Nobody would understand what he was trying to say.

But if you want to speak, what is wrong with speaking with your lips and your
tongue? And how is it right speaking with your fingers? Just as your lips and
your tongue are part of the body, your fingers are also part of the same body,
and they are not meant to speak. Why not use the right natural vehicle? Symbols
are dangerous.
When for the first time Japanese sannyasins started coming here, I was in great
trouble because they are the only people in the whole world who have a different
symbology. It is strange how they have developed it. All over the world in every
country, in every race, from very primitive people to the very sophisticated ones,
when you want to say "Yes," you make the sign with your head moving up and
down -- yes. Japanese when they make this sign mean no. I was asking
something and the poor fellow was saying yes, but I understood no, because his
yes means .... That is his yes. In the beginning I used to ask a Japanese, "Do you
want to become a sannyasin?" and he was saying yes and I would say, "If you
don't want ...then why have you come?"
They have developed in a very strange way. Somebody has to look into it,
because they are the only people .... Then I had an Japanese interpreter to tell me
what signs they were making because it was a continual misunderstanding.
When they nodded yes, I understood no, when they said no, I understood yes.
Bodhidharma is saying: TO BE SILENT ALL DAY AND STILL SAY
SOMETHING IS NOT THE WAY. If you are silent it does not mean you cannot
speak. You can remain silent and still you can speak, just as you can remain
silent and still you can walk. You can remain silent and still you can eat. Silence
is something inner, a calmness, a quietness, a peace.
In fact, the man who is silent inside can speak better than anybody else, because
his mind is no longer a disturbance. He can speak more emphatically, more
directly. He can reach to your very heart because his words are coming from a
depth, and that which comes from a depth has the capacity to reach to a similar
depth if you are open to it. But silence is not something that is against speaking.
Silence is a far greater experience than speaking or language. And when you are
silent even while speaking, then your words have a beauty and a tremendous
authority in them, because they are coming from a pure heart -- from a silent
land, from the very lotus paradise of Gautam Buddha.
HENCE, NEITHER DOES A TATHAGATA'S SPEECH DEPEND ON SILENCE,
NOR DOES HIS SILENCE DEPEND ON SPEECH. Tathagata is another name for
Gautam Buddha, or for anyone who has awakened to the suchness of things.
HENCE, NEITHER DOES A TATHAGATA'S SPEECH DEPEND ON SILENCE,
NOR DOES HIS SILENCE DEPEND ON SPEECH. NOR DOES HIS SPEECH
EXIST APART FROM HIS SILENCE. THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND BOTH
SPEECH AND SILENCE ARE IN SAMADHI.
Let me repeat it: THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND BOTH SPEECH AND SILENCE
ARE IN SAMADHI ....because samadhi is the balance between speech and
silence. It is just the exact middle, where silence and speech meet, where silence

and sound meet. That exact middle is beyond both. It is neither just silence,
empty of noise, nor is it just speech, full of chattering and noise. It is beyond
both. It is a silence with a song, but the song is soundless. It is a silence with
music, but a music which is not produced on any instruments, a music which is
simply your very nature.
The ancient seers of this land have called it OMKAR, the sound of OM ... not that
you repeat OM, OM, you simply hear it. You are utterly silent, surrounded with
a sound which is similar to om. That's why om has not been made a part of the
Sanskrit alphabet. It is not a word; it is a symbol. Perhaps that is the only
alphabet in the world which has a symbol in it which is not part of the alphabet.
But every UPANISHAD begins with om and every UPANISHAD ends with om.
And you may have observed that it is not just the om, but also a repetition three
times of the Sanskrit word for silence: SHANTI.
OM SHANTI, SHANTI, SHANTI ....
It is a silence which has sound which cannot be produced on any instrument,
and which cannot be exactly spoken. Hence, we have made a symbol for it. It is
beyond language, beyond alphabet, beyond speaking, beyond silence.
Om has been called the very stuff of which the existence is made. It is the music
of the universe.
IF YOU SPEAK WHEN YOU KNOW, YOUR SPEECH IS FREE. IF YOU ARE
SILENT WHEN YOU DON'T KNOW, YOUR SILENCE IS TIED ...and dead and
empty and meaningless.
LANGUAGE IS ESSENTIALLY FREE. IT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH
ATTACHMENT. AND ATTACHMENT HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH
LANGUAGE.
It all depends on your mind or no-mind. If mind uses language, it creates false
realities -- illusion. If no-mind uses language, it creates devices to also help others
to enter into the same space. What you make of it all depends on you, whether
you are functioning as a mind or as a no-mind. If you speak through the mind,
you miss the point. If you allow existence to speak through you, without any
interference by the mind, language is pure expression of truth.
In short, the whole thing can be summarized into a single statement:
Mind is your prison. No-mind is your freedom.
Mind is your ignorance, no-mind is your enlightenment.
Move from mind to no-mind. This is the whole path, this is the whole religion.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.

Bodhidharma: The Greatest Zen Master
Chapter #13
Chapter title: Mind is the bondage
11 July 1987 am in Gautam the Buddha Auditorium
BELOVED OSHO,
WITHOUT THE MIND THERE'S NO BUDDHA MEANS THAT THE BUDDHA
COMES FROM THE MIND .... WHOEVER WANTS TO SEE A BUDDHA SEES
THE MIND BEFORE HE SEES THE BUDDHA ...ONCE YOU'VE SEEN THE
BUDDHA, YOU FORGET ABOUT THE MIND. IF YOU DON'T FORGET
ABOUT THE MIND, THE MIND WILL CONFUSE YOU ....
MORTALITY AND BUDDHAHOOD ARE LIKE WATER AND ICE. TO BE
AFFLICTED BY THE THREE POISONS IS MORTALITY. TO BE PURIFIED BY
THE THREE RELEASES IS BUDDHAHOOD. THAT WHICH FREEZES INTO
ICE IN WINTER MELTS INTO WATER IN SUMMER. ELIMINATE ICE, AND
THERE'S NO MORE WATER. GET RID OF MORTALITY, AND THERE'S NO
MORE BUDDHAHOOD. CLEARLY, THE NATURE OF ICE IS THE NATURE
OF WATER ....
MORTALS LIBERATE BUDDHAS AND BUDDHAS LIBERATE MORTALS.
THIS IS WHAT'S MEANT BY IMPARTIALITY. MORTALS LIBERATE
BUDDHAS BECAUSE AFFLICTION CREATES AWARENESS. AND BUDDHAS
LIBERATE MORTALS BECAUSE AWARENESS NEGATES AFFLICTION.
THERE CAN'T HELP BUT BE AFFLICTION. AND THERE CAN'T HELP BUT
BE AWARENESS. IF NOT FOR AFFLICTION, THERE WOULD BE NOTHING
TO CREATE AWARENESS. AND IF NOT FOR AWARENESS, THERE WOULD
BE NOTHING TO NEGATE AFFLICTION. WHEN YOU'RE DELUDED,
BUDDHAS LIBERATE MORTALS. WHEN YOU'RE AWARE, MORTALS
LIBERATE BUDDHAS. BUDDHAS DON'T BECOME BUDDHAS ON THEIR
OWN. THEY'RE LIBERATED BY MORTALS. BUDDHAS REGARD DELUSION
AS THEIR FATHER AND GREED AS THEIR MOTHER. DELUSION AND
GREED ARE DIFFERENT NAMES FOR MORTALITY ....
WHEN YOU'RE DELUDED, YOU'RE ON THIS SHORE. WHEN YOU'RE
AWARE, YOU'RE ON THE OTHER SHORE. BUT ONCE YOU KNOW YOUR
MIND IS EMPTY AND YOU SEE NO APPEARANCES, YOU'RE BEYOND
DELUSION AND AWARENESS. AND ONCE YOU'RE BEYOND DELUSION
AND AWARENESS, THE OTHER SHORE DOESN'T EXIST. THE TATHAGATA
ISN'T ON THIS SHORE OR THE OTHER SHORE. AND HE ISN'T IN
MIDSTREAM. ARHATS ARE IN MIDSTREAM, AND MORTALS ARE ON THIS
SHORE. ON THE OTHER SHORE IS BUDDHAHOOD.

Bodhidharma has insights which are unparalleled. There have been many
disciples of Gautam Buddha who have attained to enlightenment, but nobody
has shown such great insightfulness. Either they have remained silent or they
have spoken, but neither their silence nor their speaking has reached to the
heights and to the depths of consciousness.
Perhaps the reason is that Bodhidharma is unafraid of what he is saying. He
knows no fear. He has no concern with what people will think about his
statements. He does not take into account anybody else when he is speaking. It is
almost as if he is speaking to himself.
For nine years he was sitting before a wall and when people would come, they
would have to sit behind him. They could ask questions but Bodhidharma would
answer only to the wall. He was not at all concerned about who was asking the
question; he was more concerned with his own insight.
Just last night I received the last book of J. Krishnamurti, in which he is not
speaking to anybody -- he is speaking just to himself. The words are recorded but
there was no audience, and perhaps in this book he comes closer to truth than in
any of his other books. The audience is a limitation.
This has been my experience too. If I am speaking to my own people, then there
is no limitation; then I don't feel that I have to say something, or not to say
something. Then I simply speak as if I am speaking to myself. When I am
speaking to people who don't know me, who don't understand me -- moreover
they misunderstand me -- there is a great limitation. Then I am not at freedom to
speak. Their very faces, their eyes, their gestures prevent me from saying
something that may hurt them.
Just a few days ago, seventy people from the TIMES OF INDIA group of papers
came to have an exclusive interview with me. The owners were also present -Samir Jain, Nandita Jain and their mother Indu Jain were also present. But the
strangest thing that I immediately felt as I entered the auditorium ...so ugly, so
inhuman and so uncultured: when I was giving my greetings with folded hands
to everybody, those seventy people, including Indu Jain, could not even respond.
That is, in India, a simple thing. Even a stranger on the street folds his hands. It
need not be known to you who he is, but you respond because a folded-hands
greeting has a spiritual meaning.
Shaking hands has no spiritual meaning; shaking hands has a very mundane
meaning. You have to shake with your right hand. It was a device created by the
West to show that you are not keeping any weapon in your right hand. It was
not a greeting -- it was a search. It was being alert that the man is not an enemy,
that he cannot do any harm because his right hand is empty. The reason for
shaking hands and its psychology is totally different; in a way very mean,
political.
But greeting somebody with folded hands has a spiritual meaning: first, that I
bow down to your godliness. Whether you are a stranger, friend or enemy, it
does not matter; still you are a temple of god, of a living god. Those folded hands

are showing respect for the living god. These things are immaterial -- -whether
you are a friend or a stranger or an enemy.
And secondly, the folded hands show that I am not halfhearted in my greeting. I
am total. Both hands, my left hemisphere, my right hemisphere both, are
greeting you together. I am greeting you as one organic unity.
But I was surprised that the TIMES OF INDIA press people -- who are well
educated, who own the biggest newspapers, magazines, weeklies, fortnightlies
who are all journalists -- they could not respond to me. They sat there like stone
statues, even Indu Jain.
The only man who responded to me was Samir Jain, who is now in charge of the
TIMES OF INDIA publications, and his sister, Nandita Jain. But she could not
come to the full greeting. She was hesitating, so she came halfway. She could not
come to the full greeting, but she could not remain a wooden statue. She looked
to both sides. Even her mother, Indu Jain, who in private touches my feet, but in
public ...she remained just a wooden statue. So she looked at her mother and she
looked at her brother and she chose the middle way. She just came halfway.
To speak to such people is almost worse than speaking to a wall. I took the
initiative of greeting them and they were not even human enough to respond to
the greeting, and particularly in the East, such ugliness is unforgivable. And they
have been insisting on the interview. I was reluctant -- reluctant for the simple
reason that they would ask stupid questions, then they would distort what I say.
But when I saw that they had come with the whole staff of the TIMES OF INDIA
press, I agreed.
But I really agreed for Samir Jain. He is a young man, he has been to the ashram
before, he has meditated. He wanted to become a sannyasin but his father was
absolutely against it, so much against it that if he became a sannyasin, his father
would disown him. Now they are some of the richest people of the country. He
has not the guts to say to the father, "It is perfectly okay, you can disown me,"
but he has a sympathetic heart -- and he was the only man who raised his hands.
Now to talk to such people becomes impossible, unless you completely forget
them, and whether they exist or not. And that's what I had to do. I did not look at
them at all, I just looked at my people and talked to my people. And I made a
condition to them that they could not distort any statement; they had to publish
my whole statement as I have given it. But they don't even have the guts to
publish their own questions and my answers, because my answers expose the
dirty politics and the dirty journalism that follows politics.
Bodhidharma speaks as if he's speaking to himself. Then he can open his heart
totally, without any limitation. He is absolutely unconcerned about who is going
to listen to him, who is going to read him. Perhaps this is the reason why he
reaches tremendously deep insights into human nature. You will see statements
that have never been made before, but Bodhidharma has made them so clearly
that they cannot be refuted either.

These sutras have been in existence for at least one thousand years, but no
Buddhist scholar has commented on them. The book was kept hidden in the
Buddhist pagodas, temples. It has just been discovered a few years ago by some
Western scholars, and they could not believe that Buddhists have not been
allowing the world to know what such a tremendously significant book
contains.I can understand the fear of the Buddhists. They have translated
thousands of books into English and into German and into other international
languages, but Bodhidharma has been neglected completely.
It is a strange world. Here, to be sincere and truthful is the most dangerous thing.
Just a few days ago, here in Poona, the Shankaracharya of Jyotirmath, Swami
Svarupanand, declared in a press conference that "Osho is unparalleled, the most
dangerous man in the whole history of mankind."
I don't go out of my house. I am not a terrorist. I am not interested in any power
politics. I don't have any nuclear weapons. On what grounds is this man saying
that I am unparalleled the most dangerous man in the whole history of mankind?
What danger is there?
The danger is that I don't care about anybody when it comes to asserting the
truth.
It is not that I am dangerous.
It is the truth that is dangerous.
Just console people with lies. Go on giving them hope so they can manage to
drag themselves towards their graves; just go on giving them opium so they
don't feel the pain, the agony, the stupidity of their lives.
And that's what all the religions have been doing. Whenever somebody has said
the truth, he immediately becomes a dangerous man. Otherwise Jesus was not a
dangerous man; he was only thirty-three when he was crucified -- a young man,
uneducated, doing no harm to anybody, but stating the truth. The rabbis of Israel
could not tolerate that man. He was disturbing all their fabrication of lies. They
crucified that young man. Socrates never harmed anybody, but his great crime
was to speak the truth. He was poisoned and killed.
Bodhidharma was also poisoned. Although the people who poisoned him
thought that he was killed, he was not. He was made of a different kind of
matter. He simply went into a coma and in the night disappeared, leaving one of
his shoes in the tomb and the other shoe hanging on his staff.
After three years, when people completely believed that he was dead, he was
seen by a high government official passing the boundaries of China and entering
into the Himalayas. The official could not believe his eyes. He had heard that
Bodhidharma had been poisoned and killed. He asked Bodhidharma, who said,
"I was in a coma and I waited for the night. When the coma disappeared a little
and I was able to get up, I escaped from the tomb. I have left one of my shoes
there in the tomb as proof that I have been there and another shoe I am taking,
hanging on my staff to prove that I am Bodhidharma -- my identity card."

The official immediately rushed to the mountain where Bodhidharma had been
poisoned and he told the disciples. They showed the tomb and the official said, "I
would like it to be opened because I have seen the man with his sandal hanging
on his staff, and he has told me that he left the other sandal as a signature in the
tomb. I would like to open the tomb and see whether that man was really
Bodhidharma or somebody else who was playing a trick on me." The tomb was
opened and only one shoe was there, nothing else.
What was the need to poison Bodhidharma? One cannot conceive how human
beings have behaved with such people ...they are making every effort to awaken
you, and you respond by killing them. Who is insane? Is Socrates insane? Is Jesus
insane? Is Mansoor insane? Is Sarmad insane? Is Bodhidharma insane? Or the
people who have killed them ...?
Here are a few sutras for this morning, of great importance for those who want to
understand the truth and who are ready to drop all kinds of lies.
WITHOUT THE MIND THERE IS NO BUDDHA MEANS THAT THE BUDDHA
COMES FROM THE MIND ...
But the buddha is not the mind. The mind is the bondage of a buddha, and as he
goes beyond the mind and enters into the state of no-mind, he becomes the
buddha. But he comes from the mind -- and you all have the mind, so you have
fulfilled at least half the journey already!
The other half is to get out of the mind and declare your buddhahood. You need
not shout it, you need not even whisper it. It will declare itself in your presence,
in your words, in your silence, in the depth of your eyes, in the grace and beauty
of your individuality, in the fragrance that will surround you ...you will be like a
cool breeze.
The word TATHAGATA used for Gautam Buddha has two meanings. One
meaning I have explained to you: it means the man who trusts existence and its
suchness. Whatever happens, good or bad, misery or blissfulness, he remains
unperturbed. He says it is the suchness of things. There is no need to be
disturbed by suffering and there is no need to be disturbed by blissfulness. All
these are natural phenomena. You have to remain aloof. That is one meaning of
TATHAGATA.
There is another meaning also, and that other meaning is significant in
understanding these sutras. TATHAGATA means a man who comes like a
breeze and goes like a breeze. Literally it means, "thus came, thus gone" -- he
does not wait for your invitation. Suddenly he comes, and he does not wait for
you to prevent him; suddenly he is gone, but he has left behind an experience of
coolness and calmness and tranquillity.
That calmness, coolness, serenity, silence, declare more loudly than anything else
to the whole existence that a buddha has arrived, that now all the priests are in
danger, that all the politicians are trembling inside. All those who are living on
lies are scared to death. Truth has such power. It never harms anybody but it

makes the whole fabrication of lies around the world tremble. A single man of
truth is enough.
I am reminded of a Jewish story. In the Old Testament it is said God became very
angry -- the Jewish god is a very angry God. He became angry about two cities,
Gomorrah and Sodom, because they were practicing perverted sexual things,
and he was ready to destroy them. In the Old Testament he actually did destroy
them. It reminds one of Hiroshima and Nagasaki ...total destruction, and the
cities were almost exactly of the same size as Nagasaki and Hiroshima. They
were great cities in those days, with populations almost equal to Hiroshima and
Nagasaki. And God destroyed them completely because they were becoming
perverted.
But in Judaism there is a small stream of authentic mystics -- that is the only
beautiful thing that Judaism has contributed to the world. They are called
Hassids. They are not accepted by orthodox Judaism, they are condemned, but
they are people of truth. They cannot conceive of a God who can get angry, so
they have written their own story. They don't care what the Old Testament says.
Their story is that one Hassid mystic, hearing that God is going to destroy
Sodom and Gomorrah, approached God and said, "Before you destroy them, you
have to answer a few of my questions. First, if there are two hundred people who
are not perverted in those two cities -- who are good, who are pure of soul, who
are sincere, who are people of realization -- are you still going to destroy those
cities and those good people?"
God was taken aback. He could not say that he could destroy two hundred selfrealized people. He said, "I was not aware of it; it is very kind of you to inform
me. I will not destroy them. Those two hundred people are going to save two
hundred thousand people."
The Hassid said, "The second question: if there are not two hundred people, but
only twenty, are you going to destroy them? Do you consider quantity more
significant than quality?"
And God was again defeated. Certainly quality is of higher value than quantity.
What does it matter whether there are two hundred self-realized people or
twenty? God said, "I accept your argument. Even if there are twenty people ...if
you can prove there are twenty people, those cities will be saved."
The Hassid laughed and said, "My last argument: If there are not twenty people
but only one self-realized man, who lives six months in Sodom and six months in
Gomorrah, are you going to destroy the cities? Do you still think quantity means
much -- or quality?"
God became very fed up with the man; he was a real Jew. He was bringing him
down, haggling, and now he had brought him down to one man from two
hundred. He said, "Okay, but then you will have to present that one man!"
The Hassid said, "I am that man!"

Jews don't allow this beautiful story. They say it is fiction, but to me their idea of
God being angry and destroying Gomorrah and Sodom is a fiction. To me, the
Hassid story seems to be more authentic.
Just one man of truth is enough to save the world. But the world does not want
to be saved. God need not kill that one man, the world kills that man. The people
whom he was going to save are the people who destroy him.
"WITHOUT THE MIND THERE'S NO BUDDHA" MEANS THAT THE
BUDDHA COMES FROM THE MIND ...but he is not the mind. It is just like a
lotus flower. It comes from mud, but it is not mud. Can you think of two things
as different as mud and a lotus flower? But the lotus flower comes from the mud
and rises above the waters ...the lotus flower is such a transformation, but
without the mud there will be no lotus flowers.
Without lotus flowers, mud can exist ...this is something to be understood. The
higher is very fragile, the lower is very solid. The lower is like a rock and the
higher is like a rose flower. The higher you move, the more fragile you become.
These people, Socrates or Jesus or Bodhidharma, could be poisoned. These were
the lotus flowers. But the muddy minds became very angry. Seeing the lotus
flowers coming out of them, their anger is understandable. The lotus flower is
such a beauty -- there is no other flower in the world compared to the beauty of
the lotus; hence Buddha has called his paradise "a lotus paradise." To make it the
ultimate in beauty, he has used the word "lotus."
But this is the strangest thing about the world -- that the mud can exist without
any lotuses, but no lotus can exist without the mud. Minds can exist in millions
without there being a single buddha, but a buddha cannot exist if all the minds
are absent. Minds function like the mud. He has to transcend the mud and the
water, and rise above to meet the sun, to see the sun. So remember: the buddha
comes from the mind, but he is not the mind.
WHOEVER WANTS TO SEE A BUDDHA SEES THE MIND ... because the
buddha is invisible. It is not a flower that blossoms for the outward eyes. It is a
flower that blossoms only for the inner eye. Unless your inner eye is open, you
will not recognize the buddha.
The no-mind is needed before one can see the buddha.
A tremendously beautiful story is that when Buddha became enlightened, his
first thought was to go back to his kingdom; his father must be old if he was not
dead. If he was still alive, then Buddha owed something to him; he was his only
son and he had given him immense suffering. Buddha had been going to be his
support in his old age, and he was going to be his successor -- and then he
escaped. So his first thought was to reach the kingdom and to impart his own
ecstasy, his own blissfulness, to his father.
But he was not aware of the fact that his father would not be able to recognize
him as a buddha. His inner eye was not open. He thought only through the
mind; he did not know any approach through the no-mind. So when he faced the

old man, the old man was really angry. And you could not complain about his
anger.
The father said, "You deceived me in my old age. Where have you been for
twelve years? What have you been doing? What is all this nonsense ...? An
emperor's son carrying a begging bowl! You are born to be one of the greatest
emperors in the world. Perhaps, as the astrologers said when you were born, you
have the capacity to become a world conqueror, and you have chosen this stupid
life."
Buddha stood silently, not saying a single word. He first wanted to let the man
release his anger. But the old man recognized, after half an hour had passed, that
while he had been shouting and he had been abusing and he had been
condemning, his son was simply standing there with such silence, absolutely
unperturbed. He looked closely.
Buddha said, "This is a right gesture, look closely. I am not the man who left you;
that man died long ago. Yes, I am in the same continuity but before it was the
mud; now I am the lotus. So don't take revenge against the lotus because you are
angry with the mud. Just let me wash your tears," because the old man was full
of tears, "and clean your eyes. Just cool down and just have another look -- I am
not the same man who left the palace. A great transformation has happened; I
left the palace as a mortal, I am coming back to the palace as an immortal. I left
the palace as an ordinary human being, I am coming back to the palace divine.
Just have a little look."
The father looked at him -- certainly there had been a great change. For a few
moments there was utter silence -- the father simply went on looking at him.
Something transpired between the father and the son, and the father said,
"Forgive me. In my anger, with my tears, with my old eyes, I could not recognize
the transformation. Now my only desire is that you initiate me on the same path
which transforms mud into a lotus. You have certainly become a lotus. I have
never seen you so beautiful, so graceful." Nothing had been said, and the father
was being initiated.
The moment you know, you don't have to declare it. It declares itself. But only
those who have a certain sensitivity, a certain music in their heart, a certain
poetry in their being, will be able to recognize you. Those who are simply
accountants, bankers, running after money, running after power, will be
absolutely blind when it comes to recognizing a buddha.
...ONCE YOU HAVE
SEEN THE BUDDHA, YOU FORGET ABOUT THE MIND.
Once you have seen the lotus flower you forget all about the mud.
IF YOU DON'T FORGET ABOUT THE MIND, THE MIND WILL CONFUSE
YOU ....
It will not allow you to recognize the great transmutation, the great
transformation that has happened -- perhaps in your son, perhaps in your friend,
perhaps in a stranger. You need a certain sympathetic attitude and an opening of
the heart to allow the transformed man to leave his imprint within you.

And your recognition is going to be a seed of transformation within you: then
you cannot remain in the mind anymore; then you cannot remain contented with
your muddy world; then you would like to become another lotus. You have
heard the challenge and you have seen the reality that you contain the lotus, but
you have been unaware of it, it has remained dormant.
Everybody is a buddha, but only in the seed, hidden in the mud. Recognizing a
lotus flower is recognizing your own future, your own possibilities, your own
grandeur.
MORTALITY AND BUDDHAHOOD ARE LIKE WATER AND ICE.
There is not much difference between the mortals and the immortals. The
difference is just like water and ice.
TO BE AFFLICTED BY THE THREE POISONS IS MORTALITY. TO BE
PURIFIED BY THE THREE RELEASES IS BUDDHAHOOD.
The three poisons, Bodhidharma says, are greed, anger, delusion. With these
three poisons you remain a mortal. Once you are purified of these three poisons,
you have become an immortal. You have attained to the eternity. Now there is no
death for you.
THAT WHICH FREEZES INTO ICE IN WINTER MELTS INTO WATER IN
SUMMER.
There is no qualitative difference between water and ice or vapor. The difference
is only of temperature. Every human being -- the greatest criminal, even an Adolf
Hitler -- has the potential to be a buddha. However unconscious you may be,
however deep may be your sleep, you can be awakened.
Awakening is not a difference of quality. It is a difference only of degree. The
sleeping man is less awake and the awake man is less asleep. Remember, the
difference between people is only of degree -- and that is not much of a
difference. A slight understanding and the difference can be dissolved.
GET RID OF MORTALITY, AND THERE IS NO MORE BUDDHAHOOD.
This is how Bodhidharma is special. He says, GET RID OF MORTALITY, AND
THERE IS NO MORE BUDDHAHOOD. It is only in the eyes of the mortals that
buddhas appear so high. When their mortality is finished, their own
buddhahood is attained. And the essential quality of awareness is that it is there,
but you are not aware of it.
You cannot be aware of awareness.
You cannot be conscious of consciousness.
You cannot be a knower when you really know. Then you are one with it. The
buddhahood happens only to you because you are a mortal and Buddha looks so
far away. You are only in the mud, just a seed, and the lotus looks so far away, so
different. You cannot conceive any connection between you and the lotus. But
when you become a lotus yourself, all differences disappear. And the lotus is not
aware of its beauty, is not aware of its fragrance; it is simply its nature.
Except for Bodhidharma, nobody else has been able to make these kinds of
statements for the simple reason that they are so strange, they look so illogical,

irrational. But existence is illogical. It is irrational. If you are only thinking in the
mind, then it is one thing, but if you are experiencing the process of mud
transforming into a lotus flower, you will understand Bodhidharma without any
difficulty. You will rejoice in his strange statements.
MORTALS ...again, a very strange statement: MORTALS LIBERATE BUDDHAS
AND BUDDHAS LIBERATE MORTALS.
I can understand why Buddhists have been hiding these sutras for one thousand
years, because the very idea is outrageous that MORTALS LIBERATE
BUDDHAS AND BUDDHAS LIBERATE MORTALS. But Bodhidharma is right.
Every buddha comes from the mortals and seeing the agony, the suffering, the
misery, the continuous meaninglessness of mortals is the cause of his liberation.
If there were no mortals, there would be no buddhas.
When I came back from the university, naturally my parents were anxious that I
should get married. They were afraid that I was not the sort and my father was
very alert that once I say no to something, then there is no way to make it yes. So
he asked his friends, "Just find out what's on his mind, if it is possible that he
would say yes. Only then, I will ask him. Once he has said no to me, it is
finished."
So his friends started asking me. One of his friends was the best physician of that
area. He called me to have a dinner with him and along the way he mentioned,
"What do you think about marriage?"
I said, "Uncle, I am unmarried; I don't have any experience. You have been
married thrice. You have three times more experience than anybody else. You tell
me, what do you think?"
He looked very miserable and he said, "My experience -- I am a fool! I should
have stopped when my first wife died. But fools are fools. I married again
thinking that not every woman is going to be the same. But within a few days
...the woman was different but the problems were the same. And God has been
so kind to me, even the second wife died. But my stupidity is such, I married
again and now I am suffering. And you are asking me, `What do you think about
marriage'!"
I said, "That's enough. Just tell my father your experience. You have liberated me
from marriage."
He said, "What do you mean by that? I have done just the opposite of what your
father asked me. I was going to convince you."
I said, "You have convinced me! Just tell my father the whole thing that
happened ...I will get married only if you say yes."
He said, "I cannot. No, I will not drag you into the same hell in which I have
lived. I cannot say yes."
"Then," I said, "tell my father that you have convinced me that I should not get
married."
He said, "You have put me in such trouble. Your father is depending on me."

He reported to my father. My father said, "You should have been a little more
cautious. Instead of convincing him about marriage, you have spoiled the whole
thing."
He said, "What can I do? He managed in such a way that I forgot completely
what the purpose of the dinner was."
MORTALS LIBERATE BUDDHAS ...just look around at mortals and you cannot
resist being a buddha -- the sooner the better! And BUDDHAS LIBERATE
MORTALS. That is just repaying the debt. When they become buddhas they start
hammering the mortals. That's what I have been doing my whole life: first
mortals liberated me, now I am trying to liberate mortals.
The statement is very strange. Perhaps Buddhist scholars could not find how to
explain it, so they thought it better to keep it in oblivion, not to bring it out.
Otherwise it is perfectly okay that buddhas liberate mortals, but mortals
liberating buddhas? The learned, the scholarly, cannot understand it.
THIS IS WHAT IS MEANT BY IMPARTIALITY.
Mortals liberating buddhas, buddhas liberating mortals -- this is called
impartiality. Now everything is balanced. Nobody owes anything to anybody
else; neither the buddhas are obliging you, nor are you obliging buddhas. You
have come to a state where both have paid their debts to each other.
MORTALS LIBERATE BUDDHAS BECAUSE AFFLICTION CREATES
AWARENESS.
Seeing the mortals and their afflictions ...if you are intelligent enough you will
not follow their path. So many are following that path and everybody is falling in
a ditch. And everybody is suffering.
When my father failed with the physician, he approached another friend of his.
He thought that would be the last resort, because he was a supreme court
advocate and it was known that he had never lost any case. So my father told
him, "If you can win this case, then we will accept that you are really a great
advocate of the supreme court."
The judge said, "This is nothing. Just with my left hand I can do it. I will be
coming tomorrow to your home."
My father told him, "Come prepared!"
He said, "Don't be worried. I know your son. And do you think he can defeat me
in arguments?"
My father said, "I don't think he can defeat you in arguments, but he has strange
ways. The physician who is known to be the wisest man in the area ...he
managed to manipulate him. Now he is in his favor."
The advocate was very egoistic and he had reason to be an egoist. He said, "Don't
you be worried."
But my father said, "Still, you do the homework. Don't come unprepared. I warn
you. You may lose the case. My boy is strange."
The advocate said, "You calm down and don't be worried. Tomorrow I will settle
everything."

So the next day he came. I welcomed him and I asked him, "I know what you
have come for. And I think my father must have told you, `Be prepared, do the
homework.'"
He looked at me and said, "How do you know?"
I said, "That's what he told the physician, so I know he must have told the same
things to you. And you are his last resort. So if you are defeated, then the whole
question of marriage is finished."
But he said, "Who said I am going to be defeated?"
I said, "I am not saying that, I just want to make it clear that if I get defeated, I
will be married -- but if you get defeated, are you ready to divorce your wife?"
He said, "My God, your father was right. I have never thought about it ...that it
could be a question. Certainly you are right. I should also put something at stake.
But listen, I have children, and you know my wife. She even beats me. I cannot
even utter the word `divorce' before her."
So I said, "You have not come with preparedness. And I don't need any judge. I
trust you, although you will be a party in argument and you will also be the
judge."
He said, "I don't want to argue at all!"
I said, "What you are going to answer to my father?"
He said, "That's what I am thinking."
The argument never started. And I used to go to his house every day, knocking
on the door, and he would simply say, "I don't want to quarrel with you. I am
already tortured too much."
And one day his wife came out and she said, "Why is he so afraid of you?"
I said, "Because of you."
He started hiding in the bathroom and he would not come out. His wife said,
"This is strange. He is never afraid of anybody. He hides, he says to me that he is
not at home. What is the matter? What is cooking?"
I said, "Nothing is cooking. He is afraid of being defeated. And you are my great
support."
She said, "I don't understand. What is going on? What is the problem? In what
way am I the support?"
I said, "You ask him. He is thinking of divorcing you."
And he immediately came out of the bathroom. He said, "Don't lie! I am never
going to divorce her. I love her. I will love her my whole life."
I said, "It is up to you. But what about the argument?"
He said, "Finished. I don't want to see you at all. You have made me so shaky
that even in the court, the moment I remember you I feel afraid. Don't disturb my
family life."
I said, "You were going to disturb MY whole life!"
MORTALS LIBERATE BUDDHAS BECAUSE AFFLICTION CREATES
AWARENESS.
AND
BUDDHAS
LIBERATE
MORTALS
BECAUSE
AWARENESS NEGATES AFFLICTION.

All the buddhas come from the mortals. They are just more watchful than you
are. They look all around -- the whole scene is tragic, pathetic. That creates great
awareness in them. And when they have come to the highest peak of their
awareness, they make every effort to help you to be aware so that you can also
get out of these afflictions.
It is not only that man is in misery. The woman is in more misery. It seems there
is a strange conspiracy going on where everybody is creating misery for
everybody else. Many times I have been asked why I have not married. I said,
"Because of the married people. I have known so many and they warned me."
And now my whole work is somehow to get you out of your trap, to make you
more alert, more aware, whether you are a husband or a wife. With your
awareness your misery will disappear. Just as light dispels darkness, awareness
dispels misery.
THERE CAN'T HELP BUT BE AFFLICTION because people are unconscious.
AND THERE CAN'T HELP BUT BE AWARENESS.
Once in a while somebody is going to be alert enough to see all around. And the
person who becomes aware, feels to share with people who are unaware.
IF NOT FOR AFFLICTION THERE WOULD BE NOTHING TO CREATE
AWARENESS. AND IF NOT FOR AWARENESS, THERE WOULD BE
NOTHING TO NEGATE AFFLICTION. WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED,
BUDDHAS LIBERATE MORTALS. WHEN YOU ARE AWARE, MORTALS
LIBERATE BUDDHAS. BUDDHAS DON'T BECOME BUDDHAS ON THEIR
OWN.
This is the greatness of Bodhidharma. He can say it exactly, however hard it hits.
He is saying, BUDDHAS DON'T BECOME BUDDHAS ON THEIR OWN.
Without this whole world of misery around them, they would never become
buddhas. They should be grateful to all these people who are miserable because
these are the people who impel them not to get trapped, as they themselves are
trapped.
BUDDHAS REGARD DELUSION AS THEIR FATHER AND GREED AS THEIR
MOTHER.
Only a Bodhidharma can say such things, seeing the greed of people and the
anguish and the anxiety that greed creates, seeing the delusions of people.
Everybody is thinking of himself, not of exactly what he is. Everybody is
multiplying his personality, his ego, his knowledge. He is pretending things that
he knows nothing of.
One of my professors, I found, never read anything after he had left the
university thirty years before. Everything that he said was out of date.
Psychology was his subject -- and psychology is a very fast-growing subject; in
thirty years, everything that was right has gone down the drain. But he was still
quoting books which he read in his post-graduation courses.
He had a difficulty with me, because I was reading the latest and I would quote
from the latest researches. He was a poor soul, he could not even say, "Forgive

me, I am not aware of these researches." To keep his ego, he would say, "Yes, I
have seen those papers." But if he had seen those papers or those books, which
had just come out, then he should not have been teaching outdated theories
about human mind and consciousness.
I reported to the vice-chancellor. I said, "It should be made compulsory for every
professor to spend at least two hours in the library every day."
He said, "In no university is anything like that in existence. And all the
professors will protest against it. Why are you saying that?"
I said, "All your professors were taught twenty years, thirty years ago and all
that they know is no longer relevant. I have been checking in the library, who the
professors are who take the books from the library. And this particular professor
I am mentioning has never taken a single book from the library. He has never
come to the library." And the library of the university was very rich, very up-todate, because the man who founded the university was a man of tremendous
learning and he loved books above anything else.
So I told the vice-chancellor, "Call this professor in front of me and I will show
you why I am demanding this. And if you don't listen to me, then I am going to
the students' union to talk to all the students, to boycott all those professors who
don't go to the library for at least two hours."
He knew me -- that I can manage this, so he said, "Don't go that far. Bring that
professor here."
I said, "I will not bring him. You call him. I am sitting here."
He called the professor, the professor came in. And I just invented two fictitious
names of psychologists and two fictitious names of books which have never been
written and will never be written. And I asked the professor, "Have you read
these books?"
He said, "My God, how have you found out? They are on my desk in my room. I
have been reading them; they are the latest contribution."
And I told the vice-chancellor, "Both these names are fictitious, both these books
are fictitious; they don't exist. Now tell this man to bring those two books into
your office. They are lying on his table."
Then he became afraid. From where was he going to get those two books which
are fictitious? And he had said they were lying on his table, he was reading them,
and they were great.
I said, "This is the situation: these are the people who are teaching and their
students will become professors tomorrow. And they will continue fifty-yearold, rotten experiments which have failed and have been replaced by new
ideologies."
The vice-chancellor said, "I concede to you." And he made it a compulsory rule
that every professor had to go to the library, study the latest journals, books,
magazines and be up-to-date.
Professors were angry, they were all angry at me. But I said, "Anger is not going
to help. I am checking every day in the library, who is coming and who is not

coming. For those who are not coming, I will bring a procession of protest of all
the students to their department. Then don't tell me, `You are creating chaos.'
You are the cause of it!"
The librarian was surprised. All the professors were coming, reading, taking
books home. But the day I left the university, I was informed, the rule was
removed. After seven or eight years, I went to that university to deliver a lecture.
I went to the library. The same librarian was still there and the library was
empty. There was nobody. I asked him, "What happened?"
"Those professors no longer come," he said. "The day you left the university, the
rule was removed; it was just out of fear that you might create trouble. Even the
vice-chancellor had started coming to the library. Now nobody comes."
People go on creating delusions, magnifying them, exaggerating them.
Bodhidharma says greed is the father of the buddhas and delusion is the mother.
DELUSION AND GREED ARE DIFFERENT NAMES FOR MORTALITY ....
WHEN YOU ARE DELUDED, YOU ARE ON THIS SHORE. WHEN YOU ARE
AWARE, YOU ARE ON THE OTHER SHORE.
These are only symbolic ways of saying you are here ...deluded, you are in
misery; aware, you are in blissfulness.
BUT ONCE YOU KNOW YOUR MIND IS EMPTY AND YOU SEE NO
APPEARANCES, YOU ARE BEYOND DELUSION AND AWARENESS.
Each statement is difficult for scholars to explain. Only a buddha can explain
these statements. He is saying, when you are in the know that your mind is
empty -- in other words, when you encounter your no-mind and you see no
appearances -- you are beyond delusion and awareness.
I have never come across any statement that says that you are beyond awareness.
But he is absolutely rational, logical and existentially true because when you
don't have the disease, I don't think you will go on carrying the medicine with
you. The moment you are healthier, your disease has gone, you donate your
medicine that remains to the Lions Club. What are you going to do with it? The
Lions need it to show to the world that they are a great charitable institution. It is
useless to you, you were going to throw it; why not enjoy donating it to the Lions
Club? A good gain -- you donate something useless to the Lions Club. And the
Lions Club gives it to the poor people, and without spending anything the Lions
Club becomes a charitable institution.
The same is the situation with misery and awareness. The moment there is no
delusion, what is the need of awareness? That does not mean you fall asleep.
That simply means awareness becomes your very nature; you are no longer
aware of it.
AND ONCE YOU ARE BEYOND DELUSION AND AWARENESS, THE OTHER
SHORE DOES NOT EXIST. What is the need of the other shore? The other shore
was only a symbolic concept. This shore is the world, the other shore is the
paradise. When the world and the attachment with the world is gone, who cares
about paradise? You are already in it, wherever you are. A Sufi saying is,

"Wherever the enlightened person is, there is paradise." The paradise is
something within your being.
THE TATHAGATA IS NOT ON THIS SHORE OR THE OTHER SHORE. AND
HE IS NOT IN MID-STREAM.
These are the only possibilities -- either on this shore, or on the other shore, or in
mid-stream. The tathagata is nowhere. One who has understood himself can be
said to be either everywhere, or nowhere; both are equivalent.
But in the last sutra he remembers again his antagonism to the arhatas: AND
MORTALS ARE ON THIS SHORE. On the other shore are arhatas and the
mortals. The ARHATS ARE IN MID-STREAM going to the other shore -- which
does not exist. They are still carrying a counter-delusion. AND THE MORTALS
ARE ON THIS SHORE. ON THE OTHER SHORE IS BUDDHAHOOD.
But the moment you are on the other shore, the other shore disappears. You are
simply a light unto yourself.
But about arhatas, he cannot forget. He puts them in mid-stream, neither on this
shore nor on that shore. Arhatas are also on the other shore, just as bodhisattvas
are, as buddhas are. The moment they reach the other shore, both the shores
disappear simultaneously. Suddenly they are awake and they find themselves
part of the whole, a great shower of blessings coming over them.
If Bodhidharma could have forgotten his antagonism with arhatas and used
instead of "mind," "no-mind," his sutras would have been perfect, without any
flaw. But even with these two flaws, they are great. And anybody who
understands can make you aware of these two flaws.
Don't carry any antagonism. And use, as far as possible, the closest word to
reality. Mind is not the closest word to meditation; no-mind is.
Arhatas may have angered him because they become enlightened and they never
care about anybody. They don't even speak. It is very difficult to get anything out
of the arhatas. But my own feeling is, everybody has to be his own self, his own
individuality, his own uniqueness. Arhatas have their own uniqueness. After
becoming enlightened, they become utterly silent.
This is the antagonism of Bodhidharma, that they should be more
compassionate. They should help others to become enlightened. And if you see
the arguments from both sides, you will see that both are right in their own way.
Arhatas say, "It is interference into somebody's life. If he wants to remain
unenlightened, it is his right." Arhatas say, "This is our compassion that we don't
interfere into anybody's life."
Bodhisattvas say, "This is our compassion that we make every effort to make
others enlightened. This is our compassion."
I think both have beautiful arguments, and there is nothing wrong in either of
the arguments. Existence is multidimensional, it has so many aspects.
A man of ultimate understanding will not see any contradiction anywhere. In his
understanding and clarity, all contradictions become complementary to each
other. Okay, Maneesha? Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
BUDDHAS HAVE THREE BODIES: A TRANSFORMATION BODY, A
REWARD BODY AND A REAL BODY. THE TRANSFORMATION BODY IS
ALSO CALLED THE INCARNATION BODY. THE TRANSFORMATION BODY
APPEARS WHEN MORTALS DO GOOD DEEDS, THE REWARD BODY WHEN
THEY CULTIVATE WISDOM AND THE REAL BODY WHEN THEY BECOME
AWARE OF THE SUBLIME .... BUT ACTUALLY, THERE'S NOT EVEN ONE
BUDDHA-BODY, MUCH LESS THREE. THIS TALK OF THREE BODIES IS
SIMPLY BASED ON HUMAN UNDERSTANDING, WHICH CAN BE
SHALLOW, MODERATE OR DEEP.
PEOPLE OF SHALLOW UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE PILING UP
BLESSINGS AND MISTAKE THE TRANSFORMATION BODY AS THE
BUDDHA. PEOPLE OF MODERATE UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE
PUTTING AN END TO SUFFERING AND MISTAKE THE REWARD BODY AS
THE BUDDHA. AND PEOPLE OF DEEP UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE
THEY'RE EXPERIENCING BUDDHAHOOD AND MISTAKE THE REAL BODY
AS THE BUDDHA. BUT PEOPLE OF THE DEEPEST UNDERSTANDING
LOOK WITHIN, DISTRACTED BY NOTHING. SINCE A CLEAR MIND IS THE
BUDDHA, THEY ATTAIN THE UNDERSTANDING OF A BUDDHA
WITHOUT USING THE MIND ....
INDIVIDUALS CREATE KARMA. KARMA DOESN'T CREATE INDIVIDUALS
.... ONLY SOMEONE WHO'S PERFECT CREATES NO KARMA IN THIS LIFE
AND RECEIVES NO REWARD. THE SUTRAS SAY, "WHO CREATES NO
KARMA OBTAINS THE DHARMA" .... WHEN YOU CREATE KARMA,
YOU'RE REBORN ALONG WITH YOUR KARMA. WHEN YOU DON'T
CREATE KARMA, YOU VANISH ALONG WITH YOUR KARMA ....
SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TEACHING OF SAGES IS A SAGE.
SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TEACHING OF MORTALS IS A
MORTAL. A MORTAL WHO CAN GIVE UP THE TEACHING OF MORTALS
AND FOLLOW THE TEACHING OF SAGES BECOMES A SAGE. BUT THE
FOOLS OF THIS WORLD PREFER TO LOOK FOR SAGES FAR AWAY. THEY
DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE WISDOM OF THEIR OWN MIND IS THE SAGE.
THE SUTRAS SAY, "AMONG MEN OF NO UNDERSTANDING, DON'T
PREACH THIS SUTRA."
...THE SUTRAS SAY, "WHEN YOU SEE THAT ALL
APPEARANCES ARE NOT APPEARANCES, YOU SEE THE TATHAGATA."

THE MYRIAD DOORS TO THE TRUTH ALL COME FROM THE MIND. WHEN
APPEARANCES OF THE MIND ARE AS TRANSPARENT AS SPACE, THEY'RE
GONE ....
WHEN MORTALS ARE ALIVE THEY WORRY ABOUT DEATH. WHEN
THEY'RE FULL, THEY WORRY ABOUT HUNGER. THEIRS IS THE GREAT
UNCERTAINTY. BUT SAGES DON'T CONSIDER THE PAST. AND THEY
DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE FUTURE. NOR DO THEY CLING TO THE
PRESENT. FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT THEY FOLLOW THE WAY.
Bodhidharma, for the first time in these sutras, looks at the people who are not
enlightened and who are bound to misunderstand him. Hence, he talks about the
possibility of the ordinary, unenlightened mind, and how it looks at things. He
himself talks about it, so that he can make it clear that all these so-called
understandings of the mind -- either shallow or deep, or even very deep -- all are
wrong.
This is very rare, because Bodhidharma never thought about the people who
would be his audience. He only thought about the truth. And he talked about it
without any consideration of those who were listening to it, or reading it. This is
part of his compassion; this is the part that makes the arhatas and the
bodhisattvas separate.
Arhatas never, never think about anybody else. If they speak, they are just
speaking to themselves. Most probably they remain silent. They have a profound
respect for others, but they know that to tell them about the ultimate is to disturb
their ordinariness. It is an interference in their mundane minds -- although it is
for their own benefit. But they are not asking for it, and unless they invite the
truth, the truth is not going to knock on their doors.
The truth is almost like the sun in the morning. It rises ...it does not knock on
your doors saying, "I am here and the night is over and you can wake." It does
not go to every nest of the birds, to tell them, "Now it is time to sing, I have
come," nor does it go to every flower to open its petals and release its fragrance.
It simply comes. Those who are receptive will receive it. Those who are not
receptive will not receive it. Those who are awake will know that the morning
has arrived, but those who are fast asleep will not know, even in their dreams,
that the night is over. But the sun does not interfere.
The understanding of the arhatas is that compassion means not to interfere, not
to trespass, even though it is for the benefit of those against whom you are
trespassing. Trespassing in itself is against the dignity of individuals and it is a
humiliation. To say to someone, "You are asleep," means you are putting yourself
on a higher pedestal. You are saying, "I am awake and you are asleep," you are
saying "I am holier than thou, higher than thou; I have arrived to the ultimate
peak of my consciousness and you are still wandering in the world of darkness,
groping everywhere, stumbling, falling and finding no way out."

Even to advise anyone is to take a certain position: "I know and you do not
know." The arhatas' standpoint is that it is against compassion, it is against
reverence for life; hence they remain silent. If anybody feels their presence on his
own accord and comes close to them to drink the living waters of their
experience, they are available -- just like the river passing by. You can quench
your thirst, but it is absolutely up to you; the river will not do anything on its
own part. It is a beautiful approach. But the approach of the bodhisattvas, to
whom Bodhidharma belongs, has its own beauty.
The bodhisattvas make every effort to awaken people, knowing perfectly well
that out of a million people, perhaps one may understand them and the
remaining will either be indifferent, or most probably will misunderstand.
Bodhisattvas know perfectly well that speaking the truth is a very shortcut way
to create enemies in the world, because the whole world is full of lies. All the
vested interests are based on lies. The so-called religions, the so-called nations -all are fabrications of cunning minds.
An authentically religious man belongs to no religion and belongs to no nation
and to no race and to no color. He belongs to the whole humanity. All the nations
are his. He does not believe in political boundaries created by the cunning and
dirty politicians. And he does not believe in the discriminations created by the
priests, by the popes, by the archbishops, by the shankaracharyas, by the rabbis.
He believes that every human being has a divine nature, and every human being
has the potential to grow into a beautiful lotus flower -- a lotus flower that
belongs to eternity, a fragrance that comes but never goes.
Knowing all this, the bodhisattva still makes every effort; it does not matter even
if he is crucified. Jesus is a bodhisattva, so is Socrates a bodhisattva, so is AlHillaj Mansoor. Even if it means crucifixion, it does not matter if it can help
somebody, somewhere, to get out of his sleep. A bodhisattva is ready to accept
all condemnation from the whole world, but he cannot remain silent and
unsharing. That is impossible for him.
As far as I am concerned, both are absolutely right. There is no contradiction.
They are both representing two sides of the same phenomenon. Their expression
of compassion is different, but it IS the expression of compassion. Both are
expressing it in their own unique ways.
The sutra: BUDDHAS HAVE THREE BODIES: A TRANSFORMATION BODY,
A REWARD BODY AND A REAL BODY. THE TRANSFORMATION BODY IS
ALSO CALLED THE INCARNATION BODY. THE TRANSFORMATION BODY
APPEARS WHEN MORTALS DO GOOD DEEDS, THE REWARD BODY WHEN
THEY CULTIVATE WISDOM AND THE REAL BODY WHEN THEY BECOME
AWARE OF THE SUBLIME .... BUT ACTUALLY, THERE'S NOT EVEN ONE
BUDDHA-BODY, MUCH LESS THREE. THIS TALK OF THREE BODIES IS
SIMPLY BASED ON HUMAN UNDERSTANDING, WHICH CAN BE
SHALLOW, MODERATE OR DEEP.

PEOPLE OF SHALLOW UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE PILING UP
BLESSINGS AND MISTAKE THE TRANSFORMATION BODY AS THE
BUDDHA. PEOPLE OF MODERATE UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE
PUTTING AN END TO SUFFERING AND MISTAKE THE REWARD BODY AS
THE BUDDHA. AND PEOPLE OF DEEP UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE
THEY'RE EXPERIENCING BUDDHAHOOD AND MISTAKE THE REAL BODY
AS THE BUDDHA.
It needs some explanation. It is possible you may pass a Gautam Buddha without
recognizing him because the recognition of a buddha, of an awakened being,
needs some insight on your part. It depends on you, your understanding. If you
don't have any understanding of the awakened one, you may pass by his side
and you may not even feel anything. You are closed. The sun is there but your
doors and windows are all closed. The sun is there but you are standing with
closed eyes.
The first recognition comes from people who are trying to do good according to
their small understanding. Whatever they feel -- helpful to humanity, helpful to
the animals -- they are trying to do something to beautify existence. They don't
want to be just a burden on the earth. They want to contribute something; they
want to leave the world a little better than they found it when they came into
existence.
These people will see buddha's first body, the transformation body. They will see
buddha surrounded with an aura of light. You have seen pictures of Jesus, of
Krishna, of Buddha with a surrounding aura. That is an actual phenomenon and
now it has a scientific basis to support it.
In the Soviet Union, a great scientist and philosopher, Kirlian, developed a
special camera and specially sensitive films, so sensitive that they can see things
which your eyes cannot see. His first experience was of tremendous wonder
because his photographs showed auras around everybody, not only around
human beings but around animals and around trees, around a roseflower. The
roseflower was there in the picture and just by the side, a small light-aura.
He was surprised to know that the more silent, peaceful a man was, the bigger
was the aura. And the more angry, anxiety-ridden, sad, miserable, full of anguish
a man was, the smaller was the aura. And before a man was going to die, six
months before, the aura completely disappeared; then his photographs came
without any aura, just like ordinary photographs.
This aura has been seen by sensitive people, just as Kirlian's sensitive films
photograph it. The sensitive disciples of Jesus will see something which others
will not be able to see. The sensitive disciples of Gautam Buddha who have lived
in deep love with him, who have been showered by his blessings, who are
completely drowned in his being, will be able to see something which an
ordinary spectator will not be able to see. The more they become receptive, the
more they become sensitive, the more Buddha's reality becomes apparent to
them.

The first experience is of the transformation body: a thin light body, just four
inches bigger than your body ...just around your body a four-inch aura of light,
very soft light. This is the body that transmigrates. That's why, before death -- as
Kirlian discovered -- six months before, this body starts disappearing, it starts
becoming condensed inside the being of man. It takes six months for it to come
back to the center and become just a point of light instead of a big aura. And this
small point of light transmigrates while your whole body remains here.
Scientists have been trying to prove that there is no soul on the grounds that
when they weigh a living man just a moment before he dies, and when they
weigh him a moment after, his weight is the same -- absolutely the same.
Naturally their conclusion is that nothing has gone out and; hence, that there is
no soul. If something goes out and, then the weight will be less. But now it can be
told to the scientists that light has no weight; that's why if a point of light
transmigrates it won't make any difference on your weighing scales.
Light is absolutely weightless and the transmigration body is nothing but pure
light. This is experienced by people even of shallow understanding. Those who
don't understand much, but still have a little consciousness -- just a shallow
consciousness -- even they can see this light.
But the people of moderate understanding can see a deeper body, hidden behind
this thin layer of light, a thicker layer of light known in the Buddhist scriptures as
the reward body. It arises only when one has been meditating so much that one
is earning immense reward. In this world the greatest treasure and the greatest
reward is to learn to be silent, to be utterly silent. This is a silence body. But it is
possible to be seen only by those who have come very close to Gautam Buddha.
I have always divided people into three categories. The first is the student who
comes to the awakened one. The student is capable of seeing the first body, the
transformation body.
The second is the disciple, who is not there with the buddha or any awakened
human being out of curiosity -- who is not there just to accumulate knowledge -but who himself wants to come to the same space, to the same blissfulness, to the
same benediction. The disciple has taken a quantum leap from the student. The
student is interested in collecting more and more information; the disciple is
interested not in information but in transformation. He wants to change into a
different being, a being which is beyond the mind. He is capable of seeing the
second body, the reward body.
The reward body is really existence recognizing your meditation, your silence,
and showering flowers on you. Existence is immensely happy when someone
becomes enlightened, because the enlightenment of one person is really the
triggering of enlightenment for many people. It can become a long chain, which
can go for centuries. For example, what was triggered by Gautam Buddha's
enlightenment is still triggering people into enlightenment. Twenty-five
centuries have passed, but the chain has continued. It is a chain reaction.

There are very few religions in the world which are still alive. Zen is still alive.
There are still people who can be called contemporaries of Gautam Buddha; they
are connected so deeply that you cannot separate them, by time or by space.
In Mohammedanism, only a small school of Sufis is a living part; the whole of
the rest of that religion has died. But Sufism is still continuing a chain reaction.
Still there are people who are awakened.
In Judaism, the whole religion except for a small school of the Hassids is dead.
Those Hassids have been carrying the torch for centuries. They are still creating
more and more enlightened people.
Strangely, Hinduism and Christianity are completely dead religions. They don't
have even a small stream of living masters. And they are very important
religions. Hinduism is the oldest religion of the world and Christianity is the
biggest religion of the world, but both are completely dead. They are just an ugly
weight on humanity. Nothing blossoms in their gardens; no flower comes to
release its fragrance. They are lamps without any flame in them.
It is said of Diogenes, a man of the same caliber as Bodhidharma .... If they had
met, it would have been a great meeting. Diogenes was in Greece. He lived
naked; he had such a beautiful body that to hide it behind clothes would have
been a crime. It is perfectly good to hide an ugly body behind clothes but a
beautiful body needs to be available for anybody who wants to see the beauty,
the proportion. Diogenes was one of the most beautiful men. Even when
Alexander the Great met him, he felt a little embarrassed -- although he was a
world conqueror, compared to Diogenes he was utterly poor.
Diogenes had nothing, but his richness was radiating from his naked body.
Diogenes used to carry a lamp, even in the daytime. He was thought to be a little
crazy -- obviously. In a world of insane people, anybody who is sane is bound to
be thought a little crazy. And he was doing something which you will also feel
looks a little crazy. Whomever he would meet on the way, he would take up his
lamp and look at his face. And when asked, "What are you doing, Diogenes? It is
full daylight; you don't need to keep your lamp burning," he would say, "no, I
have to keep it burning. I am searching for an authentic man."
When he was dying, his lamp by his side, somebody asked, "Diogenes, your
whole life you have been searching for an authentic man. What happened? Did
you meet any authentic man or not?" He said, "Thank God, although I never met
any authentic man I have saved my lamp."
Because the world is so cunning, so full of thieves, even to save one's lamp is to
be fortunate. This Diogenes was an awakened man. In fact, he was not looking in
your eyes when he raised his lamp, he was showing his eyes, so that you could
see clearly into his eyes, and THERE was an authentic man. And if you had
looked into his eyes, you would have changed totally into a new being.
A disciple looks into the eyes of the master. He looks into the very depth of his
eyes. A disciple is not interested in what the master is saying, he is interested in
what the master IS.

Then he comes to know the second body of the master; his treasure, his reward
body. The whole existence has been showering millions of rewards on the
master. But there is still a third step. The man of the deepest understanding
comes to know the third body, the deepest body.
The student comes to know the first body, the disciple comes to know the second
body and the devotee comes to know the third body, the real body, the buddha's
real being. Again there is a quantum leap -- from disciple to devotee. Disciple
comes very close, very, very close, but even closeness is a distance. The devotee
simply melts and merges into the master. He is not close, he becomes one. And in
this oneness he comes to know the real body of the awakened being.
But Bodhidharma says: these three bodies and the experiences of these three
bodies are of the normal mind. Actually, there is not even one buddha-body. A
man of enlightenment is utterly nobody -- or no body. That's what the meaning
of nobody is. He is pure emptiness. He is just pure sky without any limitations.
This infinitude is known only when one becomes a buddha.
The devotee merges with the buddha, but in a subtle way he still carries his idea,
"I am a devotee, a lover. I have surrendered everything." A very subtle "I" -almost on the verge of disappearing, but it is there. He has not yet experienced
the emptiness of the master.
There is a story about a great Zen master, Lin Chi. The day one of his disciples
was going to become enlightened ...he had come a long way and the master had
been watching his progress, and he knew that as the sun set that day, before that
time, the disciple was going to become enlightened. He had come so close, it was
just like a moth flying closer and closer to the flame of a candle. One could say
that it was not going to take much time. The moth has come so close that soon it
will be falling into the flame and disappear for ever.
Lin Chi called his disciple and told him, "Listen, I have been beating you for
years." That is part of Zen tradition. That is the only tradition where the master is
allowed to beat the disciple ...for strange reasons, or for no reason at all. Only he
knows why he is beating him: sometimes he brings a wrong answer to a
question, then the master slaps him.
But sometimes disciples are simply amazed. They have not even spoken a word
and the master starts slapping them and they say, "This is too much because we
have not said anything." The master says, "That does not matter. We know what
you were going to say, we could read it on your face. We knew the way you
entered the room ...so why waste time? First, you will have to say things and
then we will have to beat. Make it short. Get a good beating and go away. Find
out the right answer."
And it is a well-known fact that when the disciple finds the right answer he has
nothing to say, because the right answer cannot be said. Only wrong answers can
be said.
So Lin Chi had been beating the disciple on and off, and suddenly he called him.
He was sitting outside in the garden meditating on the koan for which he had

been getting beatings. The disciple said, "Why has he called me? because I don't
have anything to say." And before entering the door of the master's room he said
clearly, "I don't have anything to say, so don't start slapping me. And I have not
come of my own accord; you have called me."
Lin Chi said, "That's true. You have not come, I have called you, but I will slap all
the same for a totally different reason today. Just come close."
The disciple said, "This is going too far. I have been told that when you don't
have anything to say, you cannot be slapped. You are breaking even that rule."
The master said, "Don't waste time. Just come close. I am going to slap you
because after today I will not be able to slap you again. This day you are going to
become enlightened, so this is the last chance. Let me have a good .... Tomorrow
you can slap me -- you will have the right -- but today is my last chance." And he
slapped him.
This is a beautiful tradition. It shows great love. A master beating the disciple for
no reason at all, just because he is going to become enlightened today and from
tomorrow he will not be able to beat him ...! The disciple became enlightened that
day and the next day when he came to see the master, the master closed the
doors. He said, "You can say anything you want to say from outside the room,
because I am an old man. You must understand that slapping me is not right, so
from now on doors will remain closed for you. You can say anything you want to
say a little loudly from outside."
The moment a devotee forgets even that he IS, that no idea of I AM arises in him,
then he comes to know that the buddha has no body at all. That buddha is a
nobody; he is simply pure silence, emptiness, a total zero.
BUT ACTUALLY, THERE'S NOT EVEN ONE BUDDHA-BODY MUCH LESS
THREE. THIS TALK OF THREE BODIES IS SIMPLY BASED ON HUMAN
UNDERSTANDING, WHICH CAN BE SHALLOW, MODERATE OR DEEP.
PEOPLE OF SHALLOW UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE PILING UP
BLESSINGS AND MISTAKE THE TRANSFORMATION BODY AS THE
BUDDHA. PEOPLE OF MODERATE UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE THEY'RE
PUTTING AN END TO SUFFERING AND MISTAKE THE REWARD BODY AS
THE BUDDHA. AND PEOPLE OF DEEP UNDERSTANDING IMAGINE
THEY'RE EXPERIENCING BUDDHAHOOD AND MISTAKE THE REAL BODY
AS THE BUDDHA. BUT PEOPLE OF THE DEEPEST UNDERSTANDING
LOOK WITHIN, DISTRACTED BY NOTHING. SINCE A CLEAR MIND or
better, no-mind, IS THE BUDDHA, THEY ATTAIN THE UNDERSTANDING
OF A BUDDHA WITHOUT USING THE MIND ....
INDIVIDUALS CREATE KARMA.
Before we enter into this sutra, you have to understand this word KARMA. It
means action. But action can be of two types: either it can be a reaction or it can
be a response.
Somebody insults you. You become angry -- he has pushed your button. In fact
he is the master, you are behaving like a slave. He has managed to create anger

in you. He is in control. If he wants to change the situation he can say, "I am
sorry," and things will be different. You are just a victim; you don't have any
control of the situation. When somebody insults you, you are immediately
reacting out of your past experiences.
This reaction is really karma.
It is a binding force; it creates chains for you.
But a response is a totally different thing from reaction. A response is not
produced by the other person. He insults you, he abuses you -- you listen to him,
he is making certain statements about you. A man of understanding, a man of
awareness, a man of meditation will simply listen to it. He is making some
statements ...good or bad, that is not the concern of the moment. First you listen
to him without immediately going into a reaction. You allow your awareness like
a mirror to reflect whatever he is saying, or whatever he is doing. And out of
your mirror-like, immediate, in the present, not-from-past-experience awareness,
some response comes.
He was telling you that you are greedy, he was telling you that you are ugly, he
was telling you that you are dirty. And if you silently listen, there is nothing to
be angry about. Either he is right or he is wrong. If he is right, you have to be
grateful to him. You have to tell him, "Thank you, you have a great compassion.
You have made me aware of things of which I was not aware. Please, always
remember, whenever you see something in me, tell me. Don't feel that I will be
offended. I will always remain grateful."
Or if you find that he is wrong, you can simply say, "I have heard your
statements but they are not true. And about something which is not true, why
should I react? You will have to reconsider. Reconsider your statements and then
we will see. But as far as I can see, there is nothing true in them and I need not be
offended by lies." There are only two alternatives.
George Gurdjieff's father died and at that time he was only nine years old. The
father was poor but a very integrated man, a man of tremendous awareness. He
called Gurdjieff and said, "Listen. You are too young to understand what I am
saying, but remember it. Soon you will be able to understand it, and if you can
start acting accordingly, start acting so that you don't forget. I don't have
anything else to give to you; no money, no house, no land." He was a nomad. "I
am handing you over to my friends, but remember, this is the only treasure that I
can give you as an inheritance. And listen carefully; these are the last words of
your father -- his whole life's experience."
A nine-year-old boy ...he came close to listen to the old father and the father said,
"It is a very simple thing: If somebody insults you, listen silently, carefully, in
detail to what he is saying -- what are the implications. And then tell the person,
`I am grateful that you have taken so much interest in me. After twenty-four
hours I will come and reply to you. I cannot help it, because my dying father has
made it a condition to me that only after twenty-four hours consideration am I
allowed to answer.'"

And in his own old age, Gurdjieff said to his disciples, "This simple principle
helped me tremendously, because after twenty-four hours who remains angry?
And after considering twenty-four hours, either one finds he is right -- and if he
is right there is no need to bother, it is better to change yourself -- or he is wrong.
Then too there is no need to be bothered. It is his problem, not your problem."
A man who is fully awakened remains undefiled by whatsoever he does, because
it is a response. It is a pure reflection from a mirror, with no judgment. It does
not come from the past, it comes from the present consciousness. But anything
that comes from your past experiences is going to create a chain for you.
In the East, for ten thousand years we have been thinking about it,
experimenting with it. It is the only thing that the whole East and its genius has
remained involved with: how a man can come to a stage where his actions don't
make any bondage for him, don't create another birth for him -- how a
consciousness can be created where one can act without acting, and where
nothing contaminates his being.
INDIVIDUALS CREATE KARMA. KARMA DOESN'T CREATE INDIVIDUALS
....
So it is in your hands. You are not a by-product of your actions. You are far
bigger than your actions; good or bad, you are always bigger. And it is in your
hands to change everything.
The East has paid tremendous respect to the individual and has given him the
greatest power over his own destiny ever given anywhere in the world. In the
East there is no savior. You are the savior. Nobody else can do that for you.
It would be really ugly if somebody else could save you. Then even your being,
saved or redeemed, is a kind of slavery.
And if somebody else can redeem you, somebody else can push you back into
the wheel of birth and death, because you are just a puppet. All the religions that
believe in saviors reduce man into a puppet. They take away the freedom and
the dignity and the pride of individual beings.
Bodhidharma is saying: INDIVIDUALS CREATE KARMA. You can create hell
for yourself, you can create heaven, or you can go beyond both. This going
beyond both, does not exist in Judaism, in Mohammedanism, in Christianity.
That is the special contribution of the Eastern mystics. Hell and heaven exist as
hypotheses in Christianity, in Mohammedanism, in Judaism. But MOKSHA,
being beyond heaven and hell ...because hell is misery and heaven is happiness,
but happiness too becomes boring after a time. No Western religious leader has
ever thought about it, that happiness after a time becomes boring. How long can
you tolerate happiness? Just as pain, after a long time, becomes a companion
...without it you feel something is missing.
I have known a man who had suffered from headache, migraines, for almost ten
years. I used to go into the mountains and he was also a professor in the same
university where I was a professor. Once he asked me, "Can I come along with
you?" I never liked anybody else to go with me, because I was going out of the

city just to avoid all the idiots -- and this idiot was not only an idiot, he had a
migraine! I said, "My God," but I said, "Okay. It looks very unkind to say no to
you. Just sit, but don't talk about migraine because I have an allergy."
He said, "What kind of allergy?"
I said, "If anybody talks to me of his disease, I become sick with the same
disease."
He said, "I have never heard that such an allergy exists."
I said, "It is not a question of hearing, I am the example -- it is not a bookish
question. Just don't talk about migraine!"
So I took him to the mountains. It was the season of the mangoes, and the
mountain was full of the sweetness of the mangoes. I have the habit of climbing
trees from my very childhood. I had fallen from the trees so many times that my
father used to tell me, "Now it is time you stop." I used to say, "I have fallen so
many times that I am almost an expert in falling. You don't be worried. I am not
a beginner. I fall with a certain method, that's why I am surviving."
So I took him to a mango tree which had very ripe mangoes and many parrots -parrots love mangoes -- and I told him, "You come along with me, up the tree."
He said, "What?"
I said, "You come along."
He said, "I have never been climbing up a tree."
I said, "Try, it will be an adventure for you."
And he fell down from the tree. I had to rush, come back down the tree. He
looked very amazed. He said, "It is strange. I had the migraine and by falling
from the tree, it has disappeared."
I said, "Sometimes it happens, but don't make it a practice. And don't tell
anybody, because it may not happen to somebody else. It is just coincidence." But
the migraine disappeared.
And after seven days he met me and he said, "I miss my migraine."
I said, "First, you were continuously complaining about migraine, and now you
miss it?"
He said, "I never knew that I would miss it. Now I have nothing to talk about;
migraine was my whole philosophy. And because of the migraine I was getting
everybody else's sympathy. Now nobody sympathizes with me!"
I said, "Then the only thing is, we can go to the mountains again, climb the tree
and fall. Perhaps -- I can't be certain because there is no science in it -- perhaps
the migraine will come back."
He said, "I will have to think about it because it was really very difficult. The
suffering was bad."
But next day he told me, "I am ready because without migraine I cannot live. I
feel so empty because I had lived ten years with migraine."
And you will not be surprised if you watch your own behavior!
There are people who are smoking and they know they are burning their lungs.
They know they are destroying their health ...but it makes no difference. In a few

countries the governments have even decided that the factories which produce
cigarettes should also write on the packets that it is dangerous to health. First the
cigarette companies were against any such law being passed, because this may
destroy their whole business. Who is going to purchase cigarettes when it is
written on the package that it is against your health? "The medical opinion is that
it is dangerous for your health," or something like that.
But governments passed the law and the people who had been smoking are still
smoking, and the number of smokers goes on increasing. It does not make any
difference. The law has been absolutely meaningless. Man becomes accustomed
to anything. Then it is very difficult, even if it is dangerous, even if it is killing
him, even if it is proved that it is going to give you cancer ...You would rather
have cancer than change your habits.
But Bodhidharma is saying: You are the master of your destiny. You can change
every act, you can change every habit. You can change what you think has
become your second nature and you can create a totally new individuality, fresh
and young, with more awareness, with more understanding, with more
blissfulness, with a great ecstasy.
ONLY SOMEONE WHO IS PERFECT CREATES NO KARMA IN THIS LIFE
AND RECEIVES NO REWARD.
Who is perfect? The only person who is perfect is one whose consciousness has
dispelled all unconsciousness from his being. Right now only one-tenth of your
consciousness is conscious and nine-tenths is unconscious.
The perfect man is one whose whole being, all ten parts, are absolutely conscious
and full of light. There is no darkness in his heart. In the very depths and silences
of his heart there is nothing but peace, silence, light, joy. Such a man is perfect
and such a man can do anything. Nothing is binding on him. He creates no
karma, he creates no chains, he creates no new life. He has come to the very end
of the road.
A perfect man, an awakened man, is not born again. What happens to his
consciousness? It becomes part of the universe, just like a dewdrop slipping from
a lotus leaf into the ocean. Either the dewdrop becomes the ocean, or the ocean
becomes the dewdrop. You can say it either way. But this is the goal of all
religiousness, the dropping of the dewdrop into the ocean.
THE SUTRAS SAY, "WHO CREATES NO KARMA OBTAINS THE DHARMA."
One who is fully conscious knows his self-nature. That is the meaning of dharma.
WHEN YOU CREATE KARMA, YOU ARE REBORN ALONG WITH YOUR
KARMA. WHEN YOU DON'T CREATE KARMA, YOU VANISH ALONG
WITH YOUR KARMA ....
SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TEACHING OF THE SAGES IS A
SAGE. SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TEACHING OF MORTALS IS
A MORTAL.

You may be a student of a great philosopher, but he is not an immortal. He is as
afraid of death as you are, or perhaps more, because he is thinking more about
life, death, birth. The more he thinks, the more he creates a paranoia.
Sigmund Freud was thinking more about death just because he was thinking
about sex. Sex is one side of life, the beginning. And death is the other side of life,
the end. A person who thinks about sex cannot avoid thinking about death. He
has to. Sex and death are so deeply connected.
You will be surprised that there are, in South Africa, a species of spiders: the
male makes love only one time in his life because the next chance never arises.
While he is making love, the female spider starts eating him. He has long legs
and the female starts eating through his legs. And he is in such an ecstasy, he is
not in his consciousness. By the time his orgasm is finished, he is also finished.
Every spider knows that this is happening every day -- but what to do? Sooner or
later every spider finds himself trapped into the same thing. Sex and death have
come very close in that species. It is not that close in human beings, but it is not
very far either. Sex is the beginning of death.
Sigmund Freud was so afraid of death that he prohibited anybody from creating
any discussion about death in front of him. And he had hundreds of disciples.
Perhaps in this whole century he was one of the greatest teachers. He created the
great profession of psychoanalysis, and those who learned psychoanalysis from
him brag about the fact that they are disciples of the original master, the founder
of psychoanalysis itself.
But they don't know that Sigmund Freud was so much afraid of death that even
at the mention of it, three times in his life, he fainted. He became unconscious
just because somebody mentioned the word, `death.' Even the word reminded
him of his own death. He never used to pass through any cemetery; even if he
had to go around a few miles to avoid a cemetery he would go, but he would
never go to a cemetery. He never went to the cemetery to say the last goodbye to
a friend who had died, never! He went only once, but then he never came back!
Bodhidharma is saying: SOMEONE WHO UNDERSTANDS THE TEACHING
OF MORTALS IS A MORTAL. A MORTAL WHO CAN GIVE UP THE
TEACHING OF MORTALS AND FOLLOW THE TEACHING OF SAGES
BECOMES A SAGE.
Drop the teachings of those who don't know that there is life beyond death. Then
they don't know anything at all. All their knowledge is simply verbal, just so
much prose. In fact, it is just rubbish and crap.
If you want to be a disciple, at least choose someone who knows something
beyond death. And the person who knows something beyond death is bound to
be the person who knows something beyond mind, because they are the same
experiences.
BUT THE FOOLS OF THIS WORLD PREFER TO LOOK FOR SAGES FAR
AWAY.

It is a very significant statement. THE FOOLS OF THIS WORLD PREFER TO
LOOK FOR SAGES FAR AWAY. There are people who worship Gautam
Buddha, twenty-five centuries far away. There is no fear; Buddha cannot do
anything to you.
To face a living buddha is dangerous.
He can overwhelm you.
But worshiping a Buddha who has been dead for twenty-five centuries .... You
can carry the Buddha statue wherever you want and you can do with the statue
whatever you want; the statue cannot do anything to you. But a living buddha is
dangerous. To be in contact with him is to be constantly risking, because he is
taking you towards the goal where you will disappear. You will BE, but just pure
consciousness, not an ego.
The UPANISHADS say that the authentic master is a death. He kills the disciple
as an ego. He makes the disciple just a nothingness.
The fools love very much to worship Jesus, but the contemporaries of Jesus
crucified him. It is a very strange world. There is not even a mention of the name
of Jesus in his contemporary literature. Except for his own disciples, nobody had
even taken note of him. It is strange ...such a man, whom the contemporaries
could not tolerate alive -- when he was only thirty-three they crucified him -- but
they have not even mentioned his name. Yet after two thousand years, half the
world is Christian ...strange! And if Jesus Christ comes today, the same
Christians will crucify him again.
I have heard that in a New York church, on a Sunday morning, the bishop came
a little early to see if all the arrangements were okay or not, because only on
Sunday do Christians become religious. It is a Sunday religion. As the bishop
entered he found a young man looking exactly like Jesus Christ. His heart sank.
He felt he was going to die. "My God, why has he come here? He has not learned
any lesson. When he came, what people did to him -- and again he is back! But it
is better to enquire who he is. Perhaps he is just a hippy who looks like Jesus." So
he went close to him and asked, "Who are you?"
Jesus looked at him and he said, "This is a strange question. You represent me on
the earth and you don't recognize me? I am Jesus Christ."
The bishop immediately phoned the Vatican to the pope saying, "What do you
think I should do? Jesus Christ is here in the church."
The pope said, "I am tortured so much with a thousand and one worries, and you
bring another. Can't you figure out what to do? The first thing is, inform the
police. And the second thing is, look busy."
If Jesus Christ comes back, he is not going to be treated differently from how he
was treated before. That's why he is not coming back; otherwise he promised, "I
will be coming back soon." Two thousand years and the soon has not ended. Any
intelligent man will not come back; it was enough. One experience is enough.

Contemporaries have always misbehaved with the people of awareness, with the
people who have enlightenment. And the same people have always worshiped
the dead saints, dead sages, dead prophets, dead messiahs.
There were at least five attempts made on the life of Gautam Buddha while he
was alive. Now there are more statues of Gautam Buddha in the world than of
anybody else. And the same people tried five times to kill him.
BUT THE FOOLS OF THIS WORLD PREFER TO LOOK FOR SAGES FAR
AWAY.
Because to be close is dangerous, they can change you. And nobody wants to be
changed.
THEY DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE WISDOM OF THEIR OWN no-MIND IS
THE SAGE.
And the reality is, you don't have to look far away in time or in space. You have
just to look inwards, and this very moment you can find the awakened one. This
very moment you can find the buddha ...not twenty five centuries back; there is
no need to go that far. And there is no way to go backwards. God has forgotten,
when he made the world, to put in a reverse gear. You can simply go forward,
just go forward.
Even Henry Ford forgot to put the reverse gear in the first car that he made as a
model. If God can forget, poor Henry Ford has to be allowed! And when he got
into his car, then he realized that this was a very difficult problem. If you have
gone five feet past your house, then you have to go around the whole city to get
home, to come back. It was Henry Ford's genius, to create a reverse gear. God
has not learned, even now. But he must be meeting with Henry Ford there, to put
in a reverse gear so you can go to see Jesus Christ, or Gautam Buddha, or
Mahavira, or Krishna.
But my feeling is that even if there is a reverse gear available, nobody is going to
use it for the simple reason that to face such colossal individuals needs guts,
needs courage. And the greatest courage in the world is to go through the
transformation from being a mortal to being an immortal god.
THE SUTRAS SAY, "AMONG MEN OF NO UNDERSTANDING, DON'T
PREACH THIS SUTRA."
But where can you preach it? If people have understanding, they don't need the
sutra. Only the people who don't understand need the sutra. So I cannot agree
with this sutra which says, "AMONG MEN OF NO UNDERSTANDING, DON'T
PREACH THIS SUTRA."
Be compassionate, preach to everybody. If they can understand, good. If they
cannot understand, perhaps some seed may fall into their heart without their
knowing. And then someday spring comes; it may sprout. Perhaps they may not
hear you, but somebody again repeating the same thing ...they may feel that they
have heard it before, there must be something in it.
No, one has to go on repeating continuously to people of no understanding,
because if they are people of no understanding there is dormant in them the

possibility of understanding. You just go on hitting. They need just a little more
hitting, a little more repetition of the message to reach to their heart. They have
thick skulls.
But don't listen to any sutra which teaches you unkindness, which teaches you to
be uncompassionate.
...THE SUTRAS SAY, "WHEN YOU SEE THAT ALL
APPEARANCES ARE NOT APPEARANCES, YOU SEE THE TATHAGATA."
The moment mind disappears with all its illusions and dreams and thoughts and
imaginations, you see within yourself the awakening, which you can call the
buddha, you can call the Christ. These are simply names. But one thing is certain:
the moment your mind disappears, something divine appears in you and starts
growing into a huge tree with great foliage, with great flowers, with great fruit.
THE MYRIAD DOORS TO THE TRUTH ALL COME FROM THE MIND. WHEN
APPEARANCES OF THE MIND ARE AS TRANSPARENT AS SPACE, THEY
ARE GONE ....
WHEN MORTALS ARE ALIVE THEY WORRY ABOUT DEATH. WHEN THEY
ARE FULL, THEY WORRY ABOUT HUNGER. THEIRS IS THE GREAT
UNCERTAINTY. BUT SAGES DON'T CONSIDER THE PAST.
Because the past is no more ...
AND THEY DON'T WORRY ABOUT THE FUTURE.
Because the future is not yet ...
NOR DO THEY CLING TO THE PRESENT.
Because the present is fleeing every moment ...what is the point of clinging?
Clinging will bring you misery. So they don't think of the past ...it is gone. They
don't cling to the present ...it is going. And they don't think of the future ...it has
not come yet. There is no point in thinking about it. It may come, it may not
come.
FROM MOMENT TO MOMENT THEY FOLLOW THE WAY.
Just in this single sentence is hidden the whole secret of religion ...MOMENT TO
MOMENT THEY FOLLOW THE WAY. In full awareness and spontaneity,
moment to moment, they go on living joyously, peacefully, silently. Slowly,
slowly, as their silence deepens, as their understanding deepens, as their
awareness reaches to the highest climax, each moment becomes a paradise. Then
they don't think of a paradise somewhere in the clouds.
Then the paradise is here.
Then the paradise is now.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
BODHIDHARMA'S BREAKTHROUGH SERMON.
IF SOMEONE IS DETERMINED TO REACH ENLIGHTENMENT, WHAT IS
THE MOST ESSENTIAL METHOD HE CAN PRACTICE?
THE MOST ESSENTIAL METHOD, WHICH INCLUDES ALL OTHER
METHODS, IS BEHOLDING THE MIND.
BUT HOW CAN ONE METHOD INCLUDE ALL OTHERS?
THE MIND IS THE ROOT FROM WHICH ALL THINGS GROW. IF YOU CAN
UNDERSTAND THE MIND, EVERYTHING ELSE IS INCLUDED. IT'S LIKE
WITH A TREE. ALL OF ITS FRUIT AND FLOWERS, ITS BRANCHES AND
LEAVES, DEPEND ON ITS ROOT. IF YOU NOURISH ITS ROOT, A TREE
MULTIPLIES. IF YOU CUT ITS ROOT, IT DIES. THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND
THE MIND REACH ENLIGHTENMENT WITH MINIMAL EFFORT. THOSE
WHO DON'T UNDERSTAND THE MIND PRACTICE IN VAIN. EVERYTHING
GOOD AND BAD COMES FROM YOUR OWN MIND. TO FIND SOMETHING
BEYOND THE MIND IS IMPOSSIBLE.
BUT HOW CAN BEHOLDING THE MIND BE CALLED UNDERSTANDING?
WHEN A GREAT BODHISATTVA DELVES DEEPLY INTO PERFECT
WISDOM, HE REALIZES ...THE ACTIVITY OF HIS MIND HAS TWO
ASPECTS: PURE AND IMPURE ...THE PURE MIND DELIGHTING IN GOOD
DEEDS, THE IMPURE MIND THINKING OF EVIL. THOSE WHO AREN'T
AFFECTED BY IMPURITY ARE SAGES. THEY TRANSCEND SUFFERING
AND EXPERIENCE THE BLISS OF NIRVANA. ALL OTHERS, TRAPPED BY
THE IMPURE MIND AND ENTANGLED BY THEIR OWN KARMA, ARE
MORTALS. THEY DRIFT THROUGH THE THREE REALMS AND SUFFER
COUNTLESS AFFLICTIONS. AND ALL BECAUSE THEIR IMPURE MIND
OBSCURES THEIR REAL SELF.
THE SUTRA OF THE TEN STAGES SAYS, "IN THE BODY OF MORTALS IS
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE BUDDHA-NATURE. LIKE THE SUN, ITS LIGHT
FILLS ENDLESS SPACE. BUT ONCE VEILED BY THE DARK CLOUDS OF THE
FIVE SHADES, IT'S LIKE A LIGHT INSIDE A JAR, HIDDEN FROM VIEW."
AND THE NIRVANA SUTRA SAYS, "ALL MORTALS HAVE THE BUDDHANATURE. BUT IT'S COVERED BY DARKNESS FROM WHICH THEY CAN'T
ESCAPE. OUR BUDDHA-NATURE IS AWARENESS: TO BE AWARE AND TO
MAKE OTHERS AWARE. TO REALIZE AWARENESS IS LIBERATION."

EVERYTHING GOOD HAS AWARENESS FOR ITS ROOT. FROM THIS ROOT
OF AWARENESS GROW THE TREE OF ALL VIRTUES AND THE FRUIT OF
NIRVANA.
The sutras this morning belong to a special sermon by Bodhidharma called the
"Breakthrough Sermon." I would like you to understand the word
"breakthrough."
You know another word which is close to "breakthrough," and that is
"breakdown." Mind has both the possibilities. Under tension, anxiety, anguish it
can break down, but breakdown is not a breakthrough. Breakdown brings you
below the mind; it is insanity. Breakthrough comes out of watching the mind in
deep silence, in great awareness. Then you go beyond the mind and to go
beyond the mind is to attain authentic sanity.
Mind is just in the middle. You are nothing but a mess. If you can go beyond it,
intelligence grows in you; if you go below it, any intelligence that you had
disappears.
But in either case, either in breakthrough or in breakdown, you are out of the
mind. That's why there is a certain similarity between the enlightened person
and the madman. The madman has gone through a breakdown but he is out of
the mind. The enlightened person has gone beyond the mind; it is a
breakthrough. He is also out of the mind but because he has gone beyond mind,
he attains to ultimate sanity, to great intelligence, to a clarity, mind cannot even
conceive of.
But the similarity is that both are out of the mind and the mind can interpret both
either as enlightened or as insane. Hence a strange thing has been happening in
the East and in the West. There are many enlightened people in the West inside
insane asylums because Western psychology does not believe in any
breakthrough. For anyone who goes out of the mind, only one interpretation is
available: that he has gone mad.
In the East there are many madmen who are worshiped as enlightened because
the East interprets going out of the mind always as a breakthrough. I have come
across a few madmen who were not enlightened but they were worshiped like
God. In a place near Jabalpur there was one man who was half paralyzed and
utterly mad, but thousands of people used to gather around him. He had nothing
to say and there was no light in his eyes and there was no joy in his being.
I used to go and simply sit there and watch the man and what people were
doing. He was living almost by drinking only tea. It was difficult for him to drink
tea because half his body was paralyzed, so only half of his mouth was able to
move; the other half was not able to move. So even while drinking tea, his saliva
was dripping into the tea. It was an ugly scene. And the followers would take
away the cup of the tea when he had just taken a few sips out of it and they
would distribute it to people as PRASAD, as a gift from God.

I watched this whole nonsense ...and the man was not able to even utter a single
word. Anywhere else in the world he would have been in a mad asylum, but in
India even the breakdown is misunderstood as a breakthrough. And in the West
even the breakthrough is understood as a breakdown.
A tremendous synthesis is needed between Western psychology and Eastern
understanding of the mind. These are totally and diametrically opposite
dimensions. Breakdown brings you back to the stage of the animals, and
breakthrough brings you to your ultimate flowering, your buddhahood. And
their happening is so different, so qualitatively different, that they can be easily
distinguished. Breakthrough happens only to a meditator. Breakdown happens
to anybody whose mind becomes too tense, unbearably tense, so that he loses all
control of the mind mechanism, and falls down.
The name of the sermon is immensely significant. The East has been aware for
centuries that the madman and the enlightened man have a certain similarity.
They both are out of the mind, but at that point the similarity ends. One has gone
beyond, towards the stars; the other has gone down towards darker spaces.
Breakthrough is the very science of meditation.
The sutra:
IF SOMEONE IS DETERMINED TO REACH ENLIGHTENMENT, WHAT IS
THE MOST ESSENTIAL METHOD HE CAN PRACTICE?
THE MOST ESSENTIAL METHOD, WHICH INCLUDES ALL OTHER
METHODS, IS BEHOLDING THE MIND.
To be aware of the mind is being a witness of the mind. As the witnessing grows
stronger, you already start feeling yourself beyond the mind. Slowly, slowly the
distance grows. Your witness reaches to a sunlit peak and the mind is left in the
dark valleys, far away. You can still hear the echoes, but they don't affect you at
all. You are beyond their reach.
The disciple asked: BUT HOW CAN ONE METHOD INCLUDE ALL OTHERS?
And Bodhidharma says: THE MIND IS THE ROOT FROM WHICH ALL
THINGS GROW, from madness to enlightenment. IF YOU CAN UNDERSTAND
THE MIND, EVERYTHING ELSE IS INCLUDED. IT'S LIKE WITH A TREE. ALL
OF ITS FRUIT AND FLOWERS, ITS BRANCHES AND LEAVES DEPEND ON
ITS ROOT. IF YOU NOURISH ITS ROOT, A TREE MULTIPLIES. IF YOU CUT
ITS ROOT, IT DIES. THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND THE MIND REACH
ENLIGHTENMENT WITH MINIMAL EFFORT. THOSE WHO DON'T
UNDERSTAND THE MIND PRACTICE IN VAIN. EVERYTHING GOOD AND
BAD COMES FROM YOUR OWN MIND. TO FIND SOMETHING BEYOND
THE MIND IS IMPOSSIBLE ...except yourself, the enlightenment -- that is my
addition to the sutra.
Now there are a few important things that Bodhidharma is saying. The first is: IF
YOU CAN UNDERSTAND THE MIND, EVERYTHING ELSE IS INCLUDED.
But the word "understanding" can be misunderstood, because the Western
psychology is now the predominant psychology all over the world. West or East,

the only psychology prevalent today is Western psychology. And the Western
psychology tries to understand the mind by analysis. That is a futile effort.
It is like peeling an onion. One layer is taken off and you find another layer, more
fresh, waiting for you. You take that layer off and another layer is there. People
have been under psychoanalysis for fifteen years continuously; still their
psychoanalysis is not complete. The psychoanalysts themselves recognize that
they have not yet been able to psychoanalyze a single man perfectly, totally -until nothing is left to be psychoanalyzed. But still, even the psychoanalysts do
not have the insight to understand that perhaps they are doing something
absurd.
Mind can never be totally analyzed because while you are analyzing it, it goes on
creating new things. It does not remain static. You go on analyzing every week
twice or thrice, but the remaining time the mind is creating more ideas, more
imaginations, more dreams. You can never come to an end -- it is simply
impossible. And if you cannot come to an end, the rock bottom, your
understanding of the mind is very superficial.
The East does not believe in analysis. It believes in awareness. In two ways the
difference is of tremendous importance. First, for analysis you have to depend on
somebody else; it creates a dependence, almost a kind of addiction. Once people
have been in psychoanalysis, it is very difficult to get them out of it, because at
least twice a week while in psychoanalysis they feel a little light, unburdened, a
little relaxed. The mind will gather the tensions again because the roots have not
been cut; you have been only pruning the leaves.
And just when you prune a leaf watch what happens: three leaves will come in
place of the one you have cut. The tree takes the challenge. You cannot destroy
the tree; it is also a living being. It shows its effort to survive. You cannot destroy
it by cutting its leaves; hence if you want a tree to have a thick foliage, you have
to prune it. By pruning it, the foliage becomes thicker, not thinner.
So first, in psychoanalysis you have to depend on somebody else. And you
become addicted, just like with any drug. Yes, let me call the psychoanalysis
prevalent in the West and borrowed by the East a very subtle drug. And to come
out of it is almost impossible. You get tired with one psychoanalyst, then you
move to another psychoanalyst. It is just like getting immune to one drug, then
you move to another drug which is stronger and more dangerous. Soon you will
become immune to that drug too. It won't affect you. Then you will have to move
ahead again.
I have been in monasteries in Ladakh where they had been taming cobras,
because there is a certain school in India which tries awareness through drugs. It
is perfectly scientific. Its approach is scientific, but very dangerous. One can go
wrong any moment, on any step. It has to be done under a master. One starts by
taking small doses of a certain drug and getting immune to it; then a stronger
drug, then an even stronger drug; and finally a moment comes when no drug
affects the man.

At that point only the poison of a cobra can affect him a little bit. He is not being
killed by the cobra. You will be surprised to know -- a man who is bitten by a
cobra does not survive, but these ascetics I have seen in Ladakh ...and they are in
many places, in Assam, in Nagaland. The cobra has to bite them on their tongue
so the poison immediately reaches to their bloodstream, and you will be
immensely amazed that the cobra dies from biting them! Those people have
become so full of poison that the poor cobra ....
This is the fire test. When a man can kill the cobra and not be killed by the cobra,
he has become immune to all kinds of poisons in the world.
But the basic method in that school is also awareness. You have to keep alert and
aware; that's why no drug affects you. That's the whole process of a strange
school -- but the man attains to great awareness.
Psychoanalysis is a very mild drug. You become accustomed, immune to one
psychoanalyst. You go to somebody who is stronger, who goes deeper into your
mind and finds stuff that the first one has not been able to find. This goes on and
on. Psychoanalysts have been around for almost a century, but in one hundred
years, they have not been able to bring a man to the understanding of his mind.
Psychoanalysis has failed utterly.
Awareness has a beauty: it does not depend on anybody else; it is just the arising
of a new force that has been dormant in you. And you don't analyze the mind.
That is an absolutely futile exercise. You simply watch the mind without any
analysis, any judgment, any appreciation, any condemnation, any evaluation -you simply watch, as if you have nothing to do with it. You are separate and you
are watching the mind.
But this separation creates the miracle, because the mind is a parasite; it lives on
your blood, it lives on your energy. Because you are identified with the mind, it
lives. You are nourishing its roots. So the whole process of psychoanalysis is
simply stupid. You are not cutting the roots; you are nourishing the roots and
you are simply cutting the leaves. The foliage will become thicker and thicker.
It is no wonder that psychoanalysts go mad four times more than any other
profession, and four times more psychoanalysts commit suicide than any other
professions in the world. If this is the situation with psychoanalysts, what to
think about their patients? The patients have fallen into wrong hands. But
psychoanalysis is in fashion and it is one of the most highly paid professions in
the West.
It has been joked about around the world that the Jews missed Jesus; it was their
own boy who created the greatest profession in the world -- of the priests and the
monks, Catholics and Protestants. They have never been able to forgive
themselves. Now Catholics are the richest religious organization. The Jews
cannot forgive themselves that they unnecessarily crucified their own boy who
was creating a great profession.
But they have taken revenge through Karl Marx, by creating another religion,
communism. Karl Marx was a Jew. If half the world is Christian, then the other

half of the world is communist. They are even. And they are even better off,
because through Sigmund Freud, another Jew, they have created a highly paid
profession in the world. But neither Christianity nor communism has been of any
help; nor has psychoanalysis been of any help. They all have exploited men in
different ways.
Communism has taken away the whole dignity of man, his pride, his
individuality, his freedom .... Christianity has destroyed the very possibility that
you have a reality of your own. You are just a puppet in the hands of God. The
strings are in his hand. If he wants you to dance, you dance; if he wants you to
cry, you cry. You are not a master of your own destiny.
And then finally psychoanalysis comes, and this also has not been able to give
man back his dignity. Now patients in millions, around the world are in the
hands of the psychoanalysts. And they depend on them as their father-figure and
those father-figures themselves suffer from the same sickness, from the same
schizophrenia, from the same split personality.
The Eastern method given by the mystics in the first place gives dignity to man,
gives him pride and makes him aware: you have a hidden source of awareness -just wake it up and become aware of the mind. You don't have to do anything:
just becoming aware of the mind, you are separate. And the moment you are
separate, you are no longer nourishing the roots of the mind. The mind will soon
wither away, without any analysis; what is the need of analyzing it?
That's why Bodhidharma is saying: Awareness, beholding the mind, is the most
essential method to have a breakthrough. And once you have gone just a step
beyond the mind, you have entered the world of nirvana, you have entered the
world of light and eternal life. You have attained to spiritual integrity, freedom,
and tremendous ecstasy which the mind cannot even dream about.
THOSE WHO UNDERSTAND THE MIND REACH ENLIGHTENMENT WITH
MINIMAL EFFORT. THOSE WHO DON'T UNDERSTAND THE MIND
PRACTICE IN VAIN.
And psychoanalysts should be included with those who don't understand the
mind, and are practicing on themselves and on others something absolutely in
vain. It is sheer wastage of time and life and energy. Psychoanalysis has to
understand the mystical ways of the East, and then it will go through a
transformation and it will be of tremendous help to people.
But the trouble is the profession will be gone, and thousands of psychoanalysts
who are earning so much money will not be ready for the whole profession to
finish. This is a problem. It is such a deep problem that some way has to be
found. Otherwise, even if somebody understands the fact intellectually, he will
not be ready to do anything, because that will destroy his own vested interest.
It is like the doctors: they help the patient to be cured, but deep down they want
the patient to take as long a time to be cured as possible. They don't want to kill
him because that would not help their profession, but they would like him to
hang between life and death as long as possible, because the longer he is hanging

between life and death, the longer they are earning money. If he is cured, their
earning is finished. If he dies, their earning is finished. So they neither want him
to live nor do they want him to die. They want ...and this is very unconscious,
maybe no doctor is clearly aware of it.
I have heard .... A young man came home from the medical college after
attaining all his degrees. His father was a doctor and he had sent his son also to
become a doctor. On his first day in the practice he saw an old woman whom he
used to see coming to his father when he was a child. He could not believe that
she was not yet cured.
He said to the father, "Now I am here, and you are old and must be tired. You
rest. I will take care of the patients."
And after three days he told his old father, "You will be surprised: the woman
that you could not cure in thirty years, I have cured in three days!"
The father hit his head with his hand. He said, "You idiot! That woman has been
providing money for your education! And you have cured her. She is so rich that
she could have been able to provide for your other two brothers who are in
college. And she is strong enough; she will not die, but we have to keep her just
in the middle."
The boy could not understand. The old man said, "First learn the basic rule: if a
poor man comes to you, cure him quickly. And if a rich man comes to you, then
take your time; go slowly."
To avoid this situation in China, they have practiced for thousands of years a
very different system. And I think that system should be the system for the
future man too. In China the doctor is not paid for curing the patient, he is paid if
his patient remains healthy. Every doctor has his patients and the patients pay
him if they remain healthy. If they fall sick, then the payment to the doctor stops.
Then he has to cure them at his own expense.
This looks strange, but in the Soviet Union also they have started the same
process -- they are experimenting on a small scale. But the process is
tremendously significant. Everybody should be given to a certain doctor; a
certain area should be given to him. If the people are healthy in that area, they
have to pay the doctor; they pay for their health. But if they fall sick, then the
doctor has to cure them from his own pocket. Naturally he will cure them
quickly and he will not want anybody to be sick. Obviously China has been a
healthier country than any other country in the world. They have changed the
whole pattern.
The psychoanalyst should be paid only if the person who is his patient is
becoming independent, alert, getting beyond the mind. But if he falls into the
mind or below the mind, then the psychologist has to cure him from his own
pocket. That will change the whole situation.
Awareness is your own power.
And to depend on your own power brings a great freedom and a great authority
and a great integrity. The mind is cut from the roots; soon it withers away. And

the space that mind was occupying is no longer occupied by anything; it is now
pure space. That is your real, authentic being.
Just in the last line I cannot agree with Bodhidharma. I don't know -- and there is
no way to know -- whether it is his own line or added by his disciples when they
were writing the notes. But it does not matter. What matters is that I should
make you aware that the last line is wrong when he says: TO FIND
SOMETHING BEYOND THE MIND IS IMPOSSIBLE. No, it is not. That is the
only possibility for human growth. That is the only possibility for enlightenment:
going beyond the mind.
So I want to add: TO FIND SOMETHING BEYOND THE MIND IS IMPOSSIBLE
...except yourself, except enlightenment, which are different names of the same
thing.
To find yourself is enlightenment.
Except for enlightenment, certainly you will not find anything beyond the mind.
But without this addition the statement remains dangerous and can corrupt
people's minds. They can stop with the mind, thinking that there is nothing
beyond it. And in fact, everything is beyond it. What is in your mind? Just soap
bubbles, signatures on the water, or at the most, sand castles which just a little
breeze may be able to demolish.
Your mind is nothing but a fiction. But when you are living in the fiction it looks
happier. Watch it from the outside, and the fiction disappears.
But the disciple asks: BUT HOW CAN BEHOLDING THE MIND BE CALLED
UNDERSTANDING?
WHEN A GREAT BODHISATTVA DELVES DEEPLY INTO PERFECT
WISDOM, HE REALIZES ...THE ACTIVITY OF HIS MIND HAS TWO
ASPECTS: PURE AND IMPURE ....
There is no need to be a great bodhisattva to know this simple fact. You can look
into your mind and you will find this distinction: that you have activities which
are pure, and activities which are not pure. You have love, you have hate; you
have peace, you have tensions; you have compassion, you have cruelty; you have
creativity and you have destruction. No need to be a great bodhisattva;
everybody who has a mind can know without any effort that it has two aspects:
pure and impure.
...THE PURE MIND DELIGHTING IN GOOD DEEDS, THE
IMPURE MIND THINKING OF EVIL. THOSE WHO AREN'T AFFECTED BY
IMPURITY ARE SAGES.
Again I would like just a little addition, otherwise there is going to be
misunderstanding. The sutra says: THOSE WHO AREN'T AFFECTED BY
IMPURITY ARE SAGES. Do they get affected by purity? In fact, the definition of
a sage is one who is not affected by anything, pure or impure, because one who
can be affected by purity cannot avoid being affected by impurity. They are not
so different. So I would like to say: Those who are not affected by purity or
impurity are sages.

THEY TRANSCEND SUFFERING AND EXPERIENCE THE BLISS OF
NIRVANA. ALL OTHERS, TRAPPED BY THE IMPURE MIND AND
ENTANGLED BY THEIR OWN KARMA, ARE MORTALS. THEY DRIFT
THROUGH THE THREE REALMS AND SUFFER COUNTLESS AFFLICTIONS.
AND ALL BECAUSE THEIR MIND OBSCURES THEIR REAL SELF.
The mind is just like a dark cloud around your self. It does not in fact damage
your self, but because of the dark cloud you cannot see the sun. The sun is not
affected by dark clouds. It is still shining in its grandeur, but the dark clouds can
cover it so much that even the day starts looking like night.
THE SUTRA OF THE TEN STAGES SAYS, "IN THE BODY OF MORTALS IS
THE INDESTRUCTIBLE BUDDHA-NATURE. LIKE THE SUN, ITS LIGHT
FILLS ENDLESS SPACE. BUT ONCE VEILED BY THE DARK CLOUDS OF THE
FIVE SHADES, IT'S LIKE A LIGHT INSIDE A JAR, HIDDEN FROM VIEW."
AND THE NIRVANA SUTRA SAYS, "ALL MORTALS HAVE THE BUDDHANATURE. BUT IT'S COVERED BY DARKNESS FROM WHICH THEY CAN'T
ESCAPE. OUR BUDDHA-NATURE IS AWARENESS: TO BE AWARE AND TO
MAKE OTHERS AWARE. TO REALIZE AWARENESS IS LIBERATION."
...Liberation from the mind, liberation from all afflictions, liberation from purity
and impurity, liberation from good and evil, liberation from God and devil,
liberation from all dualities and entering into oneness with existence.
EVERYTHING GOOD HAS AWARENESS FOR ITS ROOT. FROM THIS ROOT
OF AWARENESS GROW THE TREE OF ALL VIRTUES AND THE FRUIT OF
NIRVANA.
This is a significant sutra. The moralists, the puritans of the world have been
teaching people, "Do good works, charity, service to the poor, learn to be kind, be
virtuous, be celibate, stop being possessive; all good qualities you have to
practice."
But Bodhidharma is saying what I have been saying my whole life: that these are
not possible to be practiced; they are by-products. You can only create more
awareness in yourself, and all these things will come up on their own accord.
And then they have a beauty of their own. If practiced they are only hypocrisies - they don't go very deep. They are just masks, but they don't change your
original face.
This is where morality and authentic religion differ completely. Morality teaches
you superficial things: be good to others, be nice to others, be a gentleman, be
non-violent, be compassionate and avoid all that is thought to be evil -- cruelty,
anger, greed. You can manage, millions are managing. And they are respected
deeply, by all kinds of fools that the world is full of. But their morality is not
even skin-deep. Just scratch them a little, and suddenly you will see they have
forgotten all their practices and their real barbarous nature comes out.
I have heard about a Christian saint who was continuously repeating in his
sermons, "When somebody slaps you on one cheek, remember Jesus Christ and
what he has said: `Give him the other cheek also.'" It is a beautiful teaching, but

only if it comes from your innermost core. If it comes out of your awareness, it
has a different significance. If you practice it, then it is not of much value.
One day it happened: A mischievous fellow, just to see whether the saint himself
gives the other cheek or not, stood up and he said, "Now let us see: you have
been telling us again and again to give the other cheek." He was a wrestler so the
saint got very afraid, and the wrestler came and gave him a good slap on one
cheek. But the saint had to keep his word; his congregation was there and
everybody was watching what would happen.
He gave him his other cheek thinking, "I have never done any harm to this
fellow. He should feel ashamed and guilty." But the wrestler was really a
mischievous fellow. He gave an even bigger slap on the other cheek. But then he
was suddenly surprised and the whole congregation was surprised: the saint
jumped on the wrestler and started beating him this way and that way. He was
not expecting it. Although he was a wrestler he forgot; it was so unexpected. He
simply could manage to say, "What are you doing?"
The saint said, "What am I doing? Jesus has only said: `Give the other cheek.' I
don't have a third cheek. Now I am free from that discipline and I will show you
what it means."
It is very easy to practice, but a practice has a very thin layer which can be
scratched.
One sannyasin asked me a few days ago ...she was going after the evening
discourse, on her bicycle to the place where she is staying. And a Poona-ite came
on his motorbike, stopped the poor girl and squeezed one of her breasts. This
they call in Poona, "Hindu culture."
The girl was asking me, "According to Jesus Christ, should I have given him my
other breast too?" Even I have not thought about it, that it is not only a question
of cheeks. She has asked a really profound question, "What do you say, what
should I do in such a situation?"
But basically the teaching of Christ is only a morality. You don't have to give
your other cheek, and you don't have to give your other breast. You should have
slapped that man as hard as possible, because these so-called Hindu chauvinists
...and this city has a strange ego. They think it is a very cultural city; it is a dead
city, it is a cemetery. But certainly in a cemetery nothing happens. How this
ghost managed to come on the motorbike I don't know, but ghosts are interested
in women's breasts because their whole life, when they were alive, they were
interested in women's breasts. So even when they are dead, the old habit
continues.
There is no need ...it is not MY teaching to give the other cheek, because what
will you do when he hits the other cheek? You don't have a third one!
Her question reminded me about a conference of psychoanalysts. A very old
psychoanalyst, who has been a disciple of Sigmund Freud, was reading a paper
before the conference. And just in the front row was a beautiful woman who was
a psychoanalyst. Another psychoanalyst, who was very famous, was playing

with her breasts. And it was such a constant disturbance to the poor fellow who
was reading the paper. He was hiding his eyes, but even -- he was also after all a
man, the same kind of man .... So once in a while he was looking at what was
going on. And he could not believe what kind of woman this was ...that old ugly
fellow was playing with her breasts and she was listening to the paper as if
nothing was happening. And so much was happening to the man who was
reading the paper, who had no breasts and nobody was doing anything to him!
But the question: what kind of woman was this? The man was simply ugly
although he was a famous psychoanalyst. But fame does not change people;
fame simply makes them more hypocritical, fame simply makes them do things
in the dark, from the back door. Their front door is kept very clean and very
pure, with pictures of all the great saints.
Somehow he managed to finish. It was very difficult to finish the paper -because his priority was to ask the woman -- and as he finished the paper he
stepped down from the podium and went directly to the woman. As he went
there, the old man pulled his hands away. He said to the woman, "The whole
time I was reading the paper, I have been seeing this man playing with your
breasts, and you did not object."
The woman said, "I am a psychoanalyst. It is his problem. Although he is old, he
is not grown up; he is childish, immature. It is his problem; nothing to be
worried about."
The reader thought it strange but that gave him an idea that it was his problem
too. Why should he be disturbed? Perhaps he wanted to be in that old man's
place ....
Your so-called moralists, your so-called preachers, your so-called
psychoanalysts, your so-called philosophers are just so superficial. And they are
carrying the whole load of problems inside them, because they have not cut the
roots and they have taken the whole situation from the wrong end.
Bodhidharma is very clear when he says: EVERYTHING GOOD HAS
AWARENESS FOR ITS ROOT. FROM THIS ROOT OF AWARENESS GROW
THE TREE OF ALL VIRTUES AND THE FRUIT OF NIRVANA. He far
transcends moralists, puritans, so-called good people, do-gooders. He has
touched the very rock bottom of the problem.
Unless awareness arises in you, all your morality is bogus, all your culture is
simply a thin layer which can be destroyed by anybody. But once your morality
has come out of your awareness, not out of a certain discipline, then it is a totally
different matter. Then you will respond in every situation out of your awareness.
And whatever you will do will be good.
Awareness cannot do anything that is bad. That is the ultimate beauty of
awareness, that anything that comes out of it is simply beautiful, is simply right,
and without any effort and without any practice.
So rather than cutting the leaves and the branches, cut the root. And to cut the
root there is no other method than a single method: the method of being alert, of

being aware, of being conscious. Be more conscious, and everything that will
happen through you is going to beautify this existence, make it more divine,
make it more mature. Your awareness will not only bring flowers to you; it will
bring fragrance to millions of people.
Awareness is the golden key to the gate of God.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
YOU SAY THAT OUR TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE AND ALL VIRTUES HAVE
AWARENESS FOR THEIR ROOT. BUT WHAT IS THE ROOT OF
IGNORANCE?
THE IGNORANT MIND, WITH ITS INFINITE AFFLICTIONS, PASSIONS AND
EVILS, IS ROOTED IN THE THREE POISONS: GREED, ANGER AND
DELUSION. THESE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND THEMSELVES
INCLUDE COUNTLESS EVILS, LIKE TREES THAT HAVE A SINGLE TRUNK
BUT COUNTLESS BRANCHES AND LEAVES. YET EACH POISON
PRODUCES SO MANY MORE MILLIONS OF EVILS THAT THE EXAMPLE OF
A TREE IS HARDLY A FITTING COMPARISON.
THE THREE POISONS ARE PRESENT IN OUR SIX SENSE ORGANS AS SIX
KINDS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, OR THIEVES. THEY'RE CALLED THIEVES
BECAUSE THEY PASS IN AND OUT OF THE GATES OF THE SENSES, COVET
LIMITLESS POSSESSIONS, ENGAGE IN EVIL AND MASK THEIR TRUE
IDENTITY ....
BUT IF SOMEONE CUTS OFF THEIR SOURCE, RIVERS DRY UP. AND IF
SOMEONE WHO SEEKS LIBERATION CAN TURN THE THREE POISONS
INTO THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS AND THE SIX THIEVES INTO THE SIX
PARAMITAS, HE RIDS HIMSELF OF AFFLICTION ONCE AND FOR ALL.
BUT THE THREE REALMS AND THE SIX STATES OF EXISTENCE ARE
INFINITELY VAST. HOW CAN WE ESCAPE THEIR ENDLESS AFFLICTIONS
IF ALL WE DO IS BEHOLD THE MIND?
THE KARMA OF THE THREE REALMS COMES FROM THE MIND ALONE. IF
YOUR MIND ISN'T WITHIN THE THREE REALMS, IT'S BEYOND THEM.
AND HOW DOES THE KARMA OF THESE SIX DIFFER?
MORTALS WHO DON'T UNDERSTAND TRUE PRACTICE AND BLINDLY
PERFORM GOOD DEEDS ARE BORN INTO THE THREE STATES .... THOSE
WHO BLINDLY PERFORM THE TEN GOOD DEEDS AND FOOLISHLY SEEK
HAPPINESS ARE BORN AS GODS IN THE REALM OF DESIRE. THOSE WHO
BLINDLY OBSERVE THE FIVE PRECEPTS AND FOOLISHLY INDULGE IN
LOVE AND HATE ARE BORN AS MEN IN THE REALM OF ANGER. AND
THOSE WHO BLINDLY CLING TO THE PHENOMENAL WORLD, BELIEVE
IN FALSE DOCTRINES AND HOPE FOR BLESSINGS ARE BORN AS DEMONS
IN THE REALM OF DELUSION.
...IF YOU CAN JUST CONCENTRATE

YOUR MIND AND TRANSCEND ITS FALSEHOOD AND EVIL, THE
SUFFERING OF EXISTENCE WILL AUTOMATICALLY DISAPPEAR. AND
ONCE FREE FROM SUFFERING, YOU'RE TRULY FREE.
The sutras for this evening ... Bodhidharma is facing the ultimate question which
nobody has ever been able to answer. The ultimate question is ultimate because
it cannot be answered. Every philosophy, theology, mysticism, finally comes to
the ultimate question, and there is no answer for it.
But even a man like Bodhidharma, a man of tremendous courage, intelligence,
awareness, still has not the ultimate courage to say that there is no answer to this
question. He tries -- just as millions of philosophers, thinkers, mystics, have
always tried but have always failed.
He also tries as if there IS an answer and he knows it, but whatever he says is not
the answer and the question remains untouched. What he says is exactly what is
written in the scriptures of the Buddhists. Here he is no longer responding to the
question immediately, out of his own awareness; otherwise he would have
simply laughed and recognized that there is no answer for it.
I could have simply said, "I don't know." But to say, "I don't know" needs the
greatest courage in the world. Even Bodhidharma does not have that ultimate
courage. But I have got it! I will not in any way try to camouflage -- through
philosophical jargon, or theological hypotheses -- to hide the fact that there is no
answer and create an illusion of an answer.
Whatever Bodhidharma says here is only an illusion. He is trying his best to
rationalize it, to support it from the scriptures. Perhaps he may have been able to
pacify the disciples, but he cannot pacify me!
First I will read the disciples' question. Their question is more important than the
answer of Bodhidharma. Their question at least has a sincerity, an authenticity.
Bodhidharma's answer is just to hide the fact that ultimate questions remain
questions. This is the whole reason why we call the essential religion
"mysticism." If everything can be answered, then there is no question of any
mystery.
Existence is a mystery because you can go on answering, but finally you cannot
answer the ultimate question. And it is not far away; it soon comes up. You can
answer all superficial things, but as you go deeper the ultimate question is
coming closer. And the moment the ultimate question comes, I have not yet come
across a single man in the whole history of mankind who has had the courage to
say, "I don't know."
The question: YOU SAY THAT OUR TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE AND ALL
VIRTUES HAVE AWARENESS FOR THEIR ROOTS. BUT WHAT IS THE ROOT
OF IGNORANCE?
From where does the ignorance come in? In other words, in other symbols which
will be more easily understood ....

The religions that believe in God can go on answering questions up to the point
where it is asked, "Who created existence?" They have a ready-made answer:
God created it. Now comes the ultimate question: "Who created God?" Because if
everything needs a creator, then God must need a creator. And if God needs no
creator, then why bother about God? Then why can't you accept existence itself -without a creator? If you have to accept somewhere or other, then it is better to
stop with existence as the ultimate, because at least we know it -- we are part of
it.
God is just a hypothesis. Existence is reality. But all the religions have moved
from reality to the hypothesis, and then they are faced with a problem which
nobody has been able to answer. And nobody will ever be able to answer it,
because any answer is going to lead into an infinite regress.
If you say that God Number One was created by God Number Two, the question
remains the same: "Who created God Number Two?" You can go on and on and
on. But whatever the number, the question will still remain relevant, "Who
created this God?" And this is the same question from which we have started,
"Who created the universe?"
So God has not been of any help. The hypothesis has not done any service. God
is simply a futile hypothesis. It is just a pretension of an answer, but it is not a
true answer because the question remains the same. A true answer means the
question should disappear. That is the criterion.
In Buddhism there is no god. In the place of god is the ultimate awareness, the
buddhahood, the buddha-nature. This is only a different language.
Now the disciples are asking: We can understand that THE BUDDHA-NATURE
AND ALL VIRTUES HAVE AWARENESS FOR THEIR ROOT. But from where
has the ignorance come in? Why in the beginning the ignorance? Why not the
awareness from the very beginning? This is the same question, only a different
theological framework. And any answer to it -- without any exception, without
knowing about it -- I can say is going to be wrong.
We have simply to accept the mystery that we are born in ignorance and the
possibility is intrinsic in us to dispel this ignorance and become aware. We are
born in misery, but with an intrinsic potential to overcome it, to transcend it, to
become blissful, to become ecstatic. We are born in death, but with the possibility
of going beyond death into immortality.
But if you ask from where the death comes in, from where the ignorance comes
in, from where the misery comes in, you are asking an ultimate question. There is
no answer for it. It simply is the case. It is better to use Buddha's expression,
"suchness." Such is the case.
But Bodhidharma could not say that. He started answering. The only right
answer would have been, "I don't know." And Bodhidharma would have done a
tremendous service to humanity. He missed! Whatever he is saying is very
childish. It has to be very childish, because it is not possible that a man like
Bodhidharma will not be aware of the fact that he does not know the answer.

Nobody knows the answer. Nobody can know the answer because nobody can
BE before the beginning.
Just think of it for a single moment: you cannot BE before the beginning. If you
are before the beginning, then it is not the beginning. You are already there, so
the beginning must have been before you were there. And unless somebody can
be before the beginning, there is no witness who can say, "God created the
world."
Who can say from where ignorance came? All that we can say is that existence is
drowned in ignorance and slowly, slowly, a few courageous beings are moving
into awareness, rising above the darkness of life and attaining to the light which
is eternal.
In another reference, Gautam Buddha makes it clear ...although he also never
recognizes at any point that it is a mystery and he doesn't know.
I want you to understand that it remains a mystery and it will always remain a
mystery. By its very nature there is no way to know the beginning.
But in a different context, Buddha has come very close. He says, "Ignorance has
no beginning, but an end. And consciousness has a beginning, but no end." This
way he completes the circle. I will repeat it, so that you can deeply feel it:
Ignorance has no beginning, but an end. And because ignorance ends, awareness
has a beginning, but it has no end. It goes on and on forever.
With this, Buddha is recognizing the fact that it is better not to ask about the
beginning of ignorance and not to ask about the end of awareness. These two
things will remain forever mysterious. And these are the most important things
in existence.
If the question was asked of me, I would simply say, "I don't know," because that
is the most sincere answer. It simply means that it is a mystery.
But Bodhidharma starts trying to answer the question, and you can see it does
not even touch the question at all. THE IGNORANT MIND ...now the question is
from where the ignorance comes, and he has already accepted it, without
answering:
THE IGNORANT MIND, WITH ITS INFINITE AFFLICTIONS, PASSIONS AND
EVILS, IS ROOTED IN THE THREE POISONS: GREED, ANGER AND
DELUSION.
Is this the answer? He is saying the ignorant mind is rooted in certain things:
delusion, anger, greed. But was this the answer? Was the disciple asking it? Was
he asking for this kind of explanation?
The question was, "What is the root of ignorance?" And if you answer that for
example greed, anger and delusion are at the root of ignorance, you are simply
postponing the answer. Again the question will arise, "From where comes the
greed? From where comes the anger and from where the delusion?" And then
you fall into a vicious circle. Then you start saying, "They come from ignorance.
It is because man is ignorant; that is why he is greedy, that is why he is angry,

that is why he is deluded." And when we ask from where this ignorance comes,
"It comes from anger, from greed and delusion." Whom you are trying to befool?
But for centuries these kind of answers have befooled people. Perhaps nobody
questioned these irrelevant answers -- either because they were so much
impressed, so much overwhelmed by the individuality of a man like
Bodhidharma, or perhaps they could not figure out that Bodhidharma is simply
creating more smoke around the question, so they cannot see their question
clearly. He is throwing dust into their eyes. It is not an answer.
But this is not only the case with Bodhidharma. This is the case with everyone
...with Gautam Buddha, with Mahavira, with Confucius, with Lao Tzu, with
Zarathustra, with Jesus, with Moses ...with everyone without exception.
Whenever they come close to the ultimate question, they start talking nonsense.
And these are very sensible people, very intelligent people.
But the ultimate question can be answered not by intelligence but by innocence,
can be answered only by an innocent person, a person who does not care for any
respectability, for any wisdom, for any enlightenment, who can risk everything
for his sincerity.
These people were not able to risk their wisdom. They could not say, "I don't
know." But that is the only authentic answer, because that gives you the sense
that you have come to the ultimate: now begins the mystery -- and it is
unsolvable. There is no way to reduce it into knowledge. It is not an unknown
which can be made known by efforts, by intelligence, by practice, by discipline,
by any method, by any ritual.
The mystery can be lived, but cannot be known. It remains always, unknowable.
It remains always, a mystery.
One man, a great contemporary, G.E. Moore, has written a book, PRINCIPIA
ETHICA. And perhaps he is the only man in the whole of history, who has
thought so deeply just to define the word "good." Because without defining
good, there can be no ethics and no morality. If you cannot define what is good,
then how you can decide what is moral, what is immoral; what is right, what is
wrong.
He took a fundamental question, without knowing that it is the ultimate question
and he got into trouble. And he was one of the most intelligent people of our
contemporary world. He looks at it from every direction enquiring for almost for
two hundred and fifty pages, just on a single question, "What is good?" And he
was utterly defeated in defining such a simple word as good. Everybody knows
what is good, everybody knows what is bad, everybody knows what is beautiful
and everybody knows what is ugly. But when it comes to definition -- you will
be in the same trouble.
He was thinking that everybody knows what is good ...there must be some way
to find the secret and define it. But finally, after two hundred and fifty pages of
very concentrated thinking, of the keenest logic and rational analysis he comes to

the conclusion that good is indefinable. These two hundred pages have been just
going round and round and reaching nowhere. Good is indefinable.
Croce has done the same work on "beauty" ...one thousand pages. He has gone
far deeper than G.E. Moore has gone into "good." And after one thousand pages,
comes the last statement: that beauty is indefinable.
Everybody knows that the most difficult problem is that it is very difficult to find
a man who does not know what beauty is and what ugliness is. But don't insist
on a definition. Even the greatest minds have failed.
This is accepting failure, when they say beauty is indefinable. G.E. Moore became
so frustrated that he said, "Don't blame me that I have not been able to define
what is good. Even simpler questions -- this is a very complex question -- are
indefinable. For example, what is yellow ...?"
That is what G.E. Moore asks, "Can you define what yellow is?" You all know
what yellow is. There is no doubt about it. You can all indicate towards a
marigold flower ...this is yellow. But he is not asking for indications; he is asking,
"How have you come to know that this is yellow? What is the definition? What is
the criterion that this marigold flower fulfills? Why it is not red? Why is it
yellow? You must have certain definitions. Why is something red and something
blue and something green and something yellow ...on what grounds?"
And then he says, "If yellow cannot be defined and although everybody knows
what it is, nobody says, then perhaps all our knowledge is just very superficial."
Perhaps we have never enquired deeply into anything; we have never gone to
the very rock-bottom. Otherwise my own understanding is everything is
indefinable, because everything is mysterious. It is not only a question of beauty,
or good, of ignorance, or awareness -- everything, the whole existence consists
only of indefinables. To recognize this is to recognize our ultimate ignorance.
And to be able to recognize our ultimate ignorance, you need an absolutely
selfless, egoless innocence, because that has been missing.
Bodhidharma is doing the same as everybody else has done. And it is not a new
thing -- for centuries philosophers have been indulging in simple questions.
You all know two plus two is four. But you have never gone deep into enquiry,
whether it is so, or just hearsay. You have heard people saying two plus two is
four, so you are repeating it generation after generation.
Bertrand Russell, one of the greatest mathematicians of our age, and perhaps of
all ages, has written a book, PRINCIPIA MATHEMATICA. It takes him two
hundred and fifty pages to go into the question, whether or not two plus two is
four. You cannot even conceive what he will be writing in two hundred and fifty
pages .... Two plus two is simply four and forget all about it. Two hundred and
fifty pages ...such a dense, logical argumentation that his book is one of the most
unreadable books in the world.
Just a few crazy people like me, who don't care whether it is readable or
unreadable .... I have seen in many university libraries that the book has not even
been opened. Many pages are joined -- nobody has cut them, because even to

read two pages is enough! It is one thousand pages in all and one-fourth has
gone only in discussing whether or not two plus two is four.
And the conclusion? The conclusion is that it is only a belief. It cannot be said
with certainty, that two plus two makes four. It is a utilitarian concept. It is good,
workable, but Bertrand Russell has not been left unchallenged -- even on that.
Another mathematician, Godel, challenged it. Because Godel says there is no
possibility of two plus two being four. There is no possibility at all. And Godel
has the same quality of genius as Bertrand Russell. He is not in any way a
smaller genius -- perhaps a greater genius. His argument is very clear and
Bertrand Russell has not been able to answer it.
Godel argues that you can put two chairs and two chairs together and naturally,
there are four chairs. but two in itself is just an abstract symbol. Two chairs is
another matter. Two is just a concept. It is as hypothetical as God, or the devil.
Have you seen two anywhere? Have you met with two and said hello? Have you
ever seen two with two meeting and hugging each other?
And Godel's criticism is that two things in existence are never exactly the same;
something is always different. You cannot find two people the same; you cannot
find even two leaves in the whole forest exactly the same. Then how can two
leaves which are not equal, together with two other leaves which are also not
equal, be four? They can be three, they can be five, they can be anything, but not
four!
And I understand Godel is right. Of course my understanding comes from a
totally different dimension. To me, Godel is more appealing because that makes
existence mysterious. You cannot even count on such simple answers as two and
two are four. Everything is pragmatic. But as far as reality is concerned, it
remains unknowable.
So you have to remember this. I will go through the answers of Bodhidharma,
but it is not the answer. It may be useful to go into it: it may help you to
understand something else but it is not the answer to the question.
But it is not Bodhidharma's fault. There is no answer. His only fault is that he is
not recognizing that he doesn't know. And I cannot forgive him for that because I
love him and I respect him and I wanted him to be sincere. Had he said, "I don't
know," he would have risen far above the thousands of other mystics and
buddhas and bodhisattvas and arhatas. He would have become absolutely
unique, but he could not manage.
THE IGNORANT MIND, WITH ITS INFINITE AFFLICTIONS, PASSIONS AND
EVILS, IS ROOTED IN THE THREE POISONS: GREED, ANGER AND
DELUSION. THESE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND THEMSELVES
INCLUDE COUNTLESS EVILS, LIKE TREES THAT HAVE A SINGLE TRUNK
BUT COUNTLESS BRANCHES AND LEAVES. YET EACH POISON
PRODUCES SO MANY MORE MILLIONS OF EVILS THAT THE EXAMPLE OF
A TREE IS HARDLY A FITTING COMPARISON.

THE THREE POISONS ARE PRESENT IN OUR SIX SENSE ORGANS AS SIX
KINDS OF CONSCIOUSNESS, OR THIEVES. THEY'RE CALLED THIEVES
BECAUSE THEY PASS IN AND OUT OF THE GATES OF THE SENSES, COVET
LIMITLESS POSSESSIONS, ENGAGE IN EVIL AND MASK THEIR TRUE
IDENTITY ....
BUT IF SOMEONE CUTS OFF THEIR SOURCE, RIVERS DRY UP. AND IF
SOMEONE WHO SEEKS LIBERATION CAN TURN THE THREE POISONS
INTO THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS AND THE SIX THIEVES INTO THE SIX
PARAMITAS, HE RIDS HIMSELF OF AFFLICTION ONCE AND FOR ALL.
All this is okay. But can you see it as an answer to the question? It is true, that if
you can change your greed, your anger, your delusion -- the poisons -- with
awareness, they transform into nectar. The same that was your disease, becomes
your health. The same that was your bondage, becomes your freedom. All that is
needed is to bring awareness into the darkness of your being.
This is true. We have already discussed it many, many times in different ways.
But it is not the answer to the question: "From where does the ignorance come?"
This is also true, that if you cut the root then the tree withers away. And the root
of your bondage, of your blindness, of your darkness, is your mind. If you cut
the root of the mind -- and the root of the mind is identity with yourself ... when
you are angry you say, "I am angry." That is the root. If you are REALLY aware
when you are angry, you will not say, "I am angry." You will say, "I am seeing
anger passing through my mind." If you can say that, you are a seer, you are a
witness. The root is cut.
One Indian sannyasin, who traveled far and wide in the world, was
Ramateertha. He had a very strange habit of never using "I." Instead of using I,
he would use the third person for himself. For example, "Ramateertha is thirsty."
He would never say, "I am thirsty." He would say, "Rama is thirsty."
With those who knew him, there was no difficulty. But he was continuously
traveling all over the world. For many years he was in America and people could
not understand when he would say, "Rama has a headache." They would ask,
"Where is Rama?" Or, "Rama is thirsty," or "Rama is feeling sick."
In a strange land, he was moving with strange people and they were
continuously saying, "This is a strange way of speaking. Why can't you simply
say that you are thirsty? Why make it unnecessarily complicated?" But he was
practicing a certain method of cutting the root. By not saying, "I am thirsty, I
have a headache, I am feeling sick, I am feeling sleepy," he was trying to avoid
the "I" and trying to be just a watcher. "Rama has hunger; Rama is thirsty" or
"Rama is suffering from a headache." He is just a witness reporting to you that
this is what is happening to Rama ...if you can do something, do it.
He was trying to pull himself away from whatever was happening in his body,
in his mind, in his heart. He was trying to clarify himself completely from all
identities. He wanted just to be a witness.

To be a witness is to cut the very root, and you will be liberated. This is perfectly
right. But this is not the answer to the question.
I will go on insisting on the fact that Bodhidharma is creating unnecessary
verbiage ...so much prose. Perhaps the disciples forgot about the question, but I
cannot forget and neither can I forgive. Everything that he is saying is right in
other contexts, so he is not saying anything wrong. But whatever he is saying,
although it is right, is not at all relevant. And just being right is not the question.
The answer has to be relevant to the question.
He goes on creating more and more .... BUT THE THREE REALMS AND THE
SIX STATES OF EXISTENCE ARE INFINITELY VAST. What relation has it to the
source of ignorance, from where it comes?
HOW CAN WE ESCAPE THEIR ENDLESS AFFLICTIONS IF ALL WE DO IS
BEHOLD THE MIND? The disciples are asking another question. They have
been deceived. They think they have received the answer to their first question.
They have not received the answer, because there is no answer.
Now they are asking another question:
BUT THE THREE REALMS AND THE SIX STATES OF EXISTENCE ARE
INFINITELY VAST. HOW CAN WE ESCAPE THEIR ENDLESS AFFLICTIONS
IF ALL WE DO IS BEHOLD THE MIND?
They are caught by Bodhidharma. He has deceived them. He has brought them
to a question that can be answered.
I am reminded of a doctor who was treating a very rich woman ...just for a
common cold, but it was not going away. The doctor was tired because every
day she was standing in his clinic with the complaint that the cold has not gone -and in fact, there is no treatment for the common cold.
Those who know say, "If you take medicine, it goes in seven days. If you don't
take medicine, it goes in one week."
But the doctor was tired. Every day the rich lady in her limousine ...and as he
would hear the limousine being parked in front of his door, he would say, "My
God, she is back again. That common cold is going to kill me."
Finally he became so fed up that he said, "Listen, there is only one cure. I have
not told you because it is a little difficult." The woman said, "No problem. I am
ready to do anything, but I want to get rid of this cold."
So he said, "You do one thing: just behind your palace where you live is a big
lake. So get up in the middle of the night, when it is absolutely cold and freezing,
drop all your clothes and take a jump into the lake."
The woman listened breathlessly to what kind of treatment it was. " ...and then
stand on the shore, naked. Don't dry the water on your body. Let the breeze take
it away."
And the woman said, "My God, this is treatment for a common cold? This will
give me double pneumonia!"
The doctor said, "That is right. I have a treatment for double pneumonia, but I
don't have a treatment for the common cold. So first create double pneumonia;

then everything is within control. When you come back, come with double
pneumonia and I will treat it. But for the common cold, I just don't have any
other treatment. This is the only treatment. When somebody wants to be treated,
then I have to give him this as a last resort. If you can manage to create
pneumonia, or double pneumonia ...no fear. I have experimented perfectly and
have found a valid treatment for them. I guarantee it; you just do what I have
told you."
That is what philosophers have been doing. Whenever you ask them the ultimate
question that cannot be answered, they start going into pneumonia, double
pneumonia. And ordinary people get puzzled with their words. They either
think their question has been answered, or perhaps they have forgotten the
question by the time the long sermon ends.
They are asking another question. Now there is no problem; they are asking,
"There are so many afflictions and existence is so vast, and one has so many lives
and so many evil acts ...just by beholding the mind, how can one get free of all
that?"
Just a simple cure, so simple: watch your mind and everything is finished. It is
unbelievable. People want something complicated, because the problem is
complicated ....
In millions of your lives in the past you must have done uncountable evil acts,
you must have dreamed uncountable evil dreams. If you have not committed
crimes, you may have thought to commit them. That makes no difference -whether you actually murder somebody or you simply think of murdering
somebody, in both cases your mind is functioning in an evil way. It is vibrating
in an evil way, and the mind carries those vibrations for millions of lives. Now so
many past evil actions have been accumulated, how can they be dropped just by
beholding the mind?
But this is not the ultimate question. This is a very simple question ...because you
may have dreamed your whole life. In the night you may have dreamed that you
lived a hundred-year life. And the time scale between waking and dreaming is
different: if you fall asleep in a single second, you can dream a long dream of
years' duration. And when you wake up and look at your watch, you are
puzzled: just one minute has passed. In one minute, how could you manage a
long, long dream? Years and years have passed in the dream.
In dreams the time scale is different. When you wake up, the time scale is
different. We don't yet know exactly what the time scale is in dreams; otherwise,
we might be able to create watches which you can wear when you are asleep
which will give you exactly the right time. They will not be in minutes and
hours; they will be years, and perhaps light-years because you can dream that
you have been on the moon, you can dream that you have been on the farthest
star.
It takes four years to reach to the nearest star and four years to come back -- and
that is about the nearest star! There are stars which will take four million years,

five million years to reach, and then five million years to come back. You can
manage in a single night; in a single dream, you can reach to the farthest star and
you can come back too. You have to come back. You cannot remain there. It is
not possible that you can wake up in your room and not find yourself there
because you are gone ....
I have heard: Two friends were talking with each other about the dream they had
last night. One man said, "Boy, what a beautiful dream ...such big fish! In my
whole life I have not been able to catch so many big fish. It was such a joy ...the
whole night, I was going in and in, inside the lake, and finding bigger and bigger
fish."
The other said, "This is nothing. You cannot even conceive what happened last
night in my dream." His friend said, "What happened?"
And the man said, "I am thinking if I should say it or not -- because you will not
believe it. Even when I am awake, I myself cannot believe it but it happened.
Suddenly I found that in my bed, on one side is Sophia Loren. I said, `My God,
how did she get in?' and I turned to look at the other side and I found Marilyn
Monroe. I said, `What is happening? Have I died and reached heaven?'"
By this time the other fellow had become very angry. He said, "You idiot, why
did you not call me? When two women came ...what were you doing with two
women? One is enough for you. You could have chosen. It was your dream of
course, so the first choice was for you. But the other woman belonged to me.
What kind of friendship is this?"
And the other man said, "I went to your house but they said you had gone
fishing."
In a small dream you can do everything ...possible, impossible, everything! The
time scale is different. In the morning when you wake up, do you ask how it was
possible that just by waking up, all the dreams have disappeared -- so many
dreams, such beautiful dreams ...?
The same is the situation when a man becomes enlightened. All the millions of
lives simply evaporate like dreams. It is not a question of fighting with each and
every evil act separately -- that you have to fight on, doing good, balancing the
evil -- then it will take millions of lives again before the time you can become
awakened.
And meanwhile, in these millions of lives when you are trying to undo your
past, you will still be continuing to do something or other and that will go on
accumulating. You cannot get out of this trap. The only way to get out of this
trap is to wake up.
Nothing else is needed. You don't have to change your anger, you don't have to
change your greed, you don't have to change anything. You have simply to be
alert and aware. And all the projections of greed, all the projections of anger, all
the projections of delusion, will evaporate -- just the way, every morning, your
dreams evaporate. They are made of the same stuff as dreams are made of.

So it seems a simple method and inconceivable to the rational mind that it can
solve anything. Just by watching your mind everything will be transformed and
you will discover your buddhahood, your ultimate beauty and joy, your ultimate
existence, your greatest ecstasy. How is it possible? That's what the disciples are
asking.
Bodhidharma says: THE KARMA OF THE THREE REALMS COMES FROM
THE MIND ALONE. IF YOUR MIND ISN'T WITHIN THE THREE REALMS, it
is no-mind, IT IS BEYOND THEM.
The moment you are aware, the mind becomes silent. And all the actions, good
or bad, are created only by the mind. They are just like a film that you are seeing
on the screen of the mind. Once you wake up, the film disappears. Suddenly
there is a blank screen ...utterly silent, nothing moving, absolute stillness.
MORTALS WHO DON'T UNDERSTAND TRUE PRACTICE AND BLINDLY
PERFORM GOOD DEEDS ARE BORN INTO THE THREE STATES .... THOSE
WHO BLINDLY PERFORM THE TEN GOOD DEEDS AND FOOLISHLY SEEK
HAPPINESS ARE BORN AS GODS IN THE REALM OF DESIRE. THOSE WHO
BLINDLY OBSERVE THE FIVE PRECEPTS AND FOOLISHLY INDULGE IN
LOVE AND HATE ARE BORN AS MAN IN THE REALM OF ANGER. AND
THOSE WHO BLINDLY CLING TO THE PHENOMENAL WORLD, BELIEVE
IN FALSE DOCTRINES AND HOPE FOR BLESSINGS ARE BORN AS DEMONS
IN THE REALM OF DELUSION.
...IF YOU CAN JUST CONCENTRATE
YOUR MIND AND TRANSCEND ITS FALSEHOOD AND EVIL, THE
SUFFERING OF EXISTENCE WILL AUTOMATICALLY DISAPPEAR. AND
ONCE FREE OF SUFFERING, YOU ARE TRULY FREE.
The words he is using are theological, but what he is saying is that those who are
living in greed want more and more pleasure. They can project a life of heaven,
they can be born in heaven as gods, but this will be only a mind projection. It will
be only a belief.
I used to live with a professor and when one day I talked about projection, he
was not ready to believe that everything is a projection. He had a younger
brother and I had been watching the younger brother, because we had lived
almost three months together in the same house. The younger brother had
become very much attached to me and I was interested in him because I could
see he had a tremendous capacity to be hypnotized.
Thirty-three percent of people are very capable of being hypnotized. It is a very
strange percentage -- thirty-three percent, because only thirty-three percent of
people are talented, too. And only thirty-three percent of people are ever
interested in any kind of inner search. And only thirty-three percent of people
are open, available, to be hypnotized. There must be some inner connection
between all these things. Perhaps the quality of being hypnotized may be the
criterion for a man's possibility of going inwards. Because in hypnosis one goes
inwards with the help of others; in meditation, one goes inwards on his own. But
the way is the same.

So to prove to this man -- who was a professor of logic and never believed in
anything unless some evidence was produced -- I hypnotized his younger
brother. And I was surprised that even in the first sitting, he went so deep that
there was no need to have more sittings. I was thinking at least nine sittings and
then the experiment could be done. But he went so deep in the first sitting that I
told him, "Tomorrow, exactly at twelve o'clock -- and tomorrow is Sunday so I
will be at home, your brother will be at home, you will be at home -- don't go
anywhere. Exactly at twelve o'clock you have to kiss the same pillow you are
lying on right now. I am marking the place with a cross; exactly on that cross you
have to kiss."
I repeated it again and again and again. And when I became certain that it had
become an imprint in his unconscious mind, before waking him up I made a
cross on the corner of his pillow with red ink.
It took almost half an hour to bring him back, he had gone so deep. After waking
up, he became normal except for one thing; again and again he used to look at
the pillow and particularly at the cross. And then he would also feel embarrassed
at what he was doing, because there was no reason to look at the pillow and at
the cross. His conscious mind was not aware at all, but his unconscious mind
was now projecting something of which he was not aware.
The next day, near about eleven-thirty, he became very restless. Something from
the unconscious was going on, telling him to do something which of course he
was thinking was insane ...to kiss. And I was present, his brother was present
and I had told his brother that he had to just sit and watch what happened.
At eleven-fifty, I took the pillow, put it in my suitcase and locked it. And you
could see what was happening to that young boy ...tears flowing from his eyes.
And I asked, "What is the matter? Why you are crying?"
He said, "I don't know, but don't put my pillow in your suitcase. I beg you."
I said, "But what is wrong? I will give it back to you, by the evening when you go
to sleep."
He said, "No, I need it right now."
"What is the need?"
"I don't know any need. That is why I am crying, because I cannot give any
explanation, but I need the the pillow immediately."
So I gave him the key. He rushed -- because it was getting close to twelve -- he
opened the suitcase, took out the pillow and started kissing that cross almost like
mad. Just like any lover who has found his beloved after many years.
I asked him, his brother asked him, "What are you doing?"
He said, "I don't know, but I feel such a relief. Such a burden has been removed
from my heart. But I don't know what ...who has made this cross, why I have
such tremendous compulsion that if I don't kiss the cross I may die. I had to do it
exactly at twelve. That was coming from inside me and I don't know anything
about it."
His brother said, "I accept the evidence."

When you become infatuated with a woman, do you think your woman is just a
cross on the pillow? A biological infatuation? A projection from the unconscious,
very deep rooted -- not by anybody, but by nature itself.
Your hormones, your chemistry, your biology, they are all functioning in a
certain conspiracy against your awareness. They are making you restless, they
are making you irresistibly attracted towards somebody and it is beyond your
power to prevent yourself from this attraction or infatuation. You will be pulled
like a puppet.
It is not coincidental that all languages say, people fall in love. People certainly
fall in love -- fall into unconsciousness, fall into biological hypnosis, fall into the
instinctual nature. They are no longer conscious human beings. That's why this
kind of infatuation and love affair finishes very soon. Once you have got the
woman, once you have kissed the pillow ...finished! A great burden, a great
relief, but it was a pillow.
So it was a simple phenomenon, but the woman you have kissed ...and you
cannot kiss without a preface. It needs some introduction -- going to the movies,
to the disco, all kind of things as preliminary necessities. Promising all kinds of
promises, bringing roses and ice cream -- this is the preface. And after all this
preface, when you kiss a woman, she is not just a pillow. Now she will cling to
you. Now you cannot escape. Now you want to escape but your own preface has
created the prison. Now you cannot go against your word.
All the seekers of human consciousness absolutely agree on the point that all
your misery or your happiness, your sadness or your joy, is nothing but your
projection. It is coming deep from your unconscious mind and the other person
is functioning only like a screen. Once it is fulfilled, you are finished. And
suddenly, the same woman you were ready to die for ...you are ready to kill her.
Strange ...such a great change. Love turns into hate so easily. And yet you are not
aware that love and hate both are your projections. When one is finished, the
other remains there.
It is true that once you are free from suffering, you are truly free. All that
Bodhidharma is saying is right. But he has not answered the question.
I want to say to you that nobody has answered the question. And the reason is
because life is a mystery. You can go only so far, and then all your mind has to be
left behind and you enter into existence where no question is relevant, no answer
ever comes to you. But you can enjoy the experience immensely. I am all for
experience, not for knowledge.
I feel sad and sorry for Bodhidharma, because he has failed me. If he had said, "I
don't know" he would have raised himself as the highest and the greatest mystic
the world has ever known.
But I want to say to you: I don't know. And I want to emphasize that you should
also remember, whenever there is an ultimate question, don't try to deceive
others or yourself. Simply accept your innocence. Say with humbleness, "I don't
know."

It is not a question of ignorance. It is a question of your awareness that life is a
mystery, a miracle. You can taste it but you cannot express anything about the
taste. You cannot define it. And this is the greatness of existence. This is where all
scientists have failed, this is where all philosophers have failed. This is the only
place where mystics have succeeded.
Bodhidharma is a mystic and if he meets me ...and somewhere there is a
possibility in this eternal life, this unending existence, someday, somewhere I am
going to catch hold of him. And he will recognize me because I am wearing the
same sandals that he was carrying on his staff -- the exact type. My sandals come
from the Zen monasteries of Japan. It is particularly Zen -- Zen people have
everything of their own. Even if they use cups and saucers from the market, first
they break them, then they glue them back together. Then they make them
unique, then there is no other piece like that -- then it becomes Zen, original, and
without any other copy anywhere. Just one of a kind.
This sandal that you see has been used by Zen people since Bodhidharma, for
almost fourteen centuries. The first sandal was sent to me by a Zen master from
Japan as a present.
So he will immediately recognize me. I have just to show him my sandals. And I
have to ask him why he missed a great opportunity ...when he could have
become the greatest mystic in the world. And he had every capacity. He has the
genius for it.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
BUT THE BUDDHA SAID, "ONLY AFTER UNDERGOING INNUMERABLE
HARDSHIPS FOR THREE ASANKHYA KALPAS DID I ACHIEVE
ENLIGHTENMENT." WHY DO YOU NOW SAY THAT SIMPLY BEHOLDING
THE MIND AND OVERCOMING THE THREE POISONS IS LIBERATION?
THE WORDS OF THE BUDDHA ARE TRUE. BUT THE THREE ASANKHYA
KALPAS REFER TO THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND. WHAT WE
CALL ASANKHYA IN SANSKRIT, YOU CALL COUNTLESS. WITHIN THESE
THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND ARE COUNTLESS EVIL THOUGHTS.
AND EVERY THOUGHT LASTS A KALPA. SUCH AN INFINITY IS WHAT
THE BUDDHA MEANT BY THE THREE ASANKHYA KALPAS ....
BUT
THE
GREAT
BODHISATTVAS
HAVE
ONLY
ACHIEVED
ENLIGHTENMENT BY OBSERVING THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS AND
BY PRACTICING THE SIX PARAMITAS. NOW YOU TELL DISCIPLES
MERELY TO BEHOLD THE MIND. HOW CAN ANYONE REACH
ENLIGHTENMENT WITHOUT CULTIVATING THE RULES OF DISCIPLINE?
THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS ARE FOR OVERCOMING THE THREE
POISONED STATES OF MIND. WHEN YOU OVERCOME THESE POISONS,
YOU CREATE THREE SETS OF LIMITLESS VIRTUE. A SET GATHERS THINGS
TOGETHER -- IN THIS CASE, COUNTLESS GOOD THOUGHTS
THROUGHOUT YOUR MIND. AND THE SIX PARAMITAS ARE FOR
PURIFYING THE SIX SENSES. WHAT WE CALL PARAMITAS, YOU CALL
MEANS TO THE OTHER SHORE. BY PURIFYING YOUR SIX SENSES OF THE
DUST OF SENSATION, THE PARAMITAS FERRY YOU ACROSS THE RIVER
OF AFFLICTION TO THE SHORE OF ENLIGHTENMENT.
ACCORDING TO THE SUTRAS, THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS ARE, "I
VOW TO PUT AN END TO ALL EVILS. I VOW TO CULTIVATE ALL VIRTUES.
AND I VOW TO LIBERATE ALL BEINGS." BUT NOW YOU SAY THEY'RE
ONLY FOR CONTROLLING THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND.
ISN'T THIS CONTRARY TO THE MEANING OF THE SCRIPTURES?
THE SUTRAS OF THE BUDDHA ARE TRUE. BUT LONG AGO, WHEN THAT
GREAT
BODHISATTVA
WAS
CULTIVATING
THE
SEED
OF
ENLIGHTENMENT, IT WAS TO COUNTER THE THREE POISONS THAT HE
MADE HIS THREE VOWS. PRACTICING MORAL PROHIBITIONS TO
COUNTER THE POISON OF GREED, HE VOWED TO PUT AN END TO ALL

EVILS. PRACTICING MEDITATION TO COUNTER THE POISON OF ANGER,
HE VOWED TO CULTIVATE ALL VIRTUES. AND PRACTICING WISDOM TO
COUNTER THE POISON OF DELUSION, HE VOWED TO LIBERATE ALL
BEINGS. BECAUSE HE PERSEVERED IN THESE THREE PURE PRACTICES OF
MORALITY, MEDITATION AND WISDOM, HE WAS ABLE TO OVERCOME
THE THREE POISONS AND REACH ENLIGHTENMENT. BY OVERCOMING
THE THREE POISONS, HE WIPED OUT EVERYTHING SINFUL AND THUS
PUT AN END TO EVIL. BY OBSERVING THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS, HE
DID NOTHING BUT GOOD AND THUS CULTIVATED VIRTUE. AND BY
PUTTING AN END TO EVIL AND CULTIVATING VIRTUE, HE
CONSUMMATED ALL PRACTICES, BENEFITED HIMSELF AS WELL AS
OTHERS AND RESCUED MORTALS EVERYWHERE. THUS, HE LIBERATED
BEINGS.
Bodhidharma is now really facing a question for which he has no answer. The
case was the same in last night's sutra and it continues because the disciples are
asking more and more about the ultimate, which simply baffles all knowledge. It
is a peace, a silence ...there is no answer.
But it is really difficult to accept that you are enlightened and you don't know the
answers to the ultimate questions. Then what has your enlightenment done for
you if it has not solved the mystery? Then what kind of wisdom have you
received?
This has to be clarified for you. It is sad that Bodhidharma did not clarify it for
his disciples; on the contrary he continued to answer questions which cannot by
their very nature be answered.
But this is a problem that every master has to face. When the questions are trivial
the master is perfectly at ease to answer, but as the disciples become more and
more keen in their enquiry and they start touching the ultimate, the master
comes to a difficult situation. So as not to let the disciples feel that the master
does not know, he goes on answering -- but those answers are not true answers.
They are in themselves perfectly right for some other questions, but not for the
questions that have been posed before him.
The question is very important. But even the greatest masters like Bodhidharma
belong to a particular line of philosophy, a particular set of doctrines; hence they
have to keep on repeating the ideological system they have accepted.
It is totally different with me. I don't belong to any ideology. I don't have to
console anybody. I am not concerned with who gets annoyed and irritated. My
sole concern is that when you ask a question, you need a sincere answer -- not
according to ideology but according to my own experience.
The disciple asks: BUT THE BUDDHA SAID, "ONLY AFTER UNDERGOING
INNUMERABLE HARDSHIPS FOR THREE ASANKHYA KALPAS DID I
ACHIEVE ENLIGHTENMENT." WHY DO YOU NOW SAY THAT SIMPLY

BEHOLDING THE MIND AND OVERCOMING THE THREE POISONS IS
LIBERATION?
The truth is a little complicated. First I will explain my position, if I were to
answer the question. Then it will be easier for you to understand the difference,
when a person answers because of a certain ideological school that he belongs to,
and when a person answers just out of his own experience and response.
The Buddha has certainly said: "ONLY AFTER UNDERGOING INNUMERABLE
HARDSHIPS FOR THREE ASANKHYA KALPAS DID I ACHIEVE
ENLIGHTENMENT." But as far as I can see, this is not a true statement of
Gautam Buddha himself. It is what the Mahayana school of Buddhism maintains
is the answer. Now Buddha is not there to refute it, and everything that he has
said has been written after his death. And it has been written by common
consent: a great gathering was called of all the old disciples who had been
listening to him from the very beginning, and they assembled what everybody
remembered.
There was dissension, there was conflict, there was contradiction, and the whole
gathering divided into thirty-two groups and they separated from each other.
And all thirty-two groups have their own scriptures, their own reports of what
Buddha said. Mahayana is only one school, the biggest, which has the greatest
following. And certainly the reason why it has the biggest following is that it
says that Buddha, once awakened, remains on this shore to liberate people.
In fact, they have even invented a story: When Buddha reached the doors of
MOKSHA, the ultimate resting place for liberated beings, the doors were opened
and there was great music and celebration because it rarely, very rarely happens
that a man comes to such great enlightenment. Thousands of years pass and the
door remains closed. Naturally there was great jubilation among the other
buddhas who had entered moksha during the millions of years that had passed.
They were welcoming a new guest.
But Buddha refused to enter the gate. He turned his back towards the gate and
told the gatekeeper, "Please close the gate. I will stand outside the gate until the
last human being has become enlightened. It may take millions and millions of
years -- it does not matter. I'm at peace. I'm in absolute ecstasy. I can wait. But
this will be a little selfish to enter the gate and forget all about those who are still
groping in the darkness."
Every effort was made to persuade him that this is not the way ...nobody has
done this before. He said, "That simply means nobody has entered moksha with
a compassionate heart. For compassion towards my human brothers and sisters,
I can renounce moksha itself. It does not matter to me. It cannot give me more
than I have already got. I will stand here before the door and when the last
human being has passed in, then I will pass through."
This is a fictitious story of the Mahayana school. Because of this idea of
compassion for other human beings, naturally Mahayana attracted more people
who are not able to become awakened on their own. They need help. They need

a compassionate, awakened person. And the Mahayana school preaches that
every enlightened person in Mahayana will be doing every possible thing that he
can do to make more and more people liberated. Because he has now a dual
duty: people have to be liberated and secondly, if people are not liberated,
Gautam Buddha has to stand at the gate for millions of years. So compassion for
the people -- they have to make every effort to liberate them, and gratitude to
Gautam Buddha and his strange stand, that he is boycotting moksha, the
ultimate state of silence and peace and rest just to make sure that nobody is left
behind.
The other school is Hinayana; it has not attracted so many people. The very word
means "the small boat." Mahayana means "the big ship" ...an ocean liner, so
thousands of people can go to the other shore together. But in a small boat, only
one man can go. And the people who created Hinayana are the arhatas. They are
enlightened and their standpoint is that even to make an effort to liberate people
is interfering with their individual freedom. It is not compassion, it is not love:
love gives freedom.
Compassion does not force a certain way of life on people, and liberation is a
certain way of life. Although it is for their good, still you are forcing them,
insisting on it, that they follow the path, that they don't waste time. You are not
allowing them total freedom to be themselves. When they feel like moving on the
path, they will move. And if they don't feel to, it is nobody's concern. It is their
absolute right to remain in the world and not to go to moksha.
The arhatas interpret compassion in a very refined way, with a very total,
different perspective. It is very difficult to choose who is right. Both seem to be
right ....
But Hinayana naturally could not gather as many disciples. Who would be
interested in the people in the Hinayana school, who are not even interested in
your liberation? They will not speak, they will not support, they will not give
you a hand to pull you out of the ditch. They will simply wait. If you are capable
of falling in the ditch you are certainly capable of getting out of it. If you are
capable of falling into wrong paths, you are perfectly capable of feeling the
misery, the suffering of the wrong path; you can change your path. Nobody else
can do it for you.
So this is the Mahayana interpretation, that Buddha took millions of ages to
become enlightened. For the arhatas the situation is totally different. They say it
is not a question of millions of years and arduous effort. It was all a dream.
Whether you dream for three million years, or three days, or three minutes, it
makes no difference. The moment you wake up, all the dreams will be found to
be simply hot air. There is no such tension then.
Even your disciplines -- what you are practicing to obtain liberation -- are really a
kind of greed. And greed cannot destroy greed. It is ambition, and ambition
cannot destroy the ego. Perhaps it is the greatest ambition -- to be liberated, to be
enlightened.

But wherever there is desire and ambition, you are in bondage. And all your
practices and all your disciplines are but practicing in a dream. It is almost as if
you are weak, but in your dream you do great gymnastics and you feel that you
have become a world champion. But in the morning when you wake up, the
same mouse is sleeping in the bed. What happened to all your gymnastics that
you have been dreaming about?
You can dream about being a great sage, you can dream of being a great thief,
you can dream of murdering many people, you can dream of serving many
people but in the morning you will feel there is no distinction between all those
dreams. They are all dreams made of the same stuff. They are all fictions. The
good is as much a fiction as bad. The spiritual discipline is as much a fiction as
murdering somebody. So those who don't believe in the Mahayana doctrine say
you can become enlightened, here and now. That was really the position of
Bodhidharma. And that is creating the problem now. He cannot say Buddha is
wrong; that is impossible. He loves Gautam Buddha, he is a disciple of Gautam
Buddha, so he cannot say Gautam Buddha is wrong. He has to say the words of
the Buddha are true.
But his own position is that whatever you have been doing in your
unconsciousness is meaningless. When you wake up it all disappears within
seconds. And you can wake up at any moment. Just a certain right device and
you will be awakened.
You can wake up in the middle of the night. The dreams cannot prevent you
from waking up; neither can your sleep prevent you from waking up. It is just
your own will not to wake up. That's why the sleep continues and the dream
continues. If the will to wake up arises in you, then enlightenment is
instantaneous.
Now this is Bodhidharma's own position. But he is in a difficulty because he
belongs to the Mahayana school and he was teaching in China, to the Mahayana
schools to which China belongs. Those disciples who were asking were quoting
Buddha according to Mahayana sutras. Now nobody knows whether Buddha
said them or they were inventions of a certain school, because in the Hinayana
school those sutras are not found. And these are only two schools ...the main
ones. There are thirty other schools which are very small streams, but they also
have something, a grandeur of their own, and they all differ.
But on one point they all agree: that Buddha cannot be wrong. They cannot say
that Buddha is wrong. So they have to go round about saying that Buddha is
right. Still, what they are saying is also right, although it is contradictory. The
disciple is asking: "Why do you now say that simply beholding the mind and
overcoming the three poisons is liberation? You are making it too simple."
Buddha himself is saying that he has been undergoing INNUMERABLE
HARDSHIPS FOR THREE ASANKHYA KALPAS -- that is, innumerable ages -and then he achieved enlightenment. It was not instantaneous. It had a long
history of millions of years behind it ...of doing good, of avoiding evil, of

practicing meditation, of practicing other disciplines. It took three innumerable
ages for him to become a buddha.
If this was the situation of a Gautam Buddha, who seems to be the greatest
human being who has lived on the earth, then what will be the situation for an
ordinary man? Perhaps instead of three ...thirteen asankhya kalpas, or thirty! But
you are saying that just by watching your mind, just at this very moment, you
can become enlightened.
How did these two different attitudes arise? If you don't understand the
background, you will not be able to understand the difficulty of Bodhidharma.
Buddha left his palace when he was twenty-nine years of age. He went to every
great teacher who was famous in his day and he was such a sincere seeker that
he risked everything. Whatever those teachers said, he did it more perfectly than
they had ever expected from anyone. In fact, they themselves were not so perfect.
And Buddha said, "I have done it, but nothing has happened. I am still as
ignorant as I was before. Yes, I have learned a certain skill. I can do a certain
distortion of the body, by yoga. But that does not make me aware of my being; it
does not deliver me the good, the truth.
His sincerity was indubitable. Even his teachers felt ashamed. They had never
come across such a student. The teacher, the ordinary teacher, always likes
mediocre students because compared to them, he is a great teacher. And
whenever -- sometimes it happens -- a great student, who towers higher than the
teacher himself, comes to him, then the teacher feels angry, irritated, because the
student continuously brings questions which the teacher cannot answer.
Whatever he answers, the student is always able to refute it.
One of my teachers got tired of me because for eight months continuously, I
would not let him move a single inch. We were stuck on a single point. He would
bring all kinds of arguments and he was looking into books .... I was also
working hard to refute him and all the other students enjoyed it -- because the
teacher was so much engaged with me, he had completely forgotten to give
homework, or to teach anything else. There was no time, because the first lesson
had not yet been learned so he could not move to the second.
The examination was coming near and then he became really mad at me. He
started shouting at me. I said, "Listen, you are an old man. If you shout so much,
you may have a heart attack. And I hope it is not heart failure ...just a small
attack. But don't think that by shouting, you can shut me up. And if you think it
is a match in shouting, I can also shout. And you are an old man -- I will really
enjoy shouting. So calm down."
He understood the point, but he left the class and went to the principal and said,
"Now it is absolutely certain that either I remain in the school, in the college, or
this student remains. You can choose." The principal said, "But what is the
matter? Has he done anything wrong to you?"
He said, "He has not been allowing me to teach the students and the examination
is coming close. All the students are going to fail, except for him. And he has a

strange stamina. I have been working hard. I have never worked so hard,
reading late into the night, finding new arguments, and the next day he simply
refutes them. He is working harder than me. Of course he is young and it is very
humiliating to get defeated every day. I resign. I will not come to the college
again if you don't expel him." And he left for his home.
The principal called me. He knew me. I had brought so many trophies and so
many cups from all over the country, from all the universities, for debating, for
eloquence competitions ... He was very happy that I had made his college
famous nationwide.
He said, "I'm in a difficulty. Why are you irritating that old man? He is our oldest
professor, well educated; he has two Ph.D.'s, has been conferred D.Litt. recently
by the university. He is a well-known scholar and we cannot lose him."
I said, "You can keep him, but you are being unfair and unjust because I have not
done anything harmful to him. He is the professor of logic and if a professor of
logic cannot argue with a student, then who is going to argue? The whole subject
of logic is argument and sharpening of arguments, and I'm really doing my work
as every student should do. The students are behaving like dodos; they don't
bother about the subject. They have other interests -- somebody has a girlfriend,
somebody has an interest in the movies -- there are a thousand and one things in
the world. And they study only at the end of the year.
"And now, because questions have become stereotyped, the same questions are
being repeated every year. Just read four years' question papers and that is
enough -- prepare for twenty questions and you are going to find five questions
from those twenty in your examination. There is no need to bother about the
whole course because professors are lazy. Even to find a new question is difficult
for them, so they just look at four or five year-old examinations questions and
find questions -- maybe they rephrase them. That is their whole work.
"And in the market now examination keys -- which are a very profitable business
-- have appeared. Some retired professor knows perfectly well what is going to
come up in the examination. He takes ten years of questions in his book and
gives the answers to each point. You just purchase a key book. There is no need
to go into the originals because that is a difficult task.
"And if you give the answers, nobody bothers whether you know it or whether
you have crammed it. Those keys are made by retired professors in such a way
that the answer is very small and can be crammed, so no intelligence is needed.
"I was trying ...because I have not come to the college just to sit there. I am not
interested in degrees -- my interest is to sharpen my intelligence."
The principal said, "I can understand you, but still I will have to expel you. It is
unjust and I am feeling guilty because I cannot let that professor leave. Without
him, our whole logic department will collapse. He is the most senior professor
and he's a very stubborn man. If he has said that he will not come unless you are
expelled, he will not come. But knowing the injustice ...you have not been doing
anything harmful, you just don't have a teacher of a real caliber and genius.

"He is a mediocre man. He can write Ph.D. theses and he can be awarded a
D.Litt. for his services, but he is not a genius. That I know. So I will expel you
because he will insist on seeing that your name is there on the notice board and
that you are expelled. But I will make arrangements for you in another college. I
will phone the principal."
I said, "I don't want to create any trouble for your institution, or for you, or for
the old professor. I have no antagonism towards him -- I just feel a great pity.
You make arrangements, but it is not going to be easy because this situation
which has been happening for eight months, has become the talk of all the
colleges in the university. Every principal knows ...."
He tried. He phoned one principal who was very close to him and the principal
said, "Just forgive me. You are sending a trouble to us because you cannot
manage it."
He tried a few other colleges, because the city I was in was one of the most
significant cities as far as education was concerned; there were twenty colleges in
all. He called a few other principals, and everybody said, "You can send anybody
else, but we have heard about that student. And you are the oldest college and
you have the best professors. If they are ready to resign because of him, what
will happen to our professors who are not so senior, who are not so
experienced?"
The principal was in a dilemma. And I was sitting there listening to all this
phone talk. I told him, "You will not be able to manage. I will manage myself.
You just give me expulsion orders and I will manage."
And I arranged with one principal to enter his college on the condition that I
would never come to the college. I would pay the fee but I would never come to
the college. I would go to the library but not to the classes. I would not attend the
classes, so no problem would arise. And the principal would see to it that I got
the right attendance necessary for appearing at the examination. I said, "That's a
great arrangement. In fact, I have always wanted it."
For two years I never went to a single class for a single day. But those two years
were of great importance. I settled into the library as deeply as possible. Before
the library would open, I was there and only when the librarian pushed me out
because it was being closed did I reluctantly leave.
The same is the situation with Bodhidharma, who belongs to the particular
school of Mahayana. Because China -- the whole of China -- does not have any
other school except Mahayana. And to tell the Mahayana people that you can
become enlightened just like a click of the fingers ...it is not possible for them to
believe, because Buddha himself said he had to do hard work for three
asankhyas -- innumerable ages -- before he became enlightened. But
Bodhidharma knew from his own experience that he had become enlightened
without any austerity, without any discipline, without going through fasting,
without doing prayers, rituals. He became enlightened just by becoming aware
of his mind.

But to say that Gautam Buddha is wrong .... He would be surrounded by the
whole country which believed that Gautam Buddha cannot be wrong. And in
actual fact, for six years after leaving his palace, Gautam Buddha did everything,
and all the teachers finally felt that he was a far greater soul than they themselves
were. And they said to him, "Forgive us. All that we knew, we have told you.
More than that is beyond our capacity. But we will suggest a greater teacher to
you."
For six years he went from one teacher to another teacher, and finally, the
greatest teacher of those days said to him, "You are wasting your time. No
teacher can help you. It is time enough that you should be on your own .... Just
watch your mind. I don't have any other teaching for you."
Tired of those six years of continuous discipline .... It was a full moon night. He
had been was refused by the teacher and told, "Just watch your mind. There is no
discipline for you; those disciplines are for mediocre minds. They are
compromises, according to everybody's capacity -- a certain ritual to console him
that he is doing some work for enlightenment. Nothing will satisfy you unless
enlightenment happens."
So he went away. A full moon night -- he had left the teacher just a few days
before. And he was sitting under the tree by the side of Niranjana in Bihar. In
India even trees are worshiped -- and I don't see anything wrong in it, because a
tree is also a living being and they are very nice people. They don't do any harm
to anybody. A woman had been a worshiper of that Bodhi tree. And she had told
the God of the tree that if she became pregnant -- because for years she had not
been getting pregnant -- if she became pregnant she would bring sweets, fruits
and flowers as a present to the god of the tree.
And on the full moon night, she came. She had become pregnant and when she
became absolutely certain and the physicians had said, "You are pregnant," she
brought delicious food, sweets, flowers. Her name was Sujata. It is a significant
name in the history of Gautam Buddha.
And he was hungry, because he had been fasting for months -- very hungry. But
he was a beautiful man, a prince, and because of the hunger he had become
almost pale. And in the full moon night, he looked as if he were the god of the
tree who had come out.
The woman could not believe it -- she was a villager, and she really thought that
the god of the tree had come out to receive her presents. She fell to his feet and
offered him all that she had brought.
This was the first time in those six years that he had taken a full meal. And that
too, in the night. It is not allowed for ascetics to eat at night, but now he was no
longer an ascetic.
When the teacher had said, "All that you have to do is to watch," he dropped all
disciplines, all asceticism. He had renounced his kingdom; now he renounced his
renunciation too. For the first time he was perfectly relaxed. He ate well, and

after six years he slept for the first time without any tension. There was no
ambition. There was no desire. There was nowhere to go, nothing to be searched.
In this relaxed state, even in his sleep he became aware that he was watching his
mind; just a small flame of awareness was there. Although the body was asleep,
the mind was asleep, something beyond was alert.
And in the morning when he opened his eyes, the last star was disappearing.
And the actual fact was that as the last star was disappearing, he also
disappeared as an ego, as a personality. The enlightenment was sudden.
Suddenly he saw his authentic being.
Now the problem arose: Mahayanists say that this sudden experiment happened
because of those six years of continuous austerity -- this is gradual
enlightenment.
And there are people, a certain school, who believe in sudden enlightenment.
They say it had nothing to do with those six years. If he had stopped at five
years, the experience would have happened. And if somebody had told him the
very first day, and if he had had the intelligence to understand it, it would have
happened the very first day he left the palace.
Those six years are not a cause for the effect of enlightenment. Enlightenment
cannot have a cause. Their reasoning is very clear. Bodhidharma has said in the
sutras that enlightenment has no cause. Then the question of millions of ages and
arduous effort is meaningless.
Enlightenment is always sudden.
If it is not sudden, it is not because the nature of enlightenment is gradual. It is
because your mind leaves you gradually. You are not ready to take the risk
wholesale. You take the risk retail, inch by inch, part by part -- the American
way, in installments. A little bit you lose today, a little bit tomorrow, a little bit ....
It takes time because you are not ready to drop the mind in its totality, in this
very moment. You say, "I will do it slowly ...tomorrow, then the day after
tomorrow. What is the hurry?"
So there are these two schools: the gradual school of enlightenment which
appeals to many people because they don't have the guts to drop the mind
immediately; and the sudden school of enlightenment which belongs only to
people who have the heart of a lion, who can simply risk everything.
I remember a story about a Japanese actor. He was very famous in America and
he earned millions of dollars. He wanted to return home, he had earned enough.
But before returning home, he thought it would be better to go around the world.
Then he would not have to leave his home again. Then he wanted to rest. But
first he wanted to see every beautiful place around the world.
He reached Paris. His guide took him to many places and then he said, "Would
you like to see a casino?" The actor said, "Certainly, I want to see everything. In
Paris, not to see a casino is missing much." Casinos are gambling places and
France has the best casinos.

And as he entered the casino and he saw people putting up hundreds of dollars,
thousands of dollars ...and he got interested in the game. He risked all his
millions of dollars that he had earned in America -- just on one stake, not
gradually.
Even the owner of the casino was afraid. "What to do with this man? If he wins,
my whole casino is gone. A strange fellow!" He had been in the business for so
long but he had never seen a man putting millions of dollars at risk, at stake.
But there was no way to refuse; it was not possible to refuse. You have to accept
the stake and fortunately for the casino owner, the Japanese lost. He lost every
single dollar that he had earned and was hoping to live a retired life on. He had
nothing.
He went into his hotel and went to sleep. In the morning he saw in a newspaper
that a Japanese had committed suicide by jumping from a forty-story building,
and naturally it was thought that it must be the same Japanese who had lost
millions of dollars in the casino. So they mentioned that it seemed that it was the
same Japanese who had lost millions of dollars the previous night and he had not
even a single dollar left for himself.
He read the news and he laughed and the owner of the hotel read the news and
he said, "He was in my hotel. How did he reach the other hotel? He was a
famous name." The Japanese rushed to his room and he was laughing so madly.
The owner asked, "Why are you laughing?"
He said, "I am laughing because I am alive and this newspaper said I have
committed suicide by jumping from a hotel. Some other Japanese has committed
suicide." And it was a very logical conclusion by the journalist that it must be the
same famous Japanese actor from America. The body was so distorted, so broken
in pieces that there was no way to find out who the man was.
The owner of the hotel asked him, "It is strange. You lost all your life's earnings
and still you slept well?" He said, "It does not matter. I enjoyed the thrill for a
moment -- this way or that. And I enjoyed the owner of the casino trembling. As
far as money is concerned, I can go back and earn again. That is not a problem. It
was not stolen money, I earned it."
The owner said to him, "But you could have played the way all gamblers play -small sums. You could have played the whole night. Why did you stake
everything?"
And I was reading in his autobiography that he said, "I belong to the sudden
enlightenment school. I don't believe in gradual installments. If you have to do
something, do it totally and intensely. If you don't want to do it, then don't
unnecessarily befool yourself by doing it partially."
Bodhidharma is authentically a man of sudden enlightenment. But he was
initiated by the woman, Pragyatara. She was a Mahayanist and she sent him to
China to help the growing religion there. The religion had grown like wildfire -just in six hundred years. It reached China at the time of Jesus Christ, five
hundred years after Gautam Buddha. And after six hundred years, there were

thirty thousand Buddhist temples and two million Buddhist monks in China,
and that is not including the laymen.
Millions and millions of people, because they were really hungry .... Confucius
had made them so hungry for religion because in Confucius' mind there was no
soul, no religion. It is because of Confucius that China turned to communism
because Confucius' mind was very close to that of Karl Marx; there was not
much difference. Both believed that there is no God, there is no soul, and all
religions are useless. Both believed that consciousness is just a by-product of five
elements getting together, and death is the end. So there is no question of good
actions or bad actions.
Confucius had been such a dominant figure, such an influential figure that the
whole soul of the Chinese people was hungry. There was an appetite which the
Buddhist monks fulfilled. There was a gap so there was no conflict, no quarrel.
The Buddhists were accepted without any struggle against anybody.
And Pragyatara sent Bodhidharma because up to then, no enlightened men had
gone to China. Many scholars had gone -- thousand of scholars -- who were
trying to translate Buddhist scriptures into Chinese. But they were only scholars,
and Pragyatara thought China needed to see an enlightened man. It deserved it.
In just six hundred years, great work had been done -- almost the whole country
had gone from Confucius to Gautam Buddha. Pragyatara told Bodhidharma,
"You have to go," and he went there. But his own enlightenment was sudden and
in China the school that had spread to the people was Mahayana, which believed
in gradual enlightenment.
This is the dilemma. The students are raising the question: Buddha says one
thing and you are saying just the opposite. WHY DO YOU NOW SAY THAT
SIMPLY BEHOLDING THE MIND AND OVERCOMING THE THREE
POISONS IS LIBERATION? You are making it too simple, saying that one can do
it now. Then what about Gautam Buddha's struggle for three innumerable
kalpas ...?
But perhaps even Bodhidharma is not aware about the distinction that I have
made, that just before his enlightenment Gautam Buddha dropped all
disciplines. That would have been the right answer: Gautam Buddha may have
struggled for three or thirty innumerable kalpas -- it was just a dream, and when
the dream is broken it always happens in a single moment. Just a single moment
before, you were asleep; after a single moment, you are awake. And when you
are awake all dreams which were appearing so real, disappear.
This would have been the right answer, but it would not have fitted with the
Mahayana school. That's why he goes on creating theological smoke around the
question again.
THE WORDS OF THE BUDDHA ARE TRUE. BUT THE THREE ASANKHYA
KALPAS REFER TO THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND.

That is not true. He actually refers to innumerable lives in which he has
struggled to achieve buddhahood and finally, in the last life, he has achieved it.
Now Bodhidharma is trying to somehow make a plausible answer.
WHAT WE CALL ASANKHYA IN SANSKRIT, YOU CALL COUNTLESS.
WITHIN THESE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND ARE COUNTLESS
EVIL THOUGHTS.
Now this is all nonsense, because it is again not relevant to the question.
AND EVERY THOUGHT LASTS A KALPA.
That is even worse than nonsense; it is absurd! -- and you know it. A thought
does not last even for an hour. Just try for any thought to remain in your mind
for one hour continuously and you will be surprised -- it goes on slipping out of
the mind.
Mind is in a constant traffic. You cannot stand in the middle of the traffic, your
thoughts are moving faster than anything. And one kalpa is a very long time. A
thought does not remain even for a few seconds. Your mind is continuously a
flux; it is just like a river.
Heraclitus says, "You cannot step in the same river twice because it going so fast.
By the time you step twice, it is other water. It is the same river just for the
name's sake, but the water that you have stepped in for the first time is no longer
there."
I go a little further than Heraclitus. I say, "You cannot step even once in the same
river, because when your feet touch the upper part of the water, the lower part is
rushing by. As your feet go a little deeper, the lower part and the upper part is
rushing by. By the time you reach the bottom, everything has changed from the
time when you first touched the surface of the water. You have not stepped in
the same water, because every second new water is coming in and the old water
is going out. Heraclitus is not aware that even stepping once in the same water is
impossible. Twice is too much.
The same is the situation with the human mind: it is just a flux. Hundreds of
thoughts queuing and going -- relevant, irrelevant, consistent, inconsistent. But
he is trying to make some sense of Buddha's statement.
SUCH AN INFINITY IS WHAT THE BUDDHA MEANT BY THE THREE
ASANKHYA KALPAS.
No, he actually meant what the words say. Bodhidharma is imposing his own
idea on it, just to dilute it, just to bring it closer to his sudden enlightenment idea.
In his place I would have said, "Gautam Buddha is wrong. What he is saying
about the three innumerable ages must have been said before he became
enlightened. It is not a statement made after his enlightenment. If he had ever
said anything like that, it must have been before his enlightenment."
Even before his enlightenment he had five followers. Seeing him -- a king and a
perfect ascetic -- five brahmin seekers had become his followers. They left
because he accepted the food from Sujata, at night.

And the word SUJATA, has great implications. It means "well born," born into a
very high family. Now anybody who is really born into a high family will not
have that name. Sujata must have been a sudra, an untouchable woman. This is
how the human mind and human psychology functions. If she cannot belong to a
high caste, at least she can have a beautiful name which means that she is well
born. Her name indicates that she certainly, belongs to a very low strata of the
society.
Seeing that Buddha was accepting food from a sudra woman -- he was not even
asking, "To what class do you belong?" and in the night he was eating joyously -all the five disciples left him immediately. "He is a fraud, a fake. We have been
deceived. He is not an ascetic at all."
Buddha may have said something like that to those five disciples, but he was not
enlightened then. And one has to remember that any statement which has been
made by Buddha before enlightenment should not be taken into account at all. It
means nothing. Only that which he said after enlightenment has significance.
Bodhidharma could have explained it very easily, but he is not as courageous as
he has been believed for centuries to be. He cannot say the words of the Buddha
are not true. He is trying to polish them and somehow dilute them and bring
them closer to his own understanding.
BUT
THE
GREAT
BODHISATTVAS
HAVE
ONLY
ACHIEVED
ENLIGHTENMENT BY OBSERVING THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS AND
BY PRACTICING THE SIX PARAMITAS. NOW YOU TELL DISCIPLES
MERELY TO BEHOLD THE MIND. HOW CAN ANYONE REACH
ENLIGHTENMENT WITHOUT CULTIVATING THE RULES OF DISCIPLINE?
He is really putting the disciples in a dilemma -- and these are their last
questions. Bodhidharma says that no discipline is needed, no austerity is needed.
All that is needed is an awareness of your mind. And I agree with him
absolutely. That's what brings enlightenment.
A man who is unconscious can discipline himself. He can shave just like the
Buddha ...he can shave his head, he can eat only once in twenty-four hours, he
can have only three sets of clothes -- not more than that -- but he will not become
enlightened by this. If this were so, then all poor people who don't have even
three sets of clothes, who sometimes have to go to bed without eating anything,
would have become enlightened.
I have known people who have gone to sleep tying a brick on their stomach so
they don't feel that their stomach is empty. Such poverty exists in many parts of
this country. Would these people have become buddhas? -- no. Enlightenment
has nothing to do with poverty, fasting, discipline, religious rituals.
There is only a single way to enlightenment and that is creating more and more
awareness about your acts, about your thoughts, about your emotions.
Bodhidharma could have said that exactly, but this is the trouble when you
belong to an organization, when you belong to a certain philosophy, when you
belong to a certain system of belief, when you are not a master of yourself, when

you worship somebody else as a master ...then this kind of dilemma is bound to
happen. You have lost your individuality in a way. You have to support Gautam
Buddha even if it goes against your own understanding.
Bodhidharma says: THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS ARE FOR OVERCOMING
THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND. WHEN YOU OVERCOME THESE
POISONS, YOU CREATE THREE SETS OF LIMITLESS VIRTUE. A SET
GATHERS THINGS TOGETHER -- IN THIS CASE, COUNTLESS GOOD
THOUGHTS THROUGHOUT YOUR MIND. AND THE SIX PARAMITAS ARE
FOR PURIFYING THE SIX SENSES. WHAT WE CALL PARAMITAS, YOU
CALL MEANS TO THE OTHER SHORE. BY PURIFYING YOUR SIX SENSES
OF THE DUST OF SENSATION, THE PARAMITAS FERRY YOU ACROSS THE
RIVER OF AFFLICTION TO THE SHORE OF ENLIGHTENMENT.
Can't you see that the answer has not even a far-off relationship to the question?
It is not even a distant cousin.
Bodhidharma could not manage ...to simply say the truth would have been the
right thing: "Whether it goes against Buddha, or Krishna, or Christ does not
matter -- I have to be my own truth. If it goes against somebody else's truth, that
is his problem, it is not my problem."
Truth has beauty when it arises in you, but if you are somehow trying to fix it
into a certain system created by somebody else, you start distorting the truth.
And to me that is one of the greatest crimes.
The question was simply significant, but the answer is not. The answer is right in
some other context but this place is not the place for this answer. He should have
said that for all those three innumerable kalpas and the disciplines and
austerities, Buddha lived in dreams.
But perhaps he could not say this to the Buddhists of China, because he was sent
from India to make Buddhism more solid and if he started speaking in this way,
how was he going to make Buddhism more solid? He started compromising.
And the moment somebody starts compromising, he loses touch with the truth.
Truth is an uncompromising experience.
ACCORDING TO THE SUTRAS, THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS ARE -- the
disciples are asking again -- "I VOW TO PUT AN END TO ALL EVILS. I VOW
TO CULTIVATE ALL VIRTUES. AND I VOW TO LIBERATE ALL BEINGS."
BUT NOW YOU SAY THEY ARE ONLY FOR CONTROLLING THE THREE
POISONED STATES OF MIND. ISN'T THIS CONTRARY TO THE MEANING
OF THE SCRIPTURES?
It is, but Bodhidharma is not capable of saying so. In fact it is said that Gautam
Buddha made these three vows: to put an end to all evil, to cultivate all virtues
and to liberate all beings -- but this was before he became enlightened. Hence, it
has no value at all.
After his enlightenment, he knew that all these vows were made in a state of
dreaming. And what you decide in a dream, you are not supposed to follow
when you wake up. You may have been flying in the dream -- just like any bird

across the sky -- but when you wake up, you know it was a dream and you don't
insist that you really flew like a bird.
These three vows were certainly made by Buddha, but they were made before
his enlightenment. It is true nobody has asked Buddha, "What happened to your
vows?" But Bodhidharma is being asked. He should have made it clear that they
were made in dreams and dreams don't matter at all. What matters is the
awakened consciousness -- and then Buddha did not make any vows.
But instead of that, he goes on saying:
THE SUTRAS OF THE BUDDHA ARE TRUE.
But you can see, even as he says THE SUTRAS OF THE BUDDHA ARE TRUE,
he has lost the authority and the strength that comes from sincerity, that comes
from your own experience of truth. He has become mild.
BUT LONG AGO, WHEN THAT GREAT BODHISATTVA WAS CULTIVATING
THE SEED OF ENLIGHTENMENT, IT WAS TO COUNTER THE THREE
POISONS THAT HE MADE HIS THREE VOWS.
He goes on again and again, bringing those three poisons to his help.
PRACTICING MORAL PROHIBITIONS TO COUNTER THE POISON OF
GREED, HE VOWED TO PUT AN END TO ALL EVILS. PRACTICING
MEDITATION TO COUNTER THE POISON OF ANGER, HE VOWED TO
CULTIVATE ALL VIRTUES. AND PRACTICING WISDOM TO COUNTER THE
POISON OF DELUSION, HE VOWED TO LIBERATE ALL BEINGS. BECAUSE
HE PERSEVERED IN THESE THREE PURE PRACTICES OF MORALITY,
MEDITATION AND WISDOM, HE WAS ABLE TO OVERCOME THE THREE
POISONS AND REACH ENLIGHTENMENT. BY OVERCOMING THE THREE
POISONS, HE WIPED OUT EVERYTHING SINFUL AND THUS PUT AN END
TO EVIL. BY OBSERVING THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS, HE DID
NOTHING BUT GOOD AND THUS CULTIVATED VIRTUE. AND BY
PUTTING AN END TO EVIL AND CULTIVATING VIRTUE, HE
CONSUMMATED ALL PRACTICES, BENEFITED HIMSELF AS WELL AS
OTHERS AND RESCUED MORTALS EVERYWHERE. THUS, HE LIBERATED
BEINGS.
He is not being authentic. He is simply trying somehow to manage the answer.
The answer is not a spontaneous response. It is clever, intellectual. It may have
satisfied his disciples; it cannot satisfy me.
I am nobody's disciple. I don't belong to any belief system. I love people from all
over the world and I never compare them. They are all unique: a Zarathustra is a
Zarathustra, a Mahavira is a Mahavira, a Buddha is a Buddha, a Jesus is a Jesus, a
Moses is a Moses ...they are so unique that you should not make one of them a
criterion that everybody else has to fit with.
Bodhidharma himself belongs to the same category, but because of his
compromise, he falls down. He could not maintain his uniqueness. He remains a
disciple of Gautam Buddha -- and how can a disciple say that the words of the
master are not right?

It is a unique opportunity for you to listen to a man who has no master, and who
has a tremendous respect for truth -- whether it comes from Zarathustra, or Lao
Tzu, or Buddha, or Moses, or Jesus, or Mohammed. If it is truth which rings bells
in my heart, I am in absolute support of it. But if it is not true, I know my heart.
The bells don't ring and I immediately know something is wrong.
Bodhidharma is trying to pacify, console. He is no longer interested in truth. He
is more interested in spreading the message of Buddha, and that's where he loses
his uniqueness; otherwise he is as unique a person as Gautam Buddha himself.
I cannot conceive of what happened to him why he could not say directly, "These
words are not true. They are not true because they don't resonate with my
being." But this is what happens when you are toeing the line of a certain party -political, religious, social. Then you have to be in agreement with everything,
without choice.
The Buddhists were very happy with Bodhidharma because he established the
discipline of Buddha in China, gave it a very solid foundation, and spread the
message -- not only to China, but from China to Taiwan, to Korea, to Japan.
He did a great job, but he fell down from the heights. He could have remained
there if he had said the truth exactly and explained to the people, in a very
simple way, "These are statements made by Buddha before his enlightenment,
and anything he said before enlightenment is immaterial. To me, Buddha's
statements after his enlightenment are pure gold."
I don't think Bodhidharma would have hurt the feelings of people. Perhaps he
would have created a precedent for other enlightened people: You need not
agree with everything. You have certainly an obligation to accept the truth from
whichever direction it comes, but you don't have any obligation to agree with
any untruth, any fiction created by the priests who know nothing of the truth.
He did the job for which he was sent, but he lost something beautiful in his own
being. To me that is more important than the whole of China becoming Buddhist.
A single individual in crystal-clear truthfulness is more important than millions
of people fast asleep.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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Chapter title: Wakefulness is awareness
13 July 1987 pm in Chuang Tzu Auditorium
BELOVED OSHO,
YOU SHOULD REALIZE THAT THE PRACTICE YOU CULTIVATE DOESN'T
EXIST APART FROM YOUR MIND. IF YOUR MIND IS PURE, ALL BUDDHA
LANDS ARE PURE. THE SUTRAS SAY, "IF THEIR MINDS ARE IMPURE,
BEINGS ARE IMPURE. IF THEIR MINDS ARE PURE, BEINGS ARE PURE."
AND, "TO REACH A BUDDHA LAND, PURIFY YOUR MIND. AS YOUR
MIND BECOMES PURE, BUDDHA LANDS BECOME PURE." THUS, BY
OVERCOMING THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND, THE THREE SETS
OF PRECEPTS ARE AUTOMATICALLY FULFILLED.
BUT THE SUTRAS SAY THE SIX PARAMITAS ARE CHARITY, MORALITY,
PATIENCE, DEVOTION, MEDITATION AND WISDOM. NOW YOU SAY THE
PARAMITAS REFER TO THE PURIFICATION OF THE SENSES. WHAT DO
YOU MEAN BY THIS? AND WHY ARE THEY CALLED FERRIES?
IN CULTIVATING THE PARAMITAS, PURIFICATION OF THE SIX SENSES
MEANS OVERCOMING THE SIX THIEVES. CASTING OUT THE THIEF OF
THE EYE BY ABANDONING THE VISUAL WORLD IS CHARITY. KEEPING
OUT THE THIEF OF THE EAR BY NOT LISTENING TO SOUNDS IS
MORALITY. HUMBLING THE THIEF OF THE NOSE BY EQUATING ALL
SMELLS AS NEUTRAL IS PATIENCE. CONTROLLING THE THIEF OF THE
MOUTH BY CONQUERING DESIRES TO TASTE, PRAISE AND EXPLAIN IS
DEVOTION. QUELLING THE THIEF OF THE BODY BY REMAINING
UNMOVED BY SENSATIONS OF TOUCH IS MEDITATION. AND TAMING
THE THIEF OF THE MIND BY NOT YIELDING TO DELUSIONS BUT
PRACTICING WAKEFULNESS IS WISDOM. THESE SIX PARAMITAS ARE
TRANSPORTS. LIKE BOATS OR RAFTS, THEY TRANSPORT BEINGS TO THE
OTHER SHORE. HENCE, THEY'RE CALLED FERRIES.
BUT WHEN SHAKYAMUNI WAS A BODHISATTVA, HE CONSUMED THREE
BOWLS OF MILK AND SIX LADLES OF GRUEL PRIOR TO ATTAINING
ENLIGHTENMENT. IF HE HAD TO DRINK MILK BEFORE HE COULD TASTE
THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD, HOW CAN MERELY BEHOLDING THE
MIND RESULT IN LIBERATION?
WHAT YOU SAY IS TRUE. THIS IS HOW HE ATTAINED ENLIGHTENMENT.
HE HAD TO DRINK MILK BEFORE HE COULD BECOME A BUDDHA. BUT
THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF MILK. THAT WHICH SHAKYAMUNI DRANK

WASN'T ORDINARY IMPURE MILK BUT PURE DHARMAMILK. THE THREE
BOWLS WERE THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS. AND THE SIX LADLES
WERE THE SIX PARAMITAS. WHEN SHAKYAMUNI ATTAINED
ENLIGHTENMENT, IT WAS BECAUSE HE DRANK THIS PURE
DHARMAMILK THAT HE TASTED THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD. TO SAY
THAT THE TATHAGATA DRANK THE WORLDLY CONCOCTION OF
IMPURE, RANK-SMELLING COW'S MILK IS THE HEIGHT OF SLANDER.
THAT WHICH IS TRULY-SO, THE INDESTRUCTIBLE, PASSIONLESS
DHARMA-SELF, REMAINS FOREVER FREE OF THE WORLD'S
AFFLICTIONS. WHY WOULD IT NEED IMPURE MILK TO SATISFY ITS
HUNGER OR THIRST?
THE SUTRAS SAY, "THIS OX DOESN'T LIVE IN THE HIGHLANDS OR THE
LOWLANDS. IT DOESN'T EAT GRAIN OR CHAFF. AND IT DOESN'T GRAZE
WITH COWS. THE BODY OF THIS OX IS THE COLOR OF BURNISHED
GOLD." THE OX REFERS TO VAIROCANA. DUE TO HIS GREAT
COMPASSION FOR ALL BEINGS, HE PRODUCES FROM WITHIN HIS PURE
DHARMABODY THE SUBLIME DHARMAMILK OF THE THREE SETS OF
PRECEPTS AND SIX PARAMITAS TO NOURISH ALL THOSE WHO SEEK
LIBERATION. THE PURE MILK OF SUCH A TRULY PURE OX NOT ONLY
ENABLED THE TATHAGATA TO ACHIEVE BUDDHAHOOD, IT ENABLES
ANY BEING WHO DRINKS IT TO ATTAIN UNEXCELLED, COMPLETE
ENLIGHTENMENT.
I feel greatly sorry for poor Bodhidharma. He has got into trouble -- and this
trouble was bound to arise because he belongs not only to a tradition of
Buddhism, but to a sect of Buddhism, called Mahayana, "the great vehicle."
Anybody who belongs to any tradition, any sect, any doctrine, is bound to be in
the same trouble as Bodhidharma. Whatever he is saying is becoming more and
more stupid and nonsensical for the simple reason that he cannot say anything
against the tradition.
He had been sent from India specially to make Buddhism more solidly
grounded. That was the order of his own master, the enlightened woman
Pragyatara, who had said, "I am sending you to China not to disturb people but
to establish Mahayana in the great land of China, because if the whole country is
converted to Buddhism, one-fifth of humanity is converted." One person out of
five people in the world is Chinese.
That reminds me of a man who was reading a newspaper in which he read that
out of five people, four people are of different countries, different races, different
religions but one is certainly Chinese. He called his wife who was working in the
kitchen and told her, "Have you ever realized that out of five people in the
world, one is Chinese?"
She said, "My God! It is good you told us because we already have four children.
Now is the time for birth control, otherwise the fifth will be Chinese."

China has been one of the largest lands up to now. But by the end of this century
India will go ahead; it will become more populated than China. Otherwise, for
the whole of history, China has been the most populated land in the world.
And if Buddhism was spreading like wildfire, it was time to give it a solid
foundation. Bodhidharma had been specially sent as a messenger because
although during the six hundred years before Bodhidharma, thousands of
Buddhist scholars had gone to China at the invitation of emperors to translate all
Buddhist scriptures into Chinese, not a single one had been enlightened.
So Bodhidharma was sent specially to give people a certain taste of what
enlightenment is. They had heard the word, they were enchanted with the idea, a
great longing had arisen in millions of people to attain to enlightenment, but
they had not even seen an enlightened person. His presence, his silence, his
compassion ...they were absolutely unaware; it was only theoretical.
By sending Bodhidharma Pragyatara had a certain specific purpose in her mind:
to give China its first enlightened master. The trouble was that he could not say
anything against Mahayana that would disturb all the new initiates into
Buddhism. He could not say anything against Gautam Buddha, because nobody
was going to listen to him.
They were so much impressed with Gautam Buddha and his life and his
teachings that in just six hundred years, they created thirty thousand temples
and monasteries. Two million people were initiated as Buddhist monks and
almost the whole country became Buddhist. They may not all have been monks
but they were laymen; they had started the journey hoping that one day they
would also become monks. Five percent of the whole population of China had
become monks.
It was a tremendous time of upheaval, change, transformation. And
Bodhidharma, I think, had not realized the responsibility that he was taking
upon his shoulders.
As far as superficial questions were concerned, he was perfectly right and
perfectly in tune with his own experience. But when the ultimate questions
started arising -- which are bound to arise sooner or later -- if he had declared, "I
do not know" at the first ultimate question, when he was asked "From where
does ignorance come?" ...if he had accepted his innocence, if he had announced,
"I know how awareness can be created, but I don't know from where ignorance
comes. Perhaps ignorance is forever there."
Ignorance never comes; it is just like darkness. Have you ever seen darkness
coming or going? You always see light coming in and the darkness is not there.
You always see light going out and the darkness is there. Darkness is always
there -- no coming, no going. It is the light that comes and goes. Darkness is
simply the absence of light.
This would have been the perfect answer to the people: that darkness has always
been there. There is no source for it because it is non-existential. Only something
that exists can have some source. Light has source. In the same way, awareness

has a source, consciousness has a source, but unconsciousness is simply nothing
but darkness.
And if he had stopped there he would have done a tremendous job of protecting
himself from falling into all kinds of nonsense. But he could not say "I do not
know," because people had been expecting him for three years. The whole
country had been waiting, Emperor Wu included, with great longing and desire
for Bodhidharma, the first enlightened person to enter China. All their thirst
would be quenched; all their questions would be answered. And his answers
were not scriptural; his answers were from his own experience.
So he hesitated to say, "I don't know. I'm utterly innocent. At the most I can say
darkness has always been there, ignorance has been always there. There is no
root to it. It is rootless, causeless, because it is non-existential." That would have
been my answer.
He could have told them, "I have come here to teach you how to get out of
ignorance. I don't know how you have entered into ignorance. That is your
business."
But rather than doing that, he went into long, theological descriptions. And that
allowed the disciples to ask more and more about things which he was perfectly
capable of answering but then those answers were going to be against
Mahayana, or even against Gautam Buddha.
So he is in a very difficult dilemma. He knows what is right and he also knows
what is traditionally right. And he proved not as strong as I have always
thought. He could not prove himself to be a true revolutionary. He could not go
against the tradition. I will show you how he becomes mixed up and how he
starts talking nonsense. He has to -- just to console the traditional people, just to
keep in line with the orthodox theology.
This question also belongs to the same category. And he falls into such idiotic
answers that it becomes almost hilarious. Once in a while he is true, but only
once in a while. Most of the time what he is talking about is irrelevant and I for
one absolutely disagree with his answers.
The sutra: YOU SHOULD REALIZE THAT THE PRACTICE YOU CULTIVATE
DOES NOT EXIST APART FROM YOUR MIND.
This is true. Whatever you practice, you have to practice through the mind.
Hence enlightenment cannot be attained through practice. Because if
enlightenment could be attained through practice, that means it is a by-product
of the mind, just like any dream, any hallucination, any illusion, any thought.
And just as thoughts disappear, your enlightenment may disappear at any
moment.
I had one German sannyasin, Gunakar, who has become enlightened so many
times that now he has stopped completely, dropped the whole idea. When he
became enlightened for the first time -- he has a beautiful castle in Germany, in a
very beautiful, scenic place -- he declared his enlightenment to all the presidents

and prime ministers and to all the ambassadors and to all the members of UNO.
He wrote a letter ...he informed me also ....
I said, "Gunakar" -- he had just gone from here a week or two weeks before and I
had not seen any sign that he was going to become enlightened so soon. I
informed him, "Just come back; first I have to see ...."
So he came back, and as he came back, slowly, slowly as he came closer to Poona,
enlightenment disappeared. He became aware that this was stupid ..."I don't
know anything." But in Germany it was perfectly good, because nobody
understands what enlightenment is. When he declared, "I am enlightened,"
people thought, "Perhaps ...nobody has ever heard what this enlightenment is.
He may be." And naturally, nobody contradicted it. But he became afraid, and
when he came in front of me he said, "Just forgive me. I have become absolutely
unenlightened again."
I said, "Remember that whenever this desire arises in you, before acting and
starting to write letters to all world governments and ambassadors and
presidents that if they want any advice, you have become enlightened; first, you
have to come here."
Two years he remained silent and one day I received his letter again. He said,
"Osho, this time it has really happened and I am coming."
I said, "Okay, come."
And as he came to me he said, "Just forgive me. This is very strange. When I
come here I become unenlightened and when I go back to Germany the desire
arises, and nobody is there who can even say that I am not enlightened. Why
wait? Declare! And the desire becomes so persistent ...."
It happened many times. The last time I heard he had joined a commune and he
was washing dishes there. Somebody who was going to see me soon asked
Gunakar, "What are you doing? Have you ever heard of any enlightened man
washing dishes in a restaurant?" It was the commune restaurant.
He said, "Forget all about enlightenment. Let me just do my dishes and if you are
going to Osho, just tell him that I am not going to become enlightened -- at least
not in Germany! If I have to become enlightened, I will become enlightened
when I am close to him. I am feeling immensely joyful just washing the dishes
and that enlightenment was such a torture ..." because he started just imitating
me.
He closed himself up in his castle on the mountain. He would not come out of his
room. He would not meet with anybody. He had a secretary and naturally he got
unnecessarily tortured. He could not come out, otherwise he would lose his
enlightenment. He could not meet people, only the secretary, and the secretary
informed them that he was in samadhi. "He cannot see anybody. Don't disturb
him."
He said, "I have suffered enough because of this enlightenment. Now I am
enjoying life more as a dishwasher in the restaurant of the commune. At least I

can go out, I can go to a movie, I can go to the disco, I can sing and dance. That
enlightenment was a very difficult thing, just remaining closed in one room ...."
Enlightenment cannot come from the mind. Enlightenment can come only when
the mind disappears. In fact, enlightenment is the light and mind is the
ignorance. Enlightenment is the wisdom; mind is the darkness.
IF YOUR MIND IS PURE, ALL BUDDHA LANDS ARE PURE.
I would like to correct it. I would like to say, if your no-mind -- which means
beyond purity and beyond impurity -- is the buddha land .... It is not the pure
mind which is the buddha land. Even the purest mind is still mind. And purity
and impurity are a duality. And buddha land has to be beyond the dual. It
cannot be one part of duality. It has to be beyond both.
THE SUTRAS SAY, "IF THEIR MINDS ARE IMPURE, BEINGS ARE IMPURE. IF
THEIR MINDS ARE PURE, BEINGS ARE PURE."
Up to now, this is perfectly okay.
AND, "TO REACH A BUDDHA LAND, PURIFY YOUR MIND."
That is wrong, because then, what is the difference between good people and a
buddha? The pure mind is buddha land and people who are pure are pure
beings, so what is the difference between a good man and a buddha? There
seems to be no difference -- but there is a great difference.
Hence I would like to put it: To reach a buddha land go beyond the mind, go
beyond both purity and impurity. As your no-mind becomes buddha land,
buddha becomes available to you. These are my corrections.
THUS, BY OVERCOMING THE THREE POISONED STATES OF MIND, THE
THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS ARE AUTOMATICALLY FULFILLED.
BUT THE SUTRAS SAY THE SIX PARAMITAS ARE CHARITY, MORALITY,
PATIENCE, DEVOTION, MEDITATION AND WISDOM. NOW YOU SAY THE
PARAMITAS REFER TO THE PURIFICATION OF THE SENSES. WHAT DO
YOU MEAN BY THIS? AND WHY ARE THEY CALLED FERRIES?
The question is simple and significant. The disciple is asking, "What are these six
PARAMITAS?" The word paramitas means that which takes you to the other
shore -- a small ferry boat.
Charity, morality, patience, devotion, meditation and wisdom -- these are the six
ferries that can take you beyond this shore to the further shore, to your real
home.
It is a simple question. Bodhidharma has just to define what charity is, what
morality is, what patience is, what devotion is, what meditation is, and what
wisdom is. But rather than giving a simple definition of these beautiful words, he
goes into a very strange answer:
IN CULTIVATING THE PARAMITAS, PURIFICATION OF THE SIX SENSES
MEANS OVERCOMING THE SIX THIEVES. CASTING OUT THE THIEF OF
THE EYE BY ABANDONING THE VISUAL WORLD IS CHARITY.
Now, one cannot conceive of something more nonsensical. Just listen to it again:
CASTING OUT THE THIEF OF THE EYE BY ABANDONING THE VISUAL

WORLD IS CHARITY. By renouncing and abandoning the world that is
available to the eyes ...the only way is to be blind! Otherwise, how can you
abandon it? You can go to the mountains but the visual world will be there. You
can go in a dark cave but darkness is also visual. You see it. And in fact, even
blindness will not help unless you are born blind because a man who is born
blind cannot even see dreams. He has no idea of anything.
You may never have thought about it. Do you think a blind man can see a
railway train in his dream, or a starry night in his dream, or a beautiful woman
in his dream, or a roseflower in his dream? Impossible, because he has never
seen these things. Dreams are only reflections. What you have seen in actual life,
dreams can reflect.
The most surprising thing is that almost everybody thinks that a blind man lives
in darkness. And that is wrong, because darkness is also a visual phenomenon,
you have to see it. The blind man has no eyes. He cannot even see darkness; light
is far away. If he can see darkness, then you cannot prevent him from seeing
light. And if he can see things in dreams, he is not blind. The born blind see
nothing, just as the born deaf hear nothing.
But what can you do? You have eyes. How can you abandon the visual world?
There was in India a poet, Surdas, who has been worshiped by Hindus as a great
saint. Surdas saw a beautiful woman -- he had gone to beg, not aware of who
was inside the house. He knocked on the door and a beautiful woman opened
the door. And suddenly a desire, a fancy for her arose in his being. It was
natural; it was not wrong. If you can enjoy a beautiful flower, why can't you
enjoy a beautiful face? But religions are very much against all pleasures. It seems
all religions have been founded by masochists. Torture yourself! The more you
torture yourself, the more you become spiritual.
Surdas became very much guilty -- and he had done nothing; just the face was so
beautiful that it was natural a great appreciation arose in him. But it was against
the religious precepts. He destroyed both his eyes and he became blind. And
because of this blindness, he has been worshiped for centuries as a great saint.
But do you think by destroying his eyes, he would have stopped dreaming? Just
the opposite -- then he would dream more and more of that beautiful face. The
face that was beautiful would become more beautiful, more fancy, in his dreams.
And this is the meaning of charity?
Charity simply means an unconditional sharing. It has nothing to do with the
eyes and nothing to do with the visual world and its abandonment. It simply
means you have something; you should enjoy to share it. Don't be a miser. Don't
hold on to it because this whole life is going to end one day and you will not be
able to take anything with you. So while you are alive, why not share as much as
you can? Things which can be taken away any moment ...it is better that you
share them. And it is a great joy to share. The man who learns the art of sharing
is the richest man in the world. He may be poor, but his inner being has a quality
of richness that even emperors may feel jealous of.

I have always loved a small Sufi story: A poor man, very poor, a woodcutter,
lived in the forest in a small hut. The hut was so small that he and his wife could
sleep ...only that much space was in the hut.
In the middle of one dark night, it was raining hard and somebody knocked on
the door. The wife was sleeping close to the door. The husband said to the wife,
"Open the door. The rain is too much and the man must have lost his way. It is a
dark night and the forest is dangerous and full of wild animals. Open the door
immediately!"
She said, "But there is no space." The man laughed and said, "This is not a palace
of a king, where you will always find a shortage of space. This is a poor man's
hut. Two can sleep well; three can sit. We will create space. Just open the door."
And the door was opened. The man came in and he was very grateful and they
all sat and started talking and gossiping and telling stories to each other. The
night had to be passed somehow because they could not sleep; there was no
space. And just then, another knock ....
The man, the new guest, was now sitting by the side of the door. The owner of
the hut said, "Friend, open the door. Somebody else is lost." And the man said,
"You seem to be a very strange fellow. There is no space."
He said, "This was my wife's argument too. If I had listened to her argument, you
would have been in the forest, eaten by the wild animals. And you seem to be a
strange man that you cannot understand that we are sitting just because of you.
We are tired after a long day. I am a woodcutter -- the whole day I cut the wood
and then sell it in the market and then we can hardly get food once a day. Open
the door. This is not your hut. If three persons can sit comfortably, four persons
can sit a little closer, with a little less comfort. But we will create the space."
Naturally he had to open the door, although reluctantly. And a man entered and
he was very grateful. Now they were sitting very close; there was not even a
single inch of space left. And then suddenly, a strange knock, which did not
seem to be a man's! There was silence from all three; the wife and the two guests
were afraid that he would say open the door.
And he said it. "Open the door. I know who is knocking. It is my donkey. In this
wide world he is my only friend. I carry my wood on that donkey. He remains
outside, but it is raining too much. Open the door."
And now it was the fourth guest to be allowed in, and everybody resisted and
they said, "This is too much. Where is the donkey going to stand?"
This man said, "You don't understand. It is a poor man's hut, it is always
spacious. Right now we are sitting; when the donkey comes in we will all be
standing and we will keep the donkey in the middle so he feels warm and cozy
and loved."
They said, "It was better to get lost in the jungle, rather than to be caught in your
hut."
But nothing could be done. When the owner said to open the door, the door was
opened.

And the donkey came in. The water was dripping from all over his body and the
owner took him into the middle and told all the others to stand around. He said,
"You don't understand. My donkey is of a very philosophical mind. You can say
anything, he is never disturbed. He always listens silently."
I have loved this story which says that the emperor's palaces are always short of
space -- although they are so big ....
The house of the president of India has one hundred rooms with attached
bathrooms, one hundred acres of garden. This used to be the viceroy's house and
still they have separate guesthouses. What are these hundred rooms doing there?
One wonders ....
I have once been there because one of the presidents, Zakir Hussein, was
interested in me. He was a vice-chancellor of Aligarh University and when he
was the vice-chancellor, I spoke there. He was presiding, and he loved what I
had said. When he became president and he came to know that I was in Delhi, he
invited me to come and he took me around. I asked him, "What purpose are
these one hundred rooms serving?"
He said, "They are just useless. In fact to maintain them, one hundred servants
are needed. For the maintenance of this big garden of one hundred acres, one
hundred rooms -- and in front you see two big buildings. They are guesthouses
and each guesthouse must have at least twenty-five rooms, not less than that."
I said, "This is absolute wastage. In how many rooms do you sleep?"
He said, "In how many rooms? I sleep in my bed. I'm not a monster that I will
spread myself into many rooms ...head in one room, and the body in another and
the legs in another."
"But then," I said, "these hundred rooms which are simply empty, fully furnished
with everything available that a man needs, should be put to some use."
But this is the situation around the world. The emperors have big palaces and
still there is no space. They are always making new palaces, new guesthouses.
And the poor man in this story said, "It is a poor man's hut, there is no shortage
of space. We will manage." And they managed. The night passed beautifully,
although they had to stand up.
But it is beautiful to share whatever you have. Even if you don't have anything,
you can find something in your nothing, also to share.
Charity is sharing. What Bodhidharma is saying is simply nonsense.
KEEPING OUT THE THIEF OF THE EAR BY NOT LISTENING TO THE
SOUNDS IS MORALITY.
Have you ever heard of such a definition? Not hearing the sounds, not hearing
the music is morality! Then killing a man, or raping a woman is not immoral?
Listening to music is immoral, listening to the birds in the trees in the early
morning is immoral. My feeling is that because he got entangled with the
ultimate question and lied, he has lost his grip and he is now trying to make all
kinds of definitions which are absolutely meaningless and absurd.

HUMBLING THE THIEF OF THE NOSE BY EQUATING ALL SMELLS AS
NEUTRAL IS PATIENCE.
He is really original! I have read thousands of books on morality, on virtues like
patience, but I have never come across the statement that it is a question of the
nose, not of you. If you can equate all smells as neutral -- a roseflower and cow
dung smell the same -- you are patient! To hell with such patience -- this is
simply insanity, insensitivity.
A man of intelligence will become more sensitive. The poet sees the greens of the
trees differently from how you see them. He sees them more green. He sees not
just green trees, he sees different shades of green. His sensitivity for color is very
acute, sharp.
The musician hears sounds even in silence, his ears are so attuned. And the same
with the other senses.
But Bodhidharma is really making a laughingstock of himself: CONTROLLING
THE THIEF OF THE MOUTH BY CONQUERING DESIRES TO TASTE, PRAISE
AND EXPLAIN IS DEVOTION.
If you can eat the most delicious food and the holy cow dung without it making
any difference, this is devotion! My whole life I have been trying to define
devotion, but Bodhidharma knows better!
QUELLING THE THIEF OF THE BODY BY REMAINING UNMOVED BY
SENSATIONS OF TOUCH IS MEDITATION.
If somebody touches you and you don't feel it, you are in meditation? If
somebody touches you and you don't feel it, you are simply dead. It is not
meditation.
But he has done a great job. And the people who were listening to him, must
have wondered .... "From India an enlightened man has come. We have also
heard" -- those Chinese had also heard much about meditation -- "but this is
really original!"
They have also their own Lao Tzu, and Chuang Tzu and Lieh Tzu -contemporaries of Gautam Buddha, of the same caliber, who know what
meditation is. And he is trying to make a definition, an almost unbelievable one.
He has just lost his nerve.
When the ultimate question was asked, that was the point from where he started
falling. And he forgot everything. Now he is trying to make up, in any way he
can ...patching up this hole, patching up that hole, and new holes are coming up
and he is running hither and thither and he cannot make any sense of what he is
doing.
AND TAMING THE THIEF OF THE MIND BY NOT YIELDING TO
DELUSIONS BUT PRACTICING WAKEFULNESS IS WISDOM.
Only this one seems to be a little sensible -- just a little, not much, because
wakefulness cannot be practiced. He himself has said before that it is a
spontaneous phenomenon, you cannot practice it. Anything practiced will be
practiced by your mind. Who is going to practice it?

You have your body; you can practice yoga. You have your mind; you can
practice meditation, wakefulness. But anything that comes from the body will go
with the body, and anything that comes from the mind will go with the mind.
They will not be able to go with you when death takes away everything.
Something has to happen in you which is not part of the body, not part of the
mind -- something which has no roots in body-mind structure. And wakefulness
is awareness, witnessing from far away all the activities of the mind and the
body. Then wakefulness will go with you. Even when the body and mind are
taken away by death, wakefulness cannot be taken away by anyone.
So that's why I say just a little bit -- at least he is not making too much of an idiot
of himself.
THESE SIX PARAMITAS, that which takes you beyond, ARE TRANSPORTS.
LIKE BOATS OR RAFTS, THEY TRANSPORT BEINGS TO THE OTHER
SHORE. HENCE, THEY'RE CALLED FERRIES.
BUT WHEN SHAKYAMUNI WAS A BODHISATTVA, HE CONSUMED THREE
BOWLS OF MILK ... Now this is going to be the last imaginable madness. The
disciple is asking:
BUT WHEN SHAKYAMUNI WAS A BODHISATTVA, HE CONSUMED THREE
BOWLS OF MILK AND SIX LADLES OF GRUEL PRIOR TO ATTAINING
ENLIGHTENMENT. IF HE HAD TO DRINK MILK BEFORE HE COULD TASTE
THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD, HOW CAN MERELY BEHOLDING THE
MIND RESULT IN LIBERATION?
Because Bodhidharma is getting eccentric the disciples are also starting asking
questions which ordinarily they would not have asked. But now everything is
okay. It is true that Buddha consumed three bowls of milk but that does not
mean that because of those three bowls of milk he became enlightened, that one
has to do something before enlightenment. It does not mean that it is a condition.
But that's what the disciples are asking: IF HE HAD TO DRINK MILK BEFORE
HE COULD TASTE THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD, HOW CAN MERELY
BEHOLDING THE MIND RESULT IN LIBERATION? First one has to drink
three bowls of milk -- and you are telling us just to watch the mind and you will
become liberated. What about those three bowls of milk?
And this is not only with Bodhidharma, this is the case with all religious
scriptures, commentaries. They come to points where you are simply shocked
that these people .... Can't they see a simple thing, that it was just incidental? He
was hungry and somebody offered the milk. But what the disciples are asking
can be forgiven. They are disciples, ignorant. But the answer is really great! The
disciples are nothing before the answer.
The answer is: WHAT YOU SAY IS TRUE. THIS IS HOW HE ATTAINED
ENLIGHTENMENT. HE HAD TO DRINK MILK BEFORE HE COULD BECOME
A BUDDHA. BUT THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF MILK.

This is something that you cannot go beyond. I used to think there is a limit to
stupidity, but there is none. He says:
BUT THERE ARE TWO KINDS OF MILK. THAT WHICH SHAKYAMUNI
DRANK WASN'T ORDINARY IMPURE MILK BUT PURE DHARMAMILK.
Not just ordinary milk -- religious milk! And what is religious milk? Nobody has
ever heard about it. People have heard about powdered milk, and all other kinds,
but dharmamilk? How can milk be religious?
THE THREE BOWLS WERE THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS. AND THE SIX
LADLES WERE THE SIX PARAMITAS. WHEN SHAKYAMUNI ATTAINED
ENLIGHTENMENT, IT WAS BECAUSE HE DRANK THIS PURE
DHARMAMILK THAT HE TASTED THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD. TO SAY
THAT THE TATHAGATA DRANK THE WORLDLY CONCOCTION OF
IMPURE, RANK-SMELLING COW'S MILK IS THE HEIGHT OF SLANDER.
THAT WHICH IS TRULY-SO, THE INDESTRUCTIBLE, PASSIONLESS
DHARMA-SELF, REMAINS FOREVER FREE OF THE WORLD'S
AFFLICTIONS. WHY WOULD IT NEED IMPURE MILK TO SATISFY ITS
HUNGER OR THIRST?
On the one hand, we have seen Bodhidharma saying again and again, in many
sutras, that your intrinsic being is always pure, there is no way to make it
impure. And now, to become aware of your self-nature -- that's what
buddhahood is -- you need a very special kind of milk, dharmamilk. He gives the
whole description for how this dharmamilk is created.
THE SUTRAS SAY, "THIS OX DOESN'T LIVE IN THE HIGHLANDS OR THE
LOWLANDS."
The first thing to remember is that it is not a cow because a cow is a woman,
female, and you cannot expect dharmamilk from a female. Dharmamilk comes
only through males. You should send this sutra to Morarji Desai; it supports his
ideology. He is drinking the dharmamilk every day ...milking and drinking and
milking and drinking his own milk. I think he has attained more virtue than any
buddha!
This ox is not a mistake, because before this, he has used the word cow. When he
is condemning the milk he is saying, TO SAY THAT THE TATHAGATA
DRANK THE WORLDLY CONCOCTION OF IMPURE, RANK-SMELLING
COW'S MILK ... So he knows perfectly well the difference between cows and
oxen.
The sutras say, "THIS OX DOES NOT LIVE IN THE HIGHLANDS OR THE
LOWLANDS. IT DOESN'T EAT GRAIN OR CHAFF. AND IT DOESN'T GRAZE
WITH COWS -- because even to graze with cows, there is a possibility the
dharmamilk may get impure.
THE BODY OF THIS OX IS THE COLOR OF BURNISHED GOLD." THE OX
REFERS TO VAIROCANA. DUE TO HIS GREAT COMPASSION FOR ALL
BEINGS, HE PRODUCES FROM WITHIN HIS PURE DHARMABODY THE
SUBLIME DHARMAMILK OF THE THREE SETS OF PRECEPTS AND SIX

PARAMITAS TO NOURISH ALL THOSE WHO SEEK LIBERATION. THE
PURE MILK OF SUCH A TRULY PURE OX NOT ONLY ENABLED THE
TATHAGATA TO ACHIEVE BUDDHAHOOD, IT ENABLES ANY BEING
WHO
DRINKS
IT
TO
ATTAIN
UNEXCELLED,
COMPLETE
ENLIGHTENMENT.
This is really very discouraging. Where are you going to find this dharma-ox?
That reminds me of a Hindu monk, very famous. I was traveling with him to
participate in a Hindu conference and we stayed in the same house. He used to
drink only milk; that was his only great spirituality. Otherwise, I could not see -three days I had been with him -- I could not see any intelligence. The only thing
was that he used only milk -- and that milk had to be from a white cow, an
absolutely white cow.
When I heard this I asked him, "I should not interfere in your great discipline,
but I cannot resist the temptation because I have never seen even a black cow
giving black milk. Milk is always white, so why do you worry? If a cow has a
dot, just a small dot ...black or brown or anything ...is that canceled?"
In the morning, many cows were brought for the saint to see and to look all
around to see whether they were absolutely white or not. And when he accepted
some cow, that it was absolutely white, then a man had to take a bath with his
clothes on and with those wet clothes on he had to milk the cow, in front of the
saint, so no impurity or anything wrong goes into the milk.
In three days I got so tired of his idiotness. I had not heard about Bodhidharma
then; otherwise I would have told him, "What you are doing is absolutely right.
Only one thing is wrong; you drink the milk of the cows. You should drink the
milk of the ox, a white ox." But even white ox milk will not be white. It will be
yellow. But to attain enlightenment one can do any austerity -- and this is a great
discipline!
Bodhidharma has simply made himself an utter fool, when in fact things were
simple to explain. But it is not just with this religion -- with every religion the
same problem arises again and again.
The Jaina tirthankara, Mahavira, became enlightened sitting in a certain pose
which is very strange because you are rarely found in that pose. In yoga that
posture is called, "cow-milking posture." In India, machines are not used; men sit
on a tripod and milk the cows by hand. But what was Mahavira doing? -because he was certainly not milking a cow so why should he sit in the milkinga-cow posture?
That can be done only for one reason ...and I will not tell you the reason. You can
ask Morarji Desai; tell him, "You are doing perfectly. Just remember, sit in the
right cow-milking pose. Collect the milk and drink, and enlightenment is sure."
Now, after Mahavira Jaina monks had been thinking one could not become
enlightened because to sit in that posture is very difficult. You cannot sit long
enough -- and it is a very strange posture. To meditate one needs to sit in such a
way that one is relaxed, at ease. Mahavira's is a very tense posture.

But what is accidental, people start thinking of as if it is the cause -- as if that
posture is a necessity for enlightenment. Nothing is a necessity for enlightenment
because enlightenment is not caused by anything that you can do. Enlightenment
happens only when you are absent, so utterly silent that it is not your doing.
You cannot brag, "This is my enlightenment. I have done it." When
enlightenment happens, you can simply say, "I was not. And because I was not, I
was so silent, so absent -- just a pure nothing, only a receptivity -- it happened." It
came from the beyond just as sunrays come to the flowers and they open their
petals. Something from the beyond comes into you and your lotus opens its
petals and releases all its inexhaustible fragrance. But there is no cause.
Cause and effect are scientific terms. They don't have any significance in the
mystery of your inner life. There is nothing caused, nothing effected. The
buddhahood, the enlightenment, the awakening, the liberation is already there. It
is not to be created, hence no cause is needed. It has only to be looked at. You
have just to turn your eyes inwards and see it. It is a discovery. It has been there
for millennia so you can do it at any moment -- just a small thing which is not a
cause -- you just open your eyes inward. And that's what I call meditation.
Mind opens outside; meditation opens inside. Mind is a door that leads you
outside in the world; meditation is the door that leads you to your interiority -- to
the very innermost shrine of your being. And suddenly, you are enlightened.
Enlightenment is always sudden; it is never gradual.
And Bodhidharma knew it. His own enlightenment was a sudden experience.
But just so as not to contradict the tradition, not to annoy the people, not to make
enemies, he compromised. I categorically condemn this compromise.
A man of his genius should not have compromised on any ground. Even if all
Buddhism in China disappears, nothing is lost.
But Bodhidharma compromising has destroyed his own integrity, his own
sincerity, his own authority. He has become a pygmy when actually he was a
giant.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
THROUGHOUT THE SUTRAS, THE BUDDHA TELLS MORTALS THEY CAN
ACHIEVE ENLIGHTENMENT BY PERFORMING SUCH MERITORIOUS
WORKS AS BUILDING MONASTERIES, CASTING STATUES, BURNING
INCENSE, SCATTERING FLOWERS, LIGHTING ETERNAL LAMPS,
PRACTICING ALL SIX PERIODS OF THE DAY AND NIGHT, WALKING
AROUND STUPAS, OBSERVING FASTS AND WORSHIPING. BUT IF
BEHOLDING THE MIND INCLUDES ALL OTHER PRACTICES, THEN SUCH
WORKS AS THESE WOULD APPEAR REDUNDANT.
THE SUTRAS OF THE BUDDHA CONTAIN COUNTLESS METAPHORS.
BECAUSE MORTALS HAVE SHALLOW MINDS AND DON'T UNDERSTAND
ANYTHING DEEP, THE BUDDHA USED THE TANGIBLE TO REPRESENT
THE SUBLIME. PEOPLE WHO SEEK BLESSINGS BY CONCENTRATING ON
EXTERNAL WORKS INSTEAD OF INTERNAL CULTIVATION ARE
ATTEMPTING THE IMPOSSIBLE.
WHAT YOU CALL A MONASTERY, WE CALL A SANGHARAMA, A PLACE
OF PURITY. BUT WHOEVER DENIES ENTRY TO THE THREE POISONS AND
KEEPS THE GATES OF HIS SENSES PURE, HIS BODY AND MIND STILL,
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE CLEAN, BUILDS A MONASTERY.
CASTING STATUES REFERS TO ALL PRACTICES CULTIVATED BY THOSE
WHO SEEK ENLIGHTENMENT ....
AND BURNING INCENSE DOESN'T MEAN ORDINARY MATERIAL
INCENSE BUT THE INCENSE OF THE INTANGIBLE DHARMA, WHICH
DRIVES AWAY FILTH, IGNORANCE AND EVIL DEEDS WITH ITS PERFUME
....
WHEN THE BUDDHA WAS IN THE WORLD, HE TOLD HIS DISCIPLES TO
LIGHT SUCH PRECIOUS INCENSE WITH THE FIRE OF AWARENESS AS AN
OFFERING TO THE BUDDHAS OF THE TEN DIRECTIONS. BUT PEOPLE
TODAY DON'T UNDERSTAND THE TATHAGATA'S REAL MEANING. THEY
USE AN ORDINARY FLAME TO LIGHT MATERIAL INCENSE OF
SANDALWOOD OR FRANKINCENSE HOPING FOR SOME FUTURE
BLESSING THAT NEVER COMES.
FOR SCATTERING FLOWERS THE SAME HOLDS TRUE. THIS REFERS TO
SPEAKING THE DHARMA, OR TO SCATTERING FLOWERS OF VIRTUE, IN
ORDER TO BENEFIT OTHERS AND GLORIFY THE REAL SELF .... IF YOU

THINK THE TATHAGATA MEANT FOR PEOPLE TO HARM PLANTS BY
CUTTING OFF THEIR BLOOM, YOU'RE WRONG. THOSE WHO OBSERVE
THE PRECEPTS DON'T INJURE ANY OF THE MYRIAD LIFE FORMS OF
HEAVEN AND EARTH. IF YOU HURT SOMETHING BY MISTAKE, YOU
SUFFER FOR IT. BUT THOSE WHO INTENTIONALLY BREAK THE PRECEPTS
BY INJURING THE LIVING FOR THE SAKE OF FUTURE BLESSINGS SUFFER
EVEN MORE. HOW COULD THEY LET WOULD-BE BLESSINGS TURN INTO
SORROWS?
THE ETERNAL LAMP REPRESENTS PERFECT AWARENESS.
...LONG
AGO, THERE WAS A BUDDHA NAMED DIPAMKARA, OR LAMPLIGHTER.
THIS WAS THE MEANING OF HIS NAME .... THE LIGHT RELEASED BY A
BUDDHA FROM ONE CURL BETWEEN HIS BROWS CAN ILLUMINATE
COUNTLESS WORLDS. AN OIL LAMP IS NO HELP ....
PRACTICING ALL SIX PERIODS OF THE DAY AND NIGHT MEANS AMONG
THE SIX SENSES CONSTANTLY CULTIVATING ENLIGHTENMENT AND
PERSERVERING IN EVERY FORM OF AWARENESS. NEVER RELAXING
CONTROL OVER THE SIX SENSES IS WHAT'S MEANT BY ALL SIX PERIODS.
AS FOR WALKING AROUND STUPAS, THE STUPA IS YOUR BODY AND
MIND. WHEN YOUR AWARENESS CIRCLES YOUR BODY AND MIND
WITHOUT STOP, THIS IS CALLED WALKING AROUND A STUPA ....
THE SAME HOLDS TRUE FOR OBSERVING A FAST .... TO FAST MEANS ...TO
REGULATE YOUR BODY AND MIND SO THAT THEY'RE NOT DISTRACTED
OR DISTURBED.
ALSO, ONCE YOU STOP EATING THE FOOD OF DELUSION, IF YOU TOUCH
IT AGAIN, YOU BREAK YOUR FAST. AND ONCE YOU BREAK IT, YOU REAP
NO BLESSING FROM IT. THE WORLD IS FULL OF DELUDED PEOPLE WHO
DON'T SEE THIS. THEY INDULGE THEIR BODY AND MIND IN ALL
MANNER OF EVIL. THEY GIVE FREE REIN TO THEIR PASSIONS AND
HAVE NO SHAME. AND WHEN THEY STOP EATING ORDINARY FOOD,
THEY CALL IT FASTING. HOW ABSURD!
IT'S THE SAME WITH WORSHIPING. YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE
MEANING AND ADAPT TO CONDITIONS. MEANING INCLUDES ACTION
AND NON-ACTION ....
WORSHIP MEANS REVERENCE AND HUMILITY. IT MEANS REVERING
YOUR REAL SELF AND HUMBLING DELUSIONS. IF YOU CAN WIPE OUT
EVIL DESIRES AND HARBOR GOOD THOUGHTS, EVEN IF NOTHING
SHOWS, IT'S WORSHIP ....
THOSE WHO FAIL TO CULTIVATE THE INNER MEANING AND
CONCENTRATE INSTEAD ON THE OUTWARD EXPRESSION NEVER STOP
INDULGING IN IGNORANCE, HATRED AND EVIL WHILE EXHAUSTING
THEMSELVES TO NO AVAIL. THEY CAN DECEIVE OTHERS WITH
POSTURES, REMAIN SHAMELESS BEFORE SAGES AND VAIN BEFORE

MORTALS, BUT THEY'LL NEVER ESCAPE THE WHEEL, MUCH LESS
ACHIEVE ANY MERIT.
I am deeply hurt to have to say that Bodhidharma has gone senile. He was going
so great up to the point when the question was asked, "From where does
ignorance come?" But he lost the track. It often happens ...if you lie once, you
have to lie one thousand and one times more; each lie needs another lie to protect
it -- and still it remains unprotected. Instead of one lie, now you have to protect
two lies, but lies cannot be protected by truth -- so you bring in a third lie. And
this is an endless series.
That's what has happened to Bodhidharma because he simply could not say, "I
don't know." Now he's in a dilemma: whatever is asked, he has to give some
answer -- whether he knows or not. And there are things which cannot be known
by their very nature. So it should not have been a calamity at all to accept that
this is an ultimate question and ultimate questions cannot be answered -- either
by Bodhidharma or by anybody else, past, present, or future.
The ultimate will remain always a mystery. You cannot demystify it by giving an
answer. The moment you face the ultimate, you simply have to be like a child, an
innocent. Enjoy the wonder of it, relish the mystery of it in the depths of your
heart. Let it reach into the silences of your being. Let it penetrate you and
transform you. It is not a question to ask about, or to expect any answer to.
But Bodhidharma took only one single wrong step, and now he is going on down
the drain. Each day he has to go on creating unnecessary lies. Once in a while he
says something true, but now the amount of truth goes on lessening and the lies
are becoming more and more, their quantity goes on increasing.
I had never thought that a man like Bodhidharma was not courageous enough to
simply say, "Forgive me, I don't know," to the ultimate question. If he had said
that and stopped there, he would have risen above millions of mystics in height,
in depth, in magnificence.
But I can understand the problem: he did not want to disappoint his disciples, he
did not want to disappoint the Chinese people. He did not want to tell them that
there are fundamental questions which even an enlightened person cannot
answer. So he goes on fabricating fictions. He cannot say that the Buddha is
wrong, so he has to produce strange answers which don't fit at all with what
Buddha said -- and they don't fit absolutely with what Bodhidharma himself said
earlier. His whole teaching was to be aware of the mind and to go beyond the
mind, and that was absolutely perfect. Nothing was to be added to it.
Now he's answering questions reluctantly, but he cannot stop. It needs
tremendous courage to ignore your disciples' questions and to simply say that
this is not a question because it is ultimate. He has been trying in every way to
satisfy the disciples and to satisfy the Chinese people that an enlightened man
knows everything.

The reality is not so. The more you become enlightened, the less you know. At
the ultimate peak of enlightenment, you simply know yourself ...and nothing
else. But at that peak, you yourself are the whole universe.
I will tell you where he's still right -- because he knows what is the truth -- but he
is compromising. He is not a rebel, he is a pacifying person. He does not want to
say a single word to disturb the newly-converted Buddhists in China. It would
have been alright if he had remained in India and never gone to China. Here he
would have been his real self; there was no need even to consider others. The
moment you start considering others, you fall from the height.
As far as I am concerned, my absolute commitment is towards the truth. Even if I
irritate and annoy the whole world, I will not say anything just to console them,
and I will not say anything that goes against my experience of truth. People have
been asking me, "Why is the whole world against you?" The world is not against
me. I am against the world because I have chosen truth. And I will say only that
which is absolutely my experience. I will not compromise in any way, for any
reason whatsoever.
But Bodhidharma started compromising. He may have been worshiped by
people because he consoled them, but in my eyes he has lost his grandeur; he has
lost his beauty and intelligence. He has come just too low to be understood.
This is the question of a disciple:
THROUGHOUT THE SUTRAS, THE BUDDHA TELLS MORTALS THEY CAN
ACHIEVE ENLIGHTENMENT BY PERFORMING SUCH MERITORIOUS
WORKS AS BUILDING MONASTERIES, CASTING STATUES, BURNING
INCENSE, SCATTERING FLOWERS, LIGHTING ETERNAL LAMPS,
PRACTICING ALL SIX PERIODS OF THE DAY AND NIGHT, WALKING
AROUND STUPAS ... Stupas are the graves of ancient enlightened people.
...OBSERVING FASTS AND WORSHIPING.
In fact, this whole sutra is an invention of the Mahayana school of Buddhism.
Buddha never said anything like that, and if he said it he was wrong. That
should have been Bodhidharma's simple approach, because even at the time of
his death Buddha's last words were, "Don't make my statues."
And you have heard Bodhidharma in the beginning saying, "Buddhas cannot
worship buddhas." There is no need, and it is really humiliating. You have the
same quality of consciousness within you, you just have not discovered it.
Somebody else has discovered it, but as far as HAVING it is concerned, you both
have it in the same way.
Bodhidharma mentioned the name of Dipamkara. He was an ancient buddha
long before Gautam Buddha, and in Dipamkara's time Gautam Buddha was an
ordinary man. Just out of curiosity he had gone to see Dipamkara. He was given
the name Dipamkara because his presence was so infectious that those who
innocently came close to him immediately caught something invisible, as if a
flame had jumped from Dipamkara into their heart, which was utterly dark, and

now there was light. Hence the name, Dipamkara Buddha, was given to him -- a
man who lights the unlit lamps of others just by his presence.
Gautam Buddha was not enlightened at that time but he had gone just out of
curiosity, like a small child, to see what was happening, why so many people
were going there. His curiosity was innocent. He had not gone to attain
knowledge or enlightenment, or anything. There was no greed in it, there was no
ambition in it. It was simply the wonder. He had heard that people who went to
Dipamkara ...just sitting silently with him something had transpired, and they
returned home totally different people. Their actions changed, their lifestyles
changed. They became more loving, more compassionate, greed disappeared,
ambition disappeared, anger disappeared. They became individuals so beautiful
and so fragrant that Buddha wanted to see this man ...this man was a wonder.
He did nothing, yet ....
The master never does anything. His whole work is somehow to bring you close
...as close as when you bring one candle which is burning with a flame close to
another candle which is unlit. There is a certain point when the unlit candle will
catch fire from the flame of the lit candle. The lit candle will not lose anything,
but the unlit will gain a tremendous treasure. Unlit it was dead, and when the
flame started, life came to it. Now it can also dispel darkness in the same way as
the first flame was doing.
Dipamkara was such a man; in fact every great master is such a man. Whatever
happens around him is not done by him. Whatever is done is just to bring you
close, to make himself available to you and a mystery to you, so that without
your knowing you are pulled like a magnet pulls things ...and at a certain
distance, suddenly you become aflame. The old dies, and the new man is born.
This sutra is absolutely wrong. It is not a statement of Gautam Buddha, because a
man of his understanding cannot tell people that THEY CAN ACHIEVE
ENLIGHTENMENT BY PERFORMING SUCH MERITORIOUS WORKS AS
BUILDING MONASTERIES, CASTING STATUES, BURNING INCENSE .... Can
you see any connection with enlightenment and burning incense? You can burn
mountains of incense ...there is no logical relationship with your becoming
enlightened. You may get burned, that's the only thing. Making monasteries
...and you are not a monk! -- you are making monasteries for other fools to
become monks. How can that become your enlightenment? How many
monasteries did Gautam Buddha make before he became enlightened? How
much incense did he burn? How many flowers did he scatter? How many eternal
lamps did he burn?
No! This statement is not at all Gautam Buddha's. It is the invention of the
Mahayana School, a certain creed and doctrine. And there was a historical reason
why such things were created. Buddha was a very straightforward man. He said
whatsoever was right -- whatever the consequences. For example, he said, "All
the pundits and the scholars and the brahmins are idiots -- and they are
parasites. For centuries they have been sucking the blood of the people." He

called the VEDAS "just rubbish." And the VEDAS were so much respected by the
Hindus that anybody calling them rubbish must have had great courage. He did
not accept any Hindu AVATARA, any Hindu incarnation, as having any value.
For example, Parasurama is one of the Hindu incarnations of God. He was the
son of a man who was thought to be a great seer, but he was suspicious ...as all
husbands are suspicious about their wives, and all wives are automatically
suspicious of their husbands. That is their only relationship. Finally the father
became so convinced of his suspicion -- which may have had grounds or may not
have had grounds, he could not be certain on this point -- that he ordered his
son, Parasurama, to cut off his mother's head and bring it to him. And Prasurama
went, without asking why. It was not a small thing! He cut off his mother's head
and brought it to his father.
Then the father told him, "I have been suspecting her, but now I have certain
evidence that she has been in love with a man who is a great warrior."
Parasurama and his family belonged to the caste of the brahmins. Parasurama
said, "Don't you be worried. I will not leave a single man of the warrior caste
alive."
The story may be exaggerated, but it shows the quality of the man. It shows that
he killed all the warriors of the whole world many, many times. And from where
were these new warriors coming? The Hindu society accepts a very strange
thing, and nobody ever considers .... They go on claiming they have a great
culture, but they never look at its foundation; their culture is just a phony name.
The Hindu society accepted that if a woman came to a brahmin seer and asked
that she be given a child, then it was obligatory for the brahmin seer to make love
to her and make her pregnant. He could not reject her. So Parasurama went on
cutting off the heads of the warriors; the widows were left, and they were going
to the seers .... It was a good business, a great conspiracy!
The whole country was in a state of prostitution, and Parasurama was killing.
Such violence cannot be accepted as a quality of God. And it seems illogical ... If
his mother was in love with a warrior, he could just have killed him -- we can
make a few concessions, because he was thought by the Hindus to be an
incarnation of God. But to kill all the warriors of the world, not even of this
country, does not seem to have any logic behind it. And it was not certain that
what the father was saying ... Parasurama should have asked for evidence, for
proof. His father may have been just a jealous man.
Now Buddha could not accept Parasurama as a reincarnation of God, and if
Parasurama is a reincarnation of God then who will be the reincarnation of the
devil? Buddha could not accept Rama as and incarnation of God because Rama
killed a sudra, a young man, by pouring hot liquid lead into his ears because he
had been listening while hiding behind a tree when a few brahmins were reciting
the VEDAS. The sudras were not allowed to read; they were not allowed even to
listen! What kind of culture has this country created, where one-fourth of the
people are not even allowed to listen to its religious scriptures?

And because this young man, just out of curiosity hiding behind a tree, listened
.... He could not have understood it though, because it was in Sanskrit, and
Sanskrit has never been the language of the people. It has always been the
language of the priests -- only of the priests. So even if he had listened, he would
not have understood anything. And do you think it is a crime? Is it worth
destroying a young man, by pouring hot boiling lead into his ears, because he
committed a sin by listening to the VEDAS? And the man died ....
Buddha could not accept Rama, and he could
not accept Krishna, a man who was so mad that he collected sixteen thousand
women ...any woman that he fancied was taken away from her family. She may
be a virgin, she may be married, she may have children, she may have a
husband, she may have to look after her old father-in-law, her old mother-in-law.
Sixteen thousand women were just simply taken away by his soldiers. They were
treated as if they were cattle -- and I don't know if he even remembered the
names of those sixteen thousand women. But he was powerful, and he had a
great army and he was a great king. Buddha could not accept such nonsense,
such a corrupted man, as a reincarnation of God.
Buddha was very straightforward. He said, "All the statues, all the temples, all
the VEDAS are creations of a cunning priesthood to exploit people." How can he
tell his own people that they can attain enlightenment by BUILDING
MONASTERIES, CASTING STATUES, BURNING INCENSE, SCATTERING
FLOWERS, LIGHTING ETERNAL LAMPS, PRACTICING ALL SIX PERIODS
OF THE DAY AND NIGHT, WALKING AROUND STUPAS, OBSERVING
FASTS AND WORSHIPING?
Buddha was against worship, he was against statues. His last words before his
death were, "Again I remind you: don't make statues of me, don't create temples
in my name, don't start worshiping me because worshiping is not going to lead
you anywhere. I have shown you the path of meditation -- meditate. And if even
in your meditation I appear, don't hesitate. Immediately cut off my head." A man
who can say this ...do you think this sutra can possibly come from him?
Bodhidharma could have simply said, "These are not the words of Buddha." But
he did not say it. That's where he falls low in my eyes.
He did not say it because in China the Buddhists were trying to make as many
monasteries, as many temples, as many statues as possible. One temple exists in
China with ten thousand statues of Buddha. The whole mountain has been
carved as a temple. This is the biggest temple in the world, where there are ten
thousand statues of Buddha, and to say anything about this not being right
would go against the very Buddhists who have been working to convert the
Chinese. And they had been giving the certainty to the Chinese that they would
become enlightened if they fed the monks, if they worshiped the Buddha, if they
gave donations to the monasteries.
Bodhidharma must have hesitated a moment, but finally he fell into the trap of
being part of an organized religion. Organized religion always insists on these

stupid things which don't lead you anywhere, but they help the organized
religion to exploit you; otherwise, who is going to feed one million Catholic nuns
and monks? Who is going to take care of all the expenses of thousands of
Catholic monasteries? It has to be continuously emphasized by the sermons of
the priests every Sunday, people have to be reminded to donate, reminded that,
"Donation will bring you salvation." Salvation is the Christian word for
enlightenment.
The disciples can see it, so they are asking:
BUT IF BEHOLDING THE MIND INCLUDES ALL OTHER PRACTICES, THEN
SUCH WORKS AS THESE WOULD APPEAR REDUNDANT.
If a single method of beholding the mind creates enlightenment, then what is the
need of all these things? These are all things that come out of the mind; they will
strengthen the mind. But all that you have to do is to weaken the mind, go
beyond it ...so beyond that it cannot take any energy from you and it dies out of
hunger and starvation. And when you don't have any mind, but just a pure
silence of no-mind, you have attained enlightenment.
The disciples are perfectly right to ask the question, "You yourself have been
saying, `Just behold the mind and that's enough.' Then what is the need of all
these rituals?" Now he is caught in a catch-22 .... If he says, "These words are not
from Buddha," he goes against Mahayana Buddhism and he belongs to that sect.
That's why I insist: Don't belong to any sect, to any creed, to any religion;
otherwise, you cannot be absolutely committed to truth. Any other commitment
side by side with the commitment to truth is dangerous. Then you would like
somehow to also console that other commitment.
And if a man like Bodhidharma could not manage to say the truth, because he
could see that if he says it -- and he was the first enlightened man to enter China
-- if he says it, the whole edifice that thousands of Buddhist monks had created in
six hundred years, the whole atmosphere that you can become enlightened by
worshiping Buddha, by burning incense, by offering flowers, by making temples,
statues, monasteries would simply flop, because none of them was enlightened.
The whole of China was waiting to hear what is actually the truth from an
enlightened man. But because he also belonged to a certain business firm, he
decided in favor of the business rather than in favor of the truth.
I have always told a small story .... A small school, a Christian school, but the
only one in the vicinity and little kids .... The teacher was telling them for almost
one hour, "Jesus Christ is the greatest man who has walked on the earth." And
then she asked the students, "Who is the greatest man that has walked on the
earth?"
One American boy student said, "Abraham Lincoln." She said, "Not bad, but not
quite right."
An English girl stood up and said, "Winston Churchill." The woman could not
believe that she had wasted one hour insisting on a single point. She said, "Not
bad, but not quite right yet."

And then a little boy who never used to speak stood up raising his hand. The
teacher said, "You never do that. For the first time you are raising your hand!"
And she was afraid that certainly his answer was not going to be right. But the
boy said, "Jesus Christ." She was shocked by the previous two answers, but this
answer was even more shocking because the boy was Jewish.
After the class she caught hold of the boy, took him aside and said, "Hymie,
aren't you a Jew?"
He said, "Yes, I am."
"Then do you really think Jesus Christ is the greatest man who has walked on the
earth?"
He laughed and said, "Business is business. In the deepest part of my heart I
know Moses is the man, not Jesus Christ. He's just a pygmy. But business is
business ...." because there was a big trophy to be given to the person who
answered the question right, and Hymie was carrying the big trophy, bigger than
himself.
But you can forgive a small child. And he was very logical; he must have
thought, "What does it matter if I say once in a class, just to win the game, `Jesus
Christ' I know the rules for who is going to win, so why unnecessarily bring in
Moses and get defeated? In the deepest part of my heart I know Moses is the
greatest man who has ever walked on the earth."
But even people who are enlightened, when it comes to deciding between their
commitment to an organized religion and their commitment to truth, decide for
their commitment to the organization. This is really sad. The answer
Bodhidharma gives is simply irrelevant. It's just trying to make something that
can prove that the sutra is spoken by Buddha.
I absolutely deny that such a statement was spoken by Buddha. It goes against
his very life, his very teaching, his very way.
Bodhidharma says, THE SUTRAS OF THE BUDDHA CONTAIN COUNTLESS
METAPHORS.
Now can you see the trick? Now he cannot say it is wrong and he cannot say it is
right. He finds a middle way and says that Buddha is speaking in metaphors.
BECAUSE MORTALS HAVE SHALLOW MINDS ...
And to whom is he speaking -- to the mortals or the immortals? If Buddha's
audience had shallow minds, does Bodhidharma think that his audience is of
higher status? Buddha had perhaps the most intelligent audience any man ever
had. Bodhidharma is talking to the recently converted Buddhists.
THE BUDDHA USED THE TANGIBLE TO REPRESENT THE SUBLIME.
This is tricky, and unforgivable.
PEOPLE WHO SEEK BLESSINGS BY CONCENTRATING ON EXTERNAL
WORKS INSTEAD OF INTERNAL CULTIVATION ARE ATTEMPTING THE
IMPOSSIBLE.
But he knows the truth, so once in a while it comes up in spite of his effort to
suppress it and to go with the crowd and the mass mind. This is true when he

says ...CONCENTRATING ON EXTERNAL WORKS INSTEAD OF INTERNAL
CULTIVATION IS ATTEMPTING THE IMPOSSIBLE.
But that's what the sutra says; now the only way is to make it a metaphor.
WHAT YOU CALL A MONASTERY, WE CALL A SANGHARAMA, A PLACE
OF PURITY.
That is absolutely wrong. SANGHARAMA is exactly a monastery; it is not
different from a monastery, it is not a metaphor. And even for these last two
thousand years, thousands of monasteries have existed in China. It is just since
the communist revolution thirty years ago that many monasteries have been
destroyed; otherwise millions of monks were living on the people's blood. But
they are coming back again ....
It was Mao Tse-tung's very adamant, stubborn, fascist and communist mind that
turned the monasteries into hospitals, into schools and forced the monks to go to
the fields and work. Mao stopped begging -- and Buddhism has lived only on
begging. In fact begging had been a discipline, a practice, because it makes you
humble. But Mao made it illegal to beg and forced the monks to work for their
food, for their clothes, for their shelter.
Now Mao is dead and his enemies in the communist party -- who he had not
allowed ...many of them were forced into jail, many have been killed -- have
come into power. Now the opposite party inside the communist party itself has
come into power and it wants to win the heart of the people. Monasteries are
coming back again because two thousand years of Buddhism cannot be erased so
easily. Now Buddhist monks can again be seen with their begging bowls. Those
hospitals have been removed, those schools have been removed, and monks are
no longer forced to work in the fields, or in the factories, or wherever they can be
of any use ....
BUT WHOEVER DENIES ENTRY TO THE THREE POISONS AND KEEPS THE
GATES OF HIS SENSES PURE, HIS BODY AND MIND STILL, INSIDE AND
OUTSIDE CLEAN, BUILDS A MONASTERY.
Now this is a very farfetched idea. And if Bodhidharma can explain it to very
new candidates of Buddhism, why cannot Buddha himself have said that he was
speaking in metaphors? He could have explained it himself, and he was far
better as far as speaking was concerned, far more articulate; he could have
explained that these are just metaphors. But nowhere does he mention them as
metaphors. It is very arduous for Bodhidharma to turn everything into a
metaphor, but we will see that with everything he goes on with the idea that they
are metaphors.
CASTING STATUES REFERS TO ALL PRACTICES CULTIVATED BY THOSE
WHO SEEK ENLIGHTENMENT.
I cannot understand how this can be a metaphor. CASTING STATUES REFERS
TO
ALL
PRACTICES
CULTIVATED
BY
THOSE
WHO
SEEK
ENLIGHTENMENT. What relationship, even a farfetched one ...? A metaphor
should be representative; it should explain something, it should be helpful to

understand. This is not at all concerned with casting statues and practicing for
enlightenment! Could not Buddha himself say, "Practice for enlightenment"?
AND BURNING INCENSE DOES NOT MEAN ORDINARY MATERIAL
INCENSE -- as if there is somewhere available some spiritual incense -- BUT
THE INCENSE OF THE INTANGIBLE DHARMA .... Where are you going to get
it? That's why I said it hurts me to say that Bodhidharma seems to have gone
senile, although he was only seventy-five. ...WHICH DRIVES AWAY FILTH,
IGNORANCE AND EVIL DEEDS WITH ITS PERFUME.
Great! But where to get it? that spiritual incense WHICH DRIVES AWAY FILTH,
IGNORANCE AND EVIL DEEDS WITH ITS PERFUME .... Nobody has ever
seen such a thing; otherwise life would have been so simple. There is no need to
bother people with meditation, with any discipline, with any awareness. Just
burn the spiritual incense and everything is driven out and you are purified by
the perfume!
I alone will not be enlightened because I am allergic to perfume, whether it is
tangible or intangible. But there is not much harm if one man is not enlightened,
it can be tolerated if the whole world will be enlightened! I am perfectly ready ....
Bodhidharma is not even aware for how long he can deceive people, but he has
deceived them for one thousand years ...that's how long these sutras have been in
existence. They have certainly been preserved, because they were in the hands of
the Mahayana Buddhists, who were not willing for them to be translated. And I
can understand now why they were not willing for them to be translated: they
will destroy the great image of Bodhidharma. They themselves may have
understood that what he is talking about is absolutely outlandish.
WHEN THE BUDDHA WAS IN THE WORLD, HE TOLD HIS DISCIPLES TO
LIGHT SUCH PRECIOUS INCENSE WITH THE FIRE OF AWARENESS AS AN
OFFERING TO THE BUDDHAS OF THE TEN DIRECTIONS.
It may be precious, but where is it available? And then he makes awareness like a
fire just to burn the incense, and the incense will do everything ...you will
become enlightened. So now your sole search is to find that dharma-incense, that
spiritual incense! Perhaps you can find it in Poona ...it is a very spiritual city -- so
spiritual that only spirits roam around, no living human beings.
BUT PEOPLE TODAY DON'T UNDERSTAND THE TATHAGATA'S REAL
MEANING.
Only Bodhidharma understands the Tathagata's real meaning. Perhaps the
Tathagata himself did not understand his own real meaning!
THEY USE AN ORDINARY FLAME TO LIGHT MATERIAL INCENSE OF
SANDALWOOD OR FRANKINCENSE HOPING FOR SOME FUTURE
BLESSING THAT NEVER COMES.
He's going round about, and round about ...he could have simply said, "This
statement is not Buddha's, and this statement is absolutely nonsense." And that
would have been absolutely correct.

FOR SCATTERING FLOWERS THE SAME HOLDS TRUE. THIS REFERS TO
SPEAKING THE DHARMA, OR TO SCATTERING FLOWERS OF VIRTUE.
How do you scatter flowers of virtue? Even if one accepts this stupid
explanation, how do you scatter the flowers of virtue? You go on giving to
people saying, "This is truth, this is love, this is compassion," and your hand is
empty.
Two madmen from a madhouse were sitting in the park. Every day for one hour
they were allowed to go out in the garden. One man, who was keeping his fist
closed, asked the other, "If you tell me what I am keeping in my fist, I will give
you one rupee."
The other man said, "Really? Will you keep your word?" The first man took out
one rupee from his pocket and said, "This is the rupee. Just tell me what is in my
hand?" And the other man looked and said, "It's seems it is an elephant."
The first man said, "You cannot get the rupee. It seems you have looked. You are
being tricky." He did not give the one rupee because he also believed he was
keeping an elephant in his fist!
How can you scatter FLOWERS OF VIRTUE, IN ORDER TO BENEFIT OTHERS
AND GLORIFY THE REAL SELF? IF YOU THINK THE TATHAGATA MEANT
FOR PEOPLE TO HARM PLANTS BY CUTTING OFF THEIR BLOOM, YOU
ARE WRONG.
That seems to be right, but he's mixing everything in such a way that it loses all
significance. Certainly Buddha would not like you to pluck flowers; that is
killing. The flower on the rosebush has a life, a beauty. The moment you pluck it,
it is dead. Leave it there.
Mukta is my gardener. She is not allowed even to cut any leaf or to cut any
flowers. In the beginning she used to move with gardener's scissors hidden
behind her back! But right now I can see, whenever I go to Buddha Hall -otherwise I don't get out -- I can see flowers are there, I can see the garden has
become a jungle so she must have dropped those gardener's scissors. Let every
tree grow in its own way; at least in my garden! Don't kill any tree, don't destroy
any living flower.
So I can understand that Buddha would not have allowed the cutting off of their
blooms, but rather I would say that the whole sutra was inserted by the
Mahayana School. But why did the Mahayana School have to insert such things
...?
There is something very fundamental to be understood here. When Gautam
Buddha worked in this country, twenty-five centuries ago, he almost converted
the whole land. He was a man of such charisma. He was not just a learned man;
he has known existence, he has been part of it. His impact was tremendous -perhaps nobody else has ever made such an impact.
But the moment he died, the brahmins, the priests, came out of their caves where
they had been hiding because they could not face Gautam Buddha -- whoever
went to face him became a disciple. But they were waiting for their chance: one

day he was going to die. He has destroyed their whole profession. Now no bells
were ringing in the temples, people were not going to worship, people were not
calling brahmins for their rituals ...and brahmins are the most clever priesthood
in the whole world.
People get caught ...each person when he is born is immediately under their
control: first some ritual, then his birth chart has to be made, then his naming
ceremony has to be performed. And in all these, the priest is exploiting the
people. Then shaving the head ....and this goes on and on. Even if you go to some
other city you have to consult the brahmin for the right constellation of the stars,
whether to go north or to south, or to east or to west, what will be the most
appropriate and beneficial time?
Then comes marriage -- then again the priest is there. And then after the
marriage, children start coming from the new marriage -- and the priest is there.
And then the man becomes old .... From the cradle to the grave, the priest keeps
his hold.
Even after the man has died there are rituals to be performed! And in a poor
country, those rituals cost so much that people have to sell their houses, their
lands, their possessions -- on which they were dependent for their livelihood -because their father has died. Then they have to give a great feast for brahmins.
And even the forefathers who have died ... It must have been a long line, an
unending line in fact, millions of people in a queue behind one another ...for that
they have a special time. One month completely they devoted to the forefathers
because the number is so big, so one month of continuous rituals -- fire worship,
mantra chanting -- for the peace of all those who have died in the family ...you
don't know even their names! And millions must have died.
Scientists calculate that wherever you are sitting, at least eight persons' graves
are underneath you. Don't be afraid, they are dead! But so many people have
died; even thousands of years after the man has died, the priest is still exploiting
you.
Buddha has created a tremendous revolution in this sense, in that he destroyed
the whole integrity of the priesthood. But the moment he died, the priests came
back.
People were also missing them. Life had become very simple. A child was born -no priest was chanting for a blissful, long life for him. Somebody died and the
priest was not there chanting and blessing him for the great journey he has gone
on. People were also missing all these rituals. So when Buddha died, slowly,
slowly brahmins came back, and they started driving out the Buddhists from the
land.
Just fifty years ago in India there was hardly a single Buddhist. In these last fifty
years, one man has done a great service -- although he himself was not a
religious man, he was a politician. But by accident he had to do something; it was
political tactics.

Babasaheb Ambedkar was a sudra, but caught the eye of a very rich man who,
seeing he was so intelligent, sent him to study in England. He became one of the
greatest experts of law in the world and he helped make the constitution of India.
He was continuously fighting for the sudras to whom he belonged, and that is
one-fourth of the Hindu society. He wanted a separate vote for the sudras -- and
he was absolutely right.
I don't see why they should belong to the Hindu fold which has tortured them
for ten thousand years, forced them to do every sort of ugly work and paid them
almost nothing. They are not even allowed to live in the cities, they have to live
outside the city. Just before freedom, they were not allowed to move in many
streets of the town. In many places they were forced to announce loudly, "I am a
sudra and I am passing through here. Those who can hear me, please move out
of the way ..." because even their shadows falling on you, defile you.
But finding no way, because Mahatma Gandhi was insistent that sudras should
not leave the Hindu fold .... That was also a political strategy, because if onefourth of the Hindus leave the fold, then Hindus will become a minority in their
own country. There are Mohammedans, there are Christians, there are Jainas;
now if a new big chunk would go out of the Hindu fold, the country of the
Hindus would become almost the country of other religions. And if they all got
together, Hindus would never be in power.
I don't consider Mahatma Gandhi a religious man either; he belonged to the
same category as Doctor Ambedkar. Gandhi went on a fast to death so that
Ambedkar had to take back his stand. He had to withdraw the idea that sudras
should be given a separate vote. And Gandhi was clever ...he started calling
sudras HARIJANS. Cunning people always play with words. Words don't make
any difference -- whether you call them sudras, untouchables, or harijans
...harijans means, "children of God."
I had a long discussion with Mahatma Gandhi's son, Ramdas. I said, "Don't you
see the cunningness? The children of God have been suffering for ten thousand
years and those who are not children of God are exploiting them, torturing them,
oppressing them, raping their women, completely burning their towns with all
living people inside. If these are the children of God, it is better not to be a child
of God. That is dangerous."
Gandhi changed the name just to give it a beautiful meaning, but everything
inside remained the same. And he went on a fast unto death unless Ambedkar
takes his statement back.
If I had been in the place of Ambedkar, I would have told Mahatma Gandhi, "It is
your business to live or to die. It is your business if you want to fast -- you are
free to. Fast unto death or even beyond!"
But Ambedkar was pressurized from all over the country, because if Gandhi died
the whole blame would come on Ambedkar. And I would have told Gandhi,
"This is a very violent method, and you have been talking about nonviolence. Is
this nonviolence?"

It happened ...I was in Raipur teaching in the Sanskrit college there. A very
beautiful young girl was asked by a gangster if she would be married to him. He
was a dangerous man, a criminal. He had been to jail many times, he had
committed many crimes, and he was almost the same age as the girl's father. But
he took a fancy to her, and seeing the success of Gandhi fasting to death and how
he managed everything ...because Gandhi HAD managed Ambedkar.
After Gandhi had been fasting for twenty-one days, and his health had started to
fall fast, the doctor said, "Do something; otherwise the old man will be gone."
Ambedkar was much pressurized by all the Indian national leaders who said to
him, "Go to Mahatma Gandhi. Ask for his forgiveness, offer him a glass of orange
juice to break his fast ...and renounce your movement; otherwise you will be
remembered always as the one who killed the greatest man of this country, the
great religious man." And Ambedkar had to do it, although unwillingly.
I would not have done it! I would have accepted the blame, I would have
accepted history's condemnation. Who cares when you are dead what is written
in history about you? At least you don't know what is written, and you don't
read. Let them write anything ....
But I would have insisted that this was not a nonviolent method. It was
absolutely violent but in a very subtle way. I threaten to kill you -- this is
violence. And I threaten to kill myself if you don't accept me -- is this logical? The
standpoint that Gandhi was taking was absolutely illogical, but he supported it
by threatening. It is blackmail to say, "I will kill myself."
Ambedkar managed another way. He started converting the sudras to
Buddhism. That's why now there are a few lakhs of Buddhists, but they are not
in any way religious. It was just a political manoeuver.
This man in Raipur went to the girl's house with a bed, and declared that if the
girl was not married to him, he was going to fast to death. It became the talk of
the whole city; photographers and journalists were there, and the whole day the
crowd was there. The father became afraid, and pressure was put on him, "Why
take the responsibility of his death?" But the father said, "This is absolutely ugly.
This man is my age and he's a criminal. I cannot give my daughter to him."
I knew the father and the girl -- the girl was my student in the college. The girl
suggested to her father to consult me as to what could be done. I had not known
him before. He came to me and he told the whole story. I said, "It is very simple.
You just find some old, rotten prostitute."
He said, "What?"
I said, "Just listen to the whole point: find a very rotten, old bitch, and put
another bed in front of the house. The bitch should declare, `I'm going to fast to
death unless this man marries me.' Other than this nothing will work."
That gangster man escaped in the middle of the night. He was never seen again,
he never asked again! This is the Gandhian methodology, a very religious thing.
The Buddhists were burned, driven out of the country, and the whole country
was absolutely cleaned of all the impact that Buddha had left. Even in the temple

that had been raised in memory of his enlightenment in Bodhgaya, there was not
even one Buddhist to take care of the temple. A brahmin has been taking care of
it for two thousand years, the same family, generation after generation.
Now they have become the owners of the temple. They don't believe in Buddha.
They are against Buddha, but the temple is very precious, because from all over
the world people come to the temple. Much money comes to the temple, so the
priest is not concerned. He is earning lots of money and he is not willing to hand
over the temple, because for two thousand years it has been in his possession. No
law can take it away from him.
So when the Buddhists reached China and Tibet they had learned a lesson, that if
you go against the people and their traditions .... Perhaps when a charismatic
person is alive you may seem to be winning the game, but when the charismatic
person is gone ...what has happened in India, will happen in Tibet, will happen
in China, will happen in Sri Lanka, will happen in Japan. So they compromised.
That was the reason for inserting all these wrong sutras. The Buddhist scriptures
in Tibet have different sutras, to console and to convince the Buddhist
population of Tibet; Chinese Mahayana sutras have differences, in Sri Lanka they
have differences. This is the historical reason why these absolutely absurd sutras,
which cannot be Buddha's, have entered into the scriptures. They have been
knowingly put in, because without them there was no question of survival.
But as far as I am concerned, and as far as Bodhidharma should have been
concerned, truth is the ultimate value, not survival. And survival by creating lies,
by distorting the truth ...what is the point? Even if Buddhism disappears from
the whole world, it does not matter. But the purity of Buddha's statements
should have been preserved.
Whenever a seeker wants to search, he has not to get lost in a forest of
unnecessary disciplines, rituals. Bodhidharma should have made it clear. I
KNOW the risk. I understand that he must have felt very guilty, because after
these sutras, he left China for the Himalayas. He must have felt tremendously
hurt that what he was doing was against his own understanding. But still I can
not forgive him. I cannot forgive anyone who goes against truth.
THOSE WHO OBSERVE THE PRECEPTS DON'T INJURE ANY OF THE
MYRIAD LIFE FORMS OF HEAVEN AND EARTH. IF YOU HURT
SOMETHING BY MISTAKE, YOU SUFFER FOR IT. BUT THOSE WHO
INTENTIONALLY BREAK THE PRECEPTS BY INJURING THE LIVING FOR
THE SAKE OF FUTURE BLESSINGS SUFFER EVEN MORE. HOW COULD
THEY LET WOULD-BE BLESSINGS TURN INTO SORROWS?
THE ETERNAL LAMP REPRESENTS PERFECT AWARENESS.
Only in this statement does the metaphor seem to be correct. It can be interpreted
as perfect awareness, the eternal lamp. But he has not been able to relate other
metaphors to his interpretations.
...LONG AGO, THERE WAS A BUDDHA
NAMED DIPAMKARA, OR LAMPLIGHTER. THIS WAS THE MEANING OF
HIS NAME .... THE LIGHT RELEASED BY A BUDDHA FROM ONE CURL

BETWEEN HIS BROWS CAN ILLUMINATE COUNTLESS WORLDS. AN OIL
LAMP IS NO HELP ....
PRACTICING ALL SIX PERIODS OF THE DAY AND NIGHT MEANS AMONG
THE SIX SENSES CONSTANTLY CULTIVATING ENLIGHTENMENT AND
PERSEVERING IN EVERY FORM OF AWARENESS. NEVER RELAXING
CONTROL OVER THE SIX SENSES IS WHAT'S MEANT BY ALL SIX PERIODS.
But these are contradictory to his own statements. Control is not needed because
it is through the mind. Practice is not needed because it is through the mind. One
has to live a life of let-go -- that was his basic teaching. One has to be
spontaneous. One has to live moment to moment, neither thinking of the past,
nor thinking of the future, nor clinging to the present.
He has given such beautiful sutras, and at the end he spoils his own work
completely.
AS FOR WALKING AROUND STUPAS, THE STUPA IS YOUR BODY AND
MIND. WHEN YOUR AWARENESS CIRCLES YOUR BODY AND MIND
WITHOUT STOP, THIS IS CALLED WALKING AROUND A STUPA .....
He is just trying to manage somehow, even though the whole thing is so stupid.
Stupas actually exist and Buddhists of Mahayana school go on pilgrimages to the
stupas and go around them. But your body and mind is not a stupa. A stupa is
for when you are dead; then a grave has to be created for you. The Buddhist
grave is called a stupa. It is made in a certain round way.
But your body and mind are alive. And how can your consciousness go around
body and mind? He is not even taking into consideration that all his
interpretations can be questioned. They were not questioned because they
consoled the people. They wanted something tangible and if it was a metaphor -no harm; he is not denying Gautam Buddha.
THE SAME HOLDS TRUE FOR OBSERVING A FAST.
Even a man of very small intelligence can see the stupidity ....
TO FAST MEANS ...TO REGULATE YOUR BODY AND MIND.
I cannot conceive how a fast can mean TO REGULATE YOUR BODY AND
MIND SO THAT THEY ARE NOT DISTRACTED OR DISTURBED. Fast simply
means fast, and nothing else.
ALSO, ONCE YOU STOP EATING THE FOOD OF DELUSION, IF YOU TOUCH
IT AGAIN, YOU BREAK YOUR FAST.
Now he has forgotten what he was saying. In fact, because that saying is not
coming from his inner-most being -- it is just his mental gymnastics -- he has
forgotten that he has defined body and mind as `stupa' and that he has defined
fasting as, `regulating your body, disciplining your body.'
Now from where comes this idea: ONCE YOU STOP EATING THE FOOD OF
DELUSION? It was not in the very definition of the metaphor. Food was not
brought in.
If you STOP EATING THE FOOD OF DELUSION ... And is there any food that is
not of delusion? Buddha also eats the same bread as you eat and Buddha also

drinks the same water as you drink.
...IF YOU TOUCH IT AGAIN ... Not even
eating, but just touching and it is delusion! What harm is there in touching a
delusion? A delusion does not exist, you cannot touch it. But IF YOU TOUCH IT
AGAIN, YOU BREAK YOUR FAST. He has forgotten the metaphor that he
explained before. Now, even if you touch the delusion food, you have broken
your fast.
AND ONCE YOU BREAK IT, YOU REAP NO BLESSING FROM IT. THE
WORLD IS FULL OF DELUDED PEOPLE WHO DON'T SEE THIS. THEY
INDULGE THEIR BODY AND MIND IN ALL MANNER OF EVIL. THEY GIVE
FREE REIN TO THEIR PASSIONS AND HAVE NO SHAME. AND WHEN
THEY STOP EATING ORDINARY FOOD, THEY CALL IT FASTING. HOW
ABSURD!
I agree only with the last: How absurd!
IT'S THE SAME WITH WORSHIPING. YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE
MEANING AND ADAPT TO CONDITIONS. MEANING INCLUDES ACTION
AND NON-ACTION ....
He is just trying to deceive people -- bringing in words which have no relation at
all.
WORSHIP MEANS REVERENCE AND HUMILITY.
That is true. It means revering your real self and humbling delusions. But if you
know your real self, where will you find the delusions? Both cannot exist
together. Either you are awake -- then the dreams are no more there -- or the
dreams are there and you are not awake. The man who knows his real self has no
delusions. But he has got into a mess and he is trying hard to get out of it, but he
is getting deeper and deeper into it.
IF YOU CAN WIPE OUT EVIL DESIRES AND HARBOR GOOD THOUGHTS,
EVEN IF NOTHING SHOWS, IT IS WORSHIP ....
Early in his sutras he said that one has to go beyond good and evil. Now good
becomes worship.
THOSE WHO FAIL TO CULTIVATE THE INNER MEANING AND
CONCENTRATE INSTEAD ON THE OUTWARD EXPRESSION NEVER STOP
INDULGING IN IGNORANCE, HATRED AND EVIL WHILE EXHAUSTING
THEMSELVES TO NO AVAIL. THEY CAN DECEIVE OTHERS WITH
POSTURES, REMAIN SHAMELESS BEFORE SAGES AND VAIN BEFORE
MORTALS, BUT THEY'LL NEVER ESCAPE THE WHEEL, MUCH LESS
ACHIEVE ANY MERIT.
It is a strange compilation of sutras. He goes really deep, like a sharp sword
cutting all that is wrong, to the point when he is asked the ultimate question,
`From where does ignorance arise?' He cannot answer it and he is not humble
enough to accept that he doesn't know. He gets into such a mess that after that
every question remains unanswered; he pretends to answer it, but the answer is
not even related to the question.

If this can happen to a man like Bodhidharma ... You have to be aware. My
insistence that you don't belong to any religion, don't belong to any doctrine,
don't belong to any scripture, is for the simple reason that your whole and total
commitment should be to truth and not for anything else. Your commitment
should not be divided, otherwise you will have to make a compromise, which
will make anybody who understands feel that you have gone either insane, or
senile, or mad. But one thing is certain: you have lost the path.
Bodhidharma himself may not, in his innermost core, have lost his
enlightenment -- enlightenment cannot be lost -- but he has defiled it. His
enlightenment is not anymore so clean, so bright, not any more a pillar of light.
And just for the simple business of an organized religion ....
Humanity will never be religious unless all organized religions disappear and
religion becomes an individual commitment towards existence, so no question of
compromise arises.
Let me say to you: Religion is rebellious, and the man of religion is a rebel. He is
rebellious against all orthodoxy, against all traditions, against all organizations,
against all ideologies. His only love is for truth, and his whole love is for truth.
Only such a man finds it. Others only wander into ignorance, into dreams, into
sleep -- and they suffer.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.
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BELOVED OSHO,
BUT THE BATHHOUSE SUTRA SAYS, "BY CONTRIBUTING TO THE
BATHING OF MONKS, PEOPLE RECEIVE LIMITLESS BLESSINGS." THIS
WOULD APPEAR TO BE AN INSTANCE OF EXTERNAL PRACTICE
ACHIEVING MERIT. HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO BEHOLDING THE
MIND?
HERE, THE BATHING OF MONKS DOESN'T REFER TO THE WASHING OF
ANYTHING TANGIBLE. WHEN THE LORD PREACHED THE BATHHOUSE
SUTRA, HE WANTED HIS DISCIPLES TO REMEMBER THE DHARMA OF
WASHING. SO HE USED AN EVERYDAY CONCERN TO CONVEY HIS REAL
MEANING.
...THE BATHHOUSE IS THE BODY. WHEN YOU LIGHT THE
FIRE OF WISDOM, YOU WARM THE PURE WATER OF THE PRECEPTS AND
BATHE THE TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE WITHIN YOU. BY UPHOLDING
THESE SEVEN PRACTICES, YOU ADD TO YOUR VIRTUE. THE MONKS OF
THAT AGE WERE PERCEPTIVE. THEY UNDERSTOOD THE BUDDHA'S
MEANING. THEY FOLLOWED HIS TEACHING, PERFECTED THEIR VIRTUE
AND TASTED THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD. BUT PEOPLE NOWADAYS
CAN'T FATHOM THESE THINGS.
...OUR TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE HAS
NO SHAPE. AND THE DUST OF AFFLICTION HAS NO FORM. HOW CAN
PEOPLE USE ORDINARY WATER TO WASH AN INTANGIBLE BODY? IT
WON'T WORK. WHEN WILL THEY WAKE UP? TO CLEAN SUCH A BODY,
YOU HAVE TO BEHOLD IT. ONCE IMPURITIES AND FILTH ARISE FROM
DESIRE, THEY MULTIPLY UNTIL THEY COVER YOU INSIDE AND OUT.
BUT IF YOU TRY TO WASH THIS BODY OF YOURS, YOU'LL HAVE TO
SCRUB UNTIL IT'S NEARLY GONE BEFORE IT'S CLEAN. FROM THIS YOU
SHOULD REALIZE THAT WASHING SOMETHING EXTERNAL ISN'T WHAT
THE BUDDHA MEANT.
THE SUTRAS SAY THAT SOMEONE WHO WHOLEHEARTEDLY INVOKES
THE BUDDHA IS SURE TO BE REBORN IN THE WESTERN PARADISE.
SINCE THIS DOOR LEADS TO BUDDHAHOOD, WHY SEEK LIBERATION IN
BEHOLDING THE MIND?
...BUDDHA MEANS AWARENESS, THE
AWARENESS OF BODY AND MIND THAT PREVENTS EVIL FROM ARISING
IN EITHER. AND TO INVOKE MEANS TO CALL TO MIND, TO CALL
CONSTANTLY TO MIND THE RULES OF DISCIPLINE AND TO FOLLOW
THEM WITH ALL YOUR MIGHT.
...TO INVOKE THE BUDDHA'S NAME,

YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE DHARMA OF INVOKING. IF IT'S NOT
PRESENT IN YOUR MIND, YOUR MOUTH CHANTS AN EMPTY NAME. AS
LONG AS YOU'RE TROUBLED BY THE THREE POISONS OR BY THOUGHTS
OF YOURSELF, YOUR DELUDED MIND WILL KEEP YOU FROM SEEING
THE BUDDHA .... IF YOU CLING TO APPEARANCES WHILE SEARCHING
FOR MEANING, YOU WON'T FIND A THING. THUS, SAGES OF THE PAST
CULTIVATED INTROSPECTION AND NOT SPEECH.
THIS MIND IS THE SOURCE OF ALL VIRTUES. AND THIS MIND IS THE
CHIEF OF ALL POWERS. THE ETERNAL BLISS OF NIRVANA COMES FROM
THE MIND AT REST. REBIRTH IN THE THREE REALMS ALSO COMES
FROM THE MIND. THE MIND IS THE DOOR TO EVERY WORLD. AND THE
MIND IS THE FORD TO THE OTHER SHORE. THOSE WHO KNOW WHERE
THE DOOR IS DON'T WORRY ABOUT REACHING IT. THOSE WHO KNOW
WHERE THE FORD IS DON'T WORRY ABOUT CROSSING IT.
THE PEOPLE I MEET NOWADAYS ARE SUPERFICIAL. THEY THINK OF
MERIT AS SOMETHING THAT HAS FORM. THEY SQUANDER THEIR
WEALTH AND BUTCHER CREATURES OF LAND AND SEA .... THEY SEE
SOMETHING TANGIBLE AND INSTANTLY BECOME ATTACHED. IF YOU
TALK TO THEM ABOUT FORMLESSNESS, THEY SIT THERE DUMB AND
CONFUSED. GREEDY FOR THE SMALL MERCIES OF THIS WORLD, THEY
REMAIN BLIND TO THE GREAT SUFFERING TO COME. SUCH DISCIPLES
WEAR THEMSELVES OUT IN VAIN. TURNING FROM THE TRUE TO THE
FALSE, THEY TALK ABOUT NOTHING BUT FUTURE BLESSINGS.
IF YOU CAN SIMPLY CONCENTRATE YOU MIND'S INNER LIGHT AND
BEHOLD ITS OUTER ILLUMINATION, YOU'LL DISPEL THE THREE
POISONS AND DRIVE AWAY THE SIX THIEVES ONCE AND FOR ALL. AND
WITHOUT EFFORT YOU'LL GAIN POSSESSION OF AN INFINITE NUMBER
OF VIRTUES, PERFECTIONS AND DOORS TO THE TRUTH. SEEING
THROUGH THE MUNDANE AND WITNESSING THE SUBLIME IS LESS
THAN AN EYE-BLINK AWAY. REALIZATION IS NOW. WHY WORRY
ABOUT GRAY HAIR? BUT THE TRUE DOOR IS HIDDEN AND CAN'T BE
REVEALED. I HAVE ONLY TOUCHED UPON BEHOLDING THE MIND.
Thank God that this is the last Bodhidharma sutra. I was worried about where he
is going after the bathhouse! It has been a tremendous journey to the
mountaintop and back to your home. Bodhidharma has been taking you on the
whole merry-go-round.
I started with Bodhidharma -- the name Bodhidharma means "the self-nature of
awareness" -- but unfortunately I have to end the journey with Buddhudharma.
Buddhudharma means "the nature of unawareness, of stupidity."
He got himself into this mess, but it has been of tremendous insight to us.
Watching him you can avoid the same mess. Whatever he said earlier showed his
insight into the deepest potential of man, but what he is saying now is just

absolutely irrelevant. Once in a while he remembers who he is but it seems he
goes on forgetting; or perhaps he is too much attached to his special doctrine of
Mahayana and much worried about disturbing the newly initiated Buddhists.
In this situation, he must have suffered a lot. I can see -- perhaps nobody may
have noted it -- but I can see his suffering. His suffering is that he is saying things
very unwillingly and this is the problem with all those who accept any doctrine,
any scripture, any church. They are in constant trouble. If they listen to their own
inner voice, it says something; if they listen to the tradition, it says something
else.
There have been very few people in the world who are ready to antagonize
everybody. If Bodhidharma had said whatever his experience was, perhaps he
would have lost all his prestige, respectability and his great name in the annals of
Buddhism. But to me, it would not have been a loss. To me, he would have risen
higher than anyone else, just because his single commitment was concentratedly
and consistently one ...and that is his own experienced truth. Nothing else can
change it.
You laughed listening to the very name of the sutra, THE BATHHOUSE SUTRA,
because you don't know that there have been two rebellious religions against
Hinduism in India -- Jainism and Buddhism. The Jaina monk never takes a bath;
he does not even brush his teeth. He stinks and it is thought to be a great
discipline that you are not at all concerned with your body which is ephemeral,
which is going to die anyway. Why go on cleaning it and wasting your time? It
will become unclean again tomorrow.
Buddhism is almost a parallel religion to Jainism. They agree on all the essential
points, but Buddha seems to be more sensible than Mahavira. He wanted his
monks to take a bath every day so that they would remain clean, so that their
bodies would not be condemned but respected as a temple of their divine nature.
But there were so many monks: to feed them, to give them use of your
bathhouses, to give them clothes, to give them medicines when they were sick,
was becoming more and more of a burden to the society.
Just a few years ago in Thailand, the situation became so bad that almost onefourth of the population of the country were monks. The government had to pass
a law saying unless you had the permission of the government, you could not
become a monk.
This is the first time in history that any government had taken such a step but it
was absolutely necessary in a poor country. If out of four persons, one person
does not work, does not create and yet needs all kinds of things which are
absolutely necessary, he is going to become a burden.
It is an ugly situation where half the population is starving, where half of the
country sleeps only with one daily meal, where people not only eat fruits but dig
out the roots of trees, boil them and eat them, hoping that they must have
nourishing power. Because they are nourishing the whole tree -- they are

nourishing the flowers and the fruits -- naturally the roots must have great
nourishment.
Gautam Buddha has to talk about such trivia because if it is not talked about,
then people start taking decisions on their own. And Buddha wanted his
disciples to be integrated individuals -- clean, pure, alert in every possible way
both outwardly and inwardly. His concern and compassion were so great that
there are thirty-three thousand rules for a Buddhist monk. It is mind-boggling;
thirty-three thousand rules! Even to remember them is difficult.
But Buddha has taken care of every detail: when to wake up, when to go to beg
for your food, not to take all your food from one house but from five houses so
nobody is burdened. Five houses can give you small bits and that will be enough
for you. On one house, you might be a little heavy ...and not to stay in one city
more than three days so you don't create any kind of burden for anybody. Eat
only one time a day because millions of people eat only once a day. You should
not ask for two meals.
Don't have more than three pieces of clothing; two to use, one for emergency
situations. For example: you suddenly find yourself coming back to the place
where all the other monks are staying and it starts raining. Both your pieces of
clothing, upper and lower, are wet. At least you still have one cloth to cover
yourself -- this third is for an emergency. Two are for your essential needs but
you should not have more than three.
These details were essential though they look like trivia. You think, "What
nonsense is this? A Gautam Buddha should talk about spirituality, about growth
and awareness and freedom and he is talking about these small matters." But he
had to for the simple reason because he accepted the idea of renouncing the
world. Once people renounce the world they are bound to become burdens ...and
on poor societies.
So when Buddha says that one who gives his bathhouse to be used by a monk
earns great virtue, he is simply trying to persuade people that they should not
think of it as a burden, but as a blessing.
When a monk accepts the food you offer he is not obliged to you, Buddha says.
You are obliged to him. Just his receiving your food, on your part gives great
virtue. Perhaps you have given your own food, perhaps you have given your
children's food, but you have sacrificed something and you have respected a
man who has no possessions, no money.
Buddha has said that the mother is blessed who gives birth to a child who is
going to renounce the world. The father is blessed who has a child who is going
to renounce the world. They are renouncing the world just to develop their
potential to its ultimate. Help them. If you cannot raise your consciousness, at
least you can help in some small way those who are making the tremendous
effort of raising their consciousness to its ultimate illumination.
Hence, whether it is trivia or not, it would have been perfectly good if
Bodhidharma had accepted the sutra as it was. And what I have said, he should

have said. But he himself is feeling embarrassed, so he starts trying again, saying
it is a metaphor for something invisible, and that makes his whole approach
fallacious. I will read the sutra and then I will read his fictitious explanations.
The sutra is absolutely clear; it needs no clarification.
BUT THE BATHHOUSE SUTRA SAYS, "BY CONTRIBUTING TO THE
BATHING OF MONKS, PEOPLE RECEIVE LIMITLESS BLESSINGS." THIS
WOULD APPEAR TO BE AN INSTANCE OF EXTERNAL PRACTICE
ACHIEVING MERIT. HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO BEHOLDING THE
MIND?
The disciple is asking Bodhidharma: You say beholding the mind is enough, but
Buddha is talking about such small things. In your beholding the mind is there
any place for such things?
The simple answer would have been: I am talking about the essential and
Buddha is talking about both the essential and the nonessential. He is taking care
not only of what the monk has to do. The monk has to behold his mind; that is
his only essential practice -- awareness, vipassana, watching, witnessing. But
also, the poor monk needs food; he needs some shelter in rain, he needs some
clothes.
Buddha has a very comprehensive view. It was not just a question of a single
monk but when millions of people were becoming monks, then certain rules had
to be made; otherwise it would have created chaos in the whole society.
A monk is not supposed to say what he wants to eat. Whatever is made by the
family for itself, he should take only that. He should not say to which family he is
going to beg tomorrow, because his information may make the family feel that
then they have to make some delicious food, some costly food because the monk
is coming to their home. This may be an unnecessary burden and the monk may
become a parasite.
To avoid all this, Buddha had to talk about such small things that people
ordinarily don't like, and in those days very few people had their own
bathhouses. Even today after twenty-five centuries, except in a few big cities,
ninety percent of the Indian population has no bathroom in their house. They go
outside the village, either to the bank of a river, or to the bank of a lake. That is
their bathroom, that is their toilet.
It is thought to be a great luxury to have a bathroom attached to your bedroom;
only a very few people in India can afford it, the country is so poor. And not only
poverty has prevented it; even people who had enough money in the days of
Buddha had no idea of having a bathroom attached to their bedroom.
You will be surprised to know that just a hundred years ago there was a case in
the Supreme Court of America, because a man attached a bathroom to his
bedroom. It was thought to be against Christianity; it was thought to be such a
dirty thing. The man had learned about it from Europe and he thought he was
bringing a gift to America. It certainly is a gift!

But the Christian associations filed a case against him in the Supreme Court
saying that he was trying to corrupt people's minds. "This is an idea implanted in
his mind by the devil," they said. "Who has ever heard of a bathroom attached to
your bedroom?" And you will be surprised that the Supreme Court ordered the
man to move the bathroom to the back of the house where it belonged. They
were called outhouses. They were not attached to the main house -- just in the
backyard, far away. Dirty places!
But in Buddha's time, there were rich people who had attached bathrooms and
the most surprising, almost unbelievable thing is that in Harappa and
Mohanjodaro, two most ancient cities discovered in Pakistan .... They are seven
thousand years old. Some natural calamity, or perhaps some man-made
calamity, destroyed those beautiful cities not only once, but seven times, because
seven times those cities were built. People have been excavating for almost half a
century. They could not believe what kind of calamity had continuously
happened: one layer of the city is covered with mud, then another layer of the
city is again covered with mud.
As they went on digging, first they thought the first layer, the superficial layer
was the city, but somebody tried to dig a little deeper to see what is underneath
that. They were surprised to find that after a few feet of layers of mud, there was
another city. Then they tried again and again and finally they have found seven
layers of great cities -- cities which had streets as broad as San Francisco or New
York. And certainly cities don't have those broad streets if they don't have big
vehicles to move on them.
Varanasi is thought to be the ancientmost city in India. Not even the smallest car
can enter in the old part of Varanasi. What to say of a car? -- even sunlight never
reaches there because on both sides are huge buildings. Just when the sun comes
exactly in the middle of the sky, for a few minutes there is sunlight; otherwise the
whole day there is no sun. A great civilization must have been there.
I remembered them because all the houses in Mohanjodaro and Harappa -- both
the cities -- had bathrooms attached to their bedrooms, had swimming pools as
big as we have them now. And they had a system, a very strange system which
they had invented, for hot and cold running water in every house. It is simply
amazing! It seems they had reached to the same height of civilization, perhaps
better, because even in the beginning part of the twentieth century the Supreme
Court of America refused to let that man have a bathroom in his own house.
The future is going to be different because there are architects .... I have seen a
few designs sent to me from a friend who is thinking about a very strange thing
which will be fought in courts by every religion all over the world. The idea is
not to have an attached bathroom but to have the room inside the bathroom.
They have made such beautiful designs that the bathroom does not look out of
place; it enhances the beauty of the room.

But certainly it is going to be contested by every religion ...that this is going too
far. Somehow we have accepted bathrooms attached to the rooms. Now these
insane architects are trying to enforce an idea ...and I think that idea is going to
work out. Their designs are just superb. Why have an attached bathroom? The
bathroom can be made so beautiful that you can attach your room to the
bathroom. And in fact both can be in the same place -- there is no need for any
partition. It is YOUR bathroom, it is YOUR bedroom. And things can be made so
beautiful and so clean, there is no question of ....
But it was a problem. Very few rich families had bathrooms and the problem was
bigger because the Buddhist monks could not take a bath in the river. They
didn't have enough clothes, they didn't have any underwear. They had only
three pieces of clothing, one to wrap around underneath, another to wrap
around on top -- just plain pieces of cloth.
To avoid tailoring -- because that is a luxury -- they were just using plain pieces
of cloth; one they wrap around their waist, another they wrap around their chest,
and that's all. It was difficult for them. Either they had to be naked -- which was
not allowed by Gautam Buddha -- or they had to enter the river with their
clothes on and then their clothes would get wet.
So you have to see the whole situation ...why Gautam Buddha has to talk about
such trivia. It is giving an incentive to the people who have their own bathrooms
to allow the monks to have a bath and then people would receive limitless
blessings. There is no metaphor in it. It means exactly what it says.
The disciple is absolutely right to ask: "This would appear to be an instance of
external practice achieving merit, because the man who is allowing you use of
his bathroom is achieving merit. He is not doing anything -- just allowing you to
use his bathroom."
And Bodhidharma says, "There is nothing and no need and no possibility either,
of attaining any merit from any outside practice. The only meritorious thing is
beholding the mind."
He could have simply said, "This is only an incentive for people; otherwise why
should they allow anybody?" In fact, nobody likes his bathroom to be used by
anybody else, and particularly not by strangers. It is not a public place.
Everybody wants his bathroom to be private, his own, and the richer people are
.... They certainly would not like the idea of strange monks wandering with dirty
clothes, dirty feet because they have no shoes, perspiring in hot summer,
collecting dust on the roads which were not coal tar, asphalt, or cement -- they
were just dusty roads for bullock carts. Rich men would not like this.
And you don't have any idea of the rich men of those days. They used to have in
their bathtubs, not ordinary water, but rosewater. It is a strange story of a strange
humanity: one part is dying for food and another part of the same race of human
beings takes such a costly bath -- thousands of roseflowers have to be used for
one bath. These people would not like vagabonds, monks, beggars -- they were
all beggars in their eyes -- unless they had some incentive that they would get

great blessings in the other world. Buddha is simply talking in business terms
and he is perfectly right.
But the problem with Bodhidharma is that he cannot accept things simply as
they are. He says:
HERE, THE BATHING OF MONKS DOESN'T REFER TO THE WASHING OF
ANYTHING TANGIBLE.
How do you wash anything intangible? A thing that is not tangible is not visible
either. Only tangible things have to be washed. Your body can be given a shower
but not your soul. Your clothes can be cleaned but not your being. But that does
not mean that you have to use dirty clothes, that you have to remain dirty in
your body.
Buddha was very aesthetic in comparison to Mahavira, his contemporary, and
that's why he has more grace than Mahavira. Mahavira has a very strong
personality but he's not graceful ...a personality of a wrestler, but not the
individuality of a lotus flower.
It is not accidental that Gautam Buddha has become synonymous with the lotus
flower. It is so fragile and so beautiful and so graceful that no other flower on the
earth even comes close to it. He wanted his monks to be sensitive, aesthetic,
clean, and naturally the only way was to tell the people that if you help these
poor monks with food, with a bath, with medicine, with clothes you will be
getting great merit in the other world. This was simply a pragmatic affair.
WHEN THE LORD PREACHED THE BATHHOUSE SUTRA, HE WANTED HIS
DISCIPLES TO REMEMBER THE DHARMA OF WASHING. SO HE USED AN
EVERYDAY CONCERN TO CONVEY HIS REAL MEANING ....
THE BATHHOUSE IS THE BODY.
Now this is nonsense and he himself in the beginning sutras has said Buddha
never teaches nonsense. He is contradicting almost everything that he has said
with tremendous clarity in the beginning sutras. But now he himself has got into
trouble.
THE BATHHOUSE IS THE BODY. WHEN YOU LIGHT THE FIRE OF
WISDOM, YOU WARM THE PURE WATER OF THE PRECEPTS AND BATHE
THE TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE WITHIN YOU.
Could not Buddha have said something other than the BATHHOUSE SUTRA?
He could have talked about the BUDDHA-NATURE SUTRA. Do you think
Buddha was less intelligent than Bodhidharma ...that he did not know that it is
better to say exactly what he means? And there is no difficulty in saying it. A
Bodhidharma can say it -- why can't Buddha say it?
BY UPHOLDING THESE SEVEN PRACTICES, YOU ADD TO YOUR VIRTUE.
THE MONKS OF THAT AGE WERE PERCEPTIVE.
If this is true, that the monks of that age -- that means Gautam Buddha's time -were perceptive, then certainly the BATHHOUSE SUTRA does not need to be
called BATHHOUSE SUTRA at all. It should be called the BUDDHA-NATURE
SUTRA, or any other beautiful word. Why bring bathhouse into it? And if

Bodhidharma can make it clear to less perceptive people -- and Buddha's
disciples were more perceptive -- it is strange that he had to use such strange
metaphors. Bodhidharma is making the whole thing up.
THEY UNDERSTOOD THE BUDDHA'S MEANING. If they understood the
Buddha's meaning then why was he hiding it behind the bathhouse?
THEY FOLLOWED HIS TEACHING, PERFECTED THEIR VIRTUE AND
TASTED THE FRUIT OF BUDDHAHOOD.
If these disciples of Buddha had even experienced buddhahood, what was the
need to speak to them in metaphors? Buddha could have been direct -metaphors are needed for children. So what he is saying is right, but it goes
against him, not in favor of him.
BUT PEOPLE NOWADAYS CAN'T FATHOM THESE THINGS ....
But the BATHHOUSE SUTRA is not written for Bodhidharma's time.
Bodhidharma came eleven hundred years after the BATHHOUSE SUTRA was
spoken by Buddha. Do you think Buddha was talking to the people of
Bodhidharma's time? This is something to be understood because it is a
constantly repeated thing: that people of older times were more perceptive, more
sensitive, more intelligent than the people of today. Even today it is being said.
In Babylon a brick has been excavated and on the brick there is an inscription
which says, "People of the old days were very intelligent" -- and the brick is six
thousand years old. Gautam Buddha and Mahavira both repeat many times that
people of the old days were very intelligent, but I don't know when those old
days were.
In the Hindu VEDAS, which are supposed to be the oldest scriptures in the
world, one man from this very city, Lokmanya Balgangadhar Tilak has proved,
and proved with great argument and evidence -- and such evidence that it has
not been refuted by anybody for almost half a century -- that the first Veda out of
the four, RIG VEDA, is ninety thousand years old. But even in RIG VEDA, it is
the same: that in the old days, people were very perceptive, very intelligent. I
don't know when these old days were. It simply seems to condemn the people of
the present day. This idea has been continuously used.
Is man's consciousness evolving or not? According to all these people, it seems
that it is going downwards, not upwards. In fact the further back in history you
go, the more primitive people you will find with more primitive practices.
Cannibalism was a prevalent practice. The few cannibals that are left are in the
thick forests of Africa, but they are the ancientmost people.
If you want to see the ancientmost people, you can go to Africa, but be careful! I
have heard that when the first Christian missionary went there to convert the
cannibals and to tell them, "God loves you all and Jesus will come to save you,"
they enjoyed his sermon very much. They took him on their shoulders and he
thought that this was a great reception. When they started putting him into a

boiling pot, he said, "What are you doing?" They said, "In just a few minutes you
will see."
When the water started getting too hot, the fat missionary with just his head
showing out from the big pot, started trying some way to persuade these people:
"I have come here to give you a taste of Christianity and you are killing me."
They said, "Don't be worried. Once we have made a soup of you, we will have
the first taste of Christianity. That's why we are boiling you -- to have a taste of
Christianity."
I think there is no other way of having a taste of Christianity! These are the most
primitive people: they were three thousand at the beginning of this century, but
because it is very rare to find anybody passing in their area -- they look all
around but nobody goes even close -- then finally they have to eat their own
people. In the beginning of this century there were three thousand; now there are
only three hundred. They have eaten twenty-seven hundred of their own people.
Every day food is needed. If they can get somebody from outside, good -- just a
little taste of some Chinese, some Japanese, some German, some Indian. Just as
you go once in a while to the Chinese restaurant, they also want some taste -some change once in a while.
But it is very difficult because people remain miles away from them. Everybody
knows that that area is dangerous; people have gone there but they have never
returned. Whoever has gone there, has gone forever. Once they catch hold of
you, you are finished ...soon you will be cooked -- maybe stuffed with grapes,
spices. You may enjoy it! I am not saying that you will NOT enjoy it, you MAY
enjoy it! The whole thing will be such an adventure.
But as you go backwards you will find more and more unintelligent, more and
more retarded, more and more barbarous people. So this idea that is being used
by all religions -- that people in the beginning were great and now everybody
has fallen -- this is not true. This is absolutely wrong. There is no historical basis
to it and no logical support. And I want to say to you that you are the highest
pinnacle of consciousness up to now -- although your highest pinnacle is not
much.
You have immense potential undeveloped. But those primitive people were even
more undeveloped than you are. You have at least some consciousness, they had
no consciousness at all. They were just close to the animals.
OUR TRUE BUDDHA-NATURE HAS NO SHAPE. AND THE DUST OF
AFFLICTION HAS NO FORM. HOW CAN PEOPLE USE ORDINARY WATER
TO WASH AN INTANGIBLE BODY?
He goes on repeating the same stupid things. Yesterday he was saying how can
Buddha drink ordinary milk -- now, how can people use ordinary water? -- as if
there is some extraordinary water available somewhere!
TO WASH AN INTANGIBLE BODY ... That which is intangible need not be
washed. Only the tangible gets dirty. The invisible, space, never gets dirty; the
sky never gets dirty. The silence beyond mind never gets dirty. And even if it

gets dirty -- which is impossible but just for argument's sake, even if it gets dirty
-- then we will find some invisible soap, some invisible shampoo which you
cannot see. You will just see the empty bottle but inside there is invisible
shampoo.
I have heard in a New York shop they were selling a certain commodity, so much
of it that all the women of New York were immensely excited and wanted to
purchase it. It was invisible hair pins. I think no woman can remain without
temptation if invisible hairpins are available. There were queues before the shop
and women were taking the packages, giving money and going away. One
woman opened the box and could not see anything there. How can you see
invisible hairpins? So she said to the shopkeeper, "I don't see anything." He
asked, "How can you see invisible hairpins?"
She said, "That's right. I want to come again tomorrow to purchase a few more
for my daughters and my friends to send as presents, because this is something
so new. Will you have enough stock for tomorrow also? because I see so many
customers and I had to stand for almost one hour in the queue. He said, "Don't be
worried. We have been out of stock for fifteen days but it is an invisible thing. It
does not matter whether it is there or not. You can come anytime -- it will be
always available."
Bodhidharma is saying something which is absolutely illogical, irrational. It is
not even common sense.
IT WON'T WORK. WHEN WILL THEY WAKE UP? TO CLEAN SUCH A BODY,
YOU HAVE TO BEHOLD IT. ONCE IMPURITIES AND FILTH ARISE FROM
DESIRE, THEY MULTIPLY UNTIL THEY COVER YOU INSIDE AND OUT.
BUT IF YOU TRY TO WASH THIS BODY OF YOURS, YOU WILL HAVE TO
SCRUB UNTIL IT IS NEARLY GONE, BEFORE IT IS CLEAN.
He is saying you cannot clean this body that is visible. If you try to clean it you
will have to scrub it to the point when the whole body is gone. Then you will be
clean. That means there is no need to clean this body. It is useless; it will mean
committing suicide!
But you know that there is no need to scrub the body to the point that it
disappears. You can scrub the body to the point that you don't have a body odor,
that your perspiration is not creating a disgusting smell around you, that your
mouth is washed clean, that your breathing is not disturbing anybody else. You
can use soap, you can use shampoo, you can use deodorants. There is no need to
scrub the body to the point that it is completely gone. Then what is the point of
cleaning it? Nothing is left.
Bodhidharma thinks he is giving you an argument that shows Buddha does not
mean the ordinary bath for your body, he means cleaning your soul.
But Bodhidharma has forgotten completely that in his own sutras he said that the
soul is always clean -- it has never been unclean -- that your buddha-nature is
always pure, it has never been impure. Can you remember his sutras? He says
that you are already enlightened, just you are asleep. There is no question of

cleaning or doing any worship, or any ritual. All that you need is to behold your
mind, and slowly, slowly that beholding of the mind will wake you up. To be
awake is to be enlightened.
But now he has completely forgotten all those sutras. He has made such a
tremendous mistake he should have stopped the moment the ultimate question
about ignorance was asked. He did not stop. One has to know where to stop,
otherwise one gets into a trap. Now he is going on and on and he does not know
where to stop and how to stop.
FROM THIS YOU SHOULD REALIZE THAT WASHING SOMETHING
EXTERNAL IS NOT WHAT THE BUDDHA MEANT.
Only the external needs washing; the internal needs no washing. And if Buddha
meant what he is saying, then Bodhidharma is also driving Buddha to the same
point of stupidity at which he is. Only the external gets dirty and needs washing.
The internal never gets dirty and hence needs no washing.
The disciple asked: THE SUTRAS SAY THAT SOMEONE WHO
WHOLEHEARTEDLY INVOKES THE BUDDHA IS SURE TO BE REBORN IN
THE WESTERN PARADISE. SINCE THIS DOOR LEADS TO BUDDHAHOOD,
WHY SEEK LIBERATION IN BEHOLDING THE MIND?
The disciple's continuous insistence is because if Bodhidharma's emphasis on
beholding the mind is enough, then why does Buddha talk about other things?
And Bodhidharma does not have the courage to speak against his own master.
He could have said, "It is not my business to sort out his things. My
understanding and my realization is that just beholding the mind is enough.
Perhaps Buddha wanted to create an outer discipline also, side by side with an
internal discipline. That is his business. That is none of my concern." Just a
simple statement like this would have saved him from falling down from the
sunlit peak where he was, into small things which he cannot solve.
His answer is again the same kind of foolishness. BUDDHA MEANS
AWARENESS ...which he has said so many times.
BUDDHA MEANS AWARENESS, THE AWARENESS OF BODY AND MIND,
THAT PREVENTS EVIL FROM ARISING IN EITHER. AND TO INVOKE
MEANS TO CALL TO MIND.
If invoke means to call to mind, then why should Buddha not say, "Call to
mind?"; why say, "Invoke Buddha?" Why make things unnecessarily complicated
when they can be made simple? And Buddha is not a man to make things
complicated; he is not a philosopher. He is a realized sage. He speaks only in the
simplest way and the clearest way, not using any jargon that can create
disturbances in people's minds. His whole effort is to pacify the mind so that you
can go beyond it more easily.
AND TO INVOKE MEANS TO CALL TO MIND, TO CALL CONSTANTLY TO
MIND THE RULES OF DISCIPLINE AND TO FOLLOW THEM WITH ALL
YOUR MIGHT.

And this same Bodhidharma has said again and again that no discipline can lead
you to buddhahood, that no rules are needed. The only thing that can help you is
simply awareness of your thought process, of your mind.
TO INVOKE THE BUDDHA'S NAME, YOU HAVE TO UNDERSTAND THE
DHARMA OF INVOKING. IF IT IS NOT PRESENT IN YOUR MIND, YOUR
MOUTH CHANTS AN EMPTY NAME. AS LONG AS YOU ARE TROUBLED
BY THE THREE POISONS, OR BY THOUGHTS OF YOURSELF, YOUR
DELUDED MIND WILL KEEP YOU FROM SEEING THE BUDDHA .... IF YOU
CLING TO APPEARANCES WHILE SEARCHING FOR MEANING, YOU
WON'T FIND A THING. THUS, SAGES OF THE PAST CULTIVATED
INTROSPECTION AND NOT SPEECH.
That is absolutely incorrect, because what is introspection except internal
thinking? And what is speech but bringing your internal thinking to an
expression? They are not different. One is the inside. First you introspect, you
think, and then you bring it out: you can think the word RAMA without saying it
and then you can say "Rama." What is the difference? The difference is only that
first you were saying it to yourself. Talking to yourself is introspection and
talking to others is speech. Introspection is a silent monologue. Everybody goes
on doing it all the time -- it has nothing to do with sages. Even sinners have to do
it!
What are you doing all the time except introspecting? Sitting, walking, you are
continuously thinking of a thousand and one things, but only a few things you
bring to expression. Saying that sages of the past cultivated introspection and not
speech is not true because if sages were not speaking, then from where have your
scriptures come, from where your VEDAS, from where your UPANISHADS?
And there are one hundred and eight UPANISHADS. From where does your
holy KORAN, and from where does your HOLY BIBLE come? From where your
holy TALMUD, from where Gautam Buddha's DHAMMAPADA? And from
where do the words of Bodhidharma himself come? He is speaking and talking
about sages who cultivated introspection only, and not speech.
That means all your holy scriptures are written by sinners and not by sages. A
sage is one who knows himself and he speaks only that which is in tune with his
inner experience. If he cannot find a word to express it, he remains silent. He is
not against speech, he is not in favor of silence. He has come to a space which is
beyond language, so it is very difficult to speak; but it is difficult to introspect
also, because whatever can be introspected, can be spoken.
Just watch: introspection is speaking within yourself -- you are using words. If
you can use words without speaking, why can't you use the same words in
speaking? That which cannot be spoken cannot be introspected either because
they are two sides of the same coin.
THIS MIND IS THE SOURCE OF ALL VIRTUES.
Now I am helpless but to say that this is pure nonsense! And it is nonsense
according to Bodhidharma. In his own sutras he has said that this mind has to be

transcended, that this mind is your bondage, that this mind has to be completely
silenced, emptied. In other words you have to attain to no-mind.
No-mind can be the source of all virtues, but not the mind. If the mind is the
source of all virtues, then what is the purpose of no-mind? All virtues include all
virtues. Only sins remain. Is the no-mind the source of all sin? Is meditation the
source of all that is criminal in you, immoral in you, unvirtuous in you?
Bodhidharma is not in his right senses. Once he trembled, once he lied, he has
not been able to regain his balance.
THIS MIND IS THE SOURCE OF ALL VIRTUES. AND THIS MIND IS THE
CHIEF OF ALL POWERS.
Then what about the buddha-nature and its power?
THE ETERNAL BLISS OF NIRVANA COMES FROM THE MIND AT REST.
Here he comes a little bit closer to the truth but not exactly to the truth. The mind
at rest is still mind. Nirvana happens on the death of the mind, not just at the
resting of the mind, because the mind that is at rest can any moment become
restless. The mind simply has to go. Then only can you be certain of your
absolute peace. The troublemaker is completely gone. The troublemaker at rest
does not mean you are free of trouble. The troublemaker may be simply resting
to gain a little energy to create more trouble again. He may be tired -- everybody
gets tired.
I used to live in a house with a friend and his child was a continuous nuisance.
His father was tired, his mother was tired but he was an only child so they loved
him very much. Only I was not tired of him. They asked me, "What is the matter?
He never harasses you."
I said, "I harass him. I call him and he never comes close to me."
He said, "How do you harass him? Because he is such a constant worry, never at
rest, always doing something, dropping something, breaking something,
jumping from the sofa onto the table. He cannot sit silently."
I said, "I will show you how he can sit silently."
As I went in he said, "I will sit silently."
His father said, "What is the matter? You have not said anything -- just your
coming and he is saying, `I will sit silently.'"
I used to live in half of the house and they used to live in the other half -- but
both were connected from inside. The child used to come once in a while to my
side and I used to tell him, "If you want to come in you have to pay for it."
He said, "What?"
I said, "Money is not the issue. I will tell you what you have to do: first you have
to go and run around the house seven times" -- it was a big house, four acres of
land -- "seven times exactly, no cheating, no deceiving. Then you can come in."
After seven rounds he was so tired, he would come in and just flop on the sofa. I
would say, "How are you feeling?"

He said, "I am still alive." And then I would continue my work and he would just
rest.
So his father said, "This is strange ... you never told me -- and he has been
torturing us."
I said, "I have found my way with him. Whenever he wants to see me or come to
me, he has first to pay. And seven rounds of the house are enough. Then he does
not ask for anything, then he is not in a position to ask. He is so tired he just sits
on the sofa and most often falls asleep, and I continue my work."
Mind at rest is not reliable. Mind has to go completely to the point that it cannot
come back ...to the point of no return.
REBIRTH IN THE THREE REALMS ALSO COMES FROM THE MIND. THE
MIND IS THE DOOR TO EVERY WORLD. AND THE MIND IS THE FORD TO
THE OTHER SHORE.
This is not right because if mind is also the ford to the other shore, then what is
the use of meditation? All powers belong to the mind, all words belong to the
mind, all eternal bliss of nirvana comes from the resting of the mind. The ford
going to the other shore is of the mind -- then what is the use of meditation?
In fact, mind is not the ford to the other shore: meditation is. And meditation
always means no-mind. When the mind is extinguished, the same energy that
was involved in the mind becomes your meditation.
THOSE WHO KNOW WHERE THE DOOR IS DON'T WORRY ABOUT
REACHING IT. THOSE WHO KNOW WHERE THE FORD IS DON'T WORRY
ABOUT CROSSING IT.
THE PEOPLE I MEET NOWADAYS ARE SUPERFICIAL. THEY THINK OF
MERIT AS SOMETHING THAT HAS FORM. THEY SQUANDER THEIR
WEALTH AND BUTCHER CREATURES OF LAND AND SEA .... THEY SEE
SOMETHING TANGIBLE AND INSTANTLY BECOME ATTACHED. IF YOU
TALK TO THEM ABOUT FORMLESSNESS, THEY SIT THERE DUMB AND
CONFUSED. GREEDY FOR THE SMALL MERCIES OF THIS WORLD, THEY
REMAIN BLIND TO THE GREAT SUFFERING TO COME. SUCH DISCIPLES
WEAR THEMSELVES OUT IN VAIN. TURNING FROM THE TRUE TO THE
FALSE, THEY TALK ABOUT NOTHING BUT FUTURE BLESSINGS.
IF YOU CAN SIMPLY CONCENTRATE YOUR MIND'S INNER LIGHT, AND
BEHOLD ITS OUTER ILLUMINATION, YOU WILL DISPEL THE THREE
POISONS AND DRIVE AWAY THE SIX THIEVES ONCE AND FOR ALL.
I have told you that in English there is no one word which can translate DHYAN.
There are three words: the first is concentration, which is the lowest. It means
focusing your mind on one thing or one thought. It is useful in science; in fact
without concentration there would be no science at all. Science is the by-product
of concentration.
The second word in English is contemplation, which is higher than
concentration. Contemplation means thinking about a certain subject matter -not a single thought, but a stream of thoughts confined to the same subject

matter. For example, somebody is thinking about light. Then he goes on thinking
about light, its speed, its division into seven colors and all its possibilities -- the
whole physics of light. Philosophy arises out of contemplation, just as science
arises out of concentration.
And the third word in English is meditation, which is the highest. But still it is
not an equivalent to DHYAN, or the Chinese CH'AN, or the Japanese ZEN
which are different pronunciations of the Sanskrit word DHYAN.
DHYAN means no-mind. In concentration, mind concentrates. In contemplation,
mind contemplates. In meditation, mind meditates. But in dhyan, mind simply
disappears. Dhyan is a silence beyond the mind. The man who has translated
these sutras has used the lowest word in English -- concentrate -- for dhyan.
This is a problem with linguistic people -- those who know the language. They
translate books from one language into another, but particularly when it comes
to translating poetry it becomes more difficult. And if it is a question of
translating the statements of somebody who has attained to enlightenment, then
it becomes even more difficult.
But the problem is that people who have attained to enlightenment are no longer
interested in translating anybody's book. They are not even interested in writing
their own book, they are enjoying their silence and their ecstasy so much. If they
want to convey anything at all, they use the spoken word, because the spoken
word has the warmth and the liveliness. And the spoken word has something of
the person who is speaking it. It comes from his heart. It carries some flavor of
his being. It also carries some light, some profundity which is lost in the written
word. Hence, no enlightened person has ever written a single word.
IF YOU CAN SIMPLY CONCENTRATE YOUR MIND'S INNER LIGHT AND
BEHOLD ITS OUTER ILLUMINATION, YOU WILL DISPEL THE THREE
POISONS AND DRIVE AWAY THE SIX THIEVES ONCE AND FOR ALL.
Just change the word concentrate. If you can meditate -- and the meditation has
to be understood in the sense of DHYAN -- if you can bring your no-mind to
function, then all is light, then all is delight.
AND WITHOUT EFFORT YOU WILL GAIN POSSESSION OF AN INFINITE
NUMBER OF VIRTUES, PERFECTIONS AND DOORS TO THE TRUTH.
SEEING THROUGH THE MUNDANE, AND WITNESSING THE SUBLIME, IS
LESS THAN AN EYE-BLINK AWAY.
Finally at the end he comes back again to his original status. In this sentence he is
again the Bodhidharma we started with.
SEEING THROUGH THE MUNDANE, AND WITNESSING THE SUBLIME, IS
LESS THAN AN EYE-BLINK AWAY. REALIZATION IS NOW. WHY WORRY
ABOUT GRAY HAIR?
Why worry about tomorrow and old age?
BUT THE TRUE DOOR IS HIDDEN, AND CAN'T BE REVEALED.

This is all that he needed to say at the time he was asked from where ignorance
arises. Going round and round and round, at the end he manages to come to the
point. The door, the true door, is hidden and can't be revealed.
I HAVE ONLY TOUCHED UPON BEHOLDING THE MIND.
If he had only said these two sentences at that moment -- and whatever he has
said in between would have been dropped -- Bodhidharma's sutras would have
remained absolutely pure, impeccably pure. But I have made it clear to you, so
you can choose what is right and what is just so much prose.
That which is going to help you in meditation is right, and that which is just
unnecessarily metaphysical, philosophizing, has no validity and is of no use to
your meditation.
In a way I feel happy that by coincidence this sutra came to be discussed and you
have seen both sides. It will help you to remain aware -- aware that even at the
highest peak of your enlightenment you can still commit mistakes, you can still
go astray, you can still say things which are stupid. The problem is that I cannot
tolerate anything which is not the best. I want you to know only the best, to
experience the best, only twenty-four carat gold, no pollution, no mixture, just
utter purity.
It was good to talk about these sutras, because I could go on telling you what is
not right and what is right. You may be reading many books, you may be
hearing many people. Just watch clearly. Every day I receive letters from
sannyasins saying, "I have been to see some saint, some guru" ...and I know those
people are just idiots. They write to me, "We are very impressed," and I simply
say, "My God!"
I have been working with these people so hard to make every small point
completely clear, and any idiot can impress them! They don't seem to have the
awareness and the clarity and the capacity for discrimination.
One of the greatest Indian scriptures is Badarayana's BRAHMASUTRA. He
prescribes a clear-cut capacity for discrimination as the first thing needed by the
disciple. I can see why Badarayana has made discrimination his first point -- to
see what is false and to see what is true, to feel what is real and to feel what is
just hypocrisy. Have you seen the Catholic pope? Perhaps many of you have
seen him or met him and most of you must have seen his photographs. Do you
see anything that gives you an indication that this man is the representative of
God? He can be a salesman of any shoe company ...but a representative of God!
He should look at least once in a mirror and he himself will realize, "My God,
why have you chosen me? Can't you find some other idiot? In this big world,
why have you chosen poor me?"
I have heard about an old Jew dying. He was muttering something, so people of
his family came close to hear what he is muttering at the time of his death. He
was saying to God, "God, just only one request. We have been your chosen
people for four thousand years. It is enough. Can't you choose somebody else
now? If you had not chosen us we would not have suffered so much. Now be

merciful; listen to a dying old man's last words. It is time that you choose
somebody else as your chosen people and relieve us of that great burden. We are
being continuously crushed."
Look at your popes, look at your shankaracharyas, look at your Ayatollah
Khomeini, look at your Jaina monks, Buddhist monks, and you will be surprised
that these people don't have the presence of the awakened person. Neither do
they have the words that come from an experienced source of authority, but you
become impressed by any kind of nonsense.
And this has been going on for centuries. It is time it should stop. At least
everybody should be meditative enough that he can discriminate between the
man who is an arrow towards the ultimate truth and its realization, and the man
who is simply pretending.
These sutras were a good exercise for you to see how to discriminate. Be very
alert. To be impressed easily is to be gullible. Don't be gullible, otherwise you
will be exploited. Not to be gullible is what Badarayana means by being
discriminative, alert, aware. There is no hurry to be impressed by anybody. Wait,
watch, look at it from every aspect, and if your heart starts ringing bells, then it is
a different matter altogether. But if it is just your mind saying, "I have found the
right master," beware of your mind.
Your mind is your greatest enemy.
Okay, Maneesha?
Yes, Osho.

